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INTRODUCTION : 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This study is a test of several propositions pertaining to 
changes in self concept and liking for others, as well as the relations 
between them, among invidivuals in experimental interaction. This is 
an application of the theory of balanced states developed by Fritz 
Heider (1958) . 
A considerable body of literature, in recent years, has been 
devoted to theory and research on the self concept. A significant por-
tion of this work has focussed upon an examination of the conditions, in 
various social interaction settings, under which changes in self concept 
seem likely to occur. The major variables which have been thought to 
affect the self concept have included evaluational reactions from other 
individuals, and sentiments toward these others. 
A number of theoretical systems have converged in postulating a 
tendency for individuals to structure their interpersonal cognitions so 
as to relieve tension arising from inconsistent cognitions, and to 
achieve or maintain internal consistency or balance; Heider's (1958) 
theory of balanced states is an example of such a theory system. A num-
ber of consistent and testable predictions can be generated by applying 
balance theory propositions to account for changes in self concept and 
sentiments among individuals in interpersonal interaction. Briefly, a 
balanced state can be defined as one in which interpersonal cognitions 
(i.e., organized perceptions) are consistent with one another; balance 
and imbalance will be operationally specified in subsequent chapters. 
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More specifically, this study investigates the effects of two 
independent variables -- expectations of liking or disliking other in-
dividuals, and evaluative reactions about self from these others -- on 
two dependent variables. These dependent variables are: (a) aspects of 
the self concepts of individuals, and (b) their subsequent liking for 
others. A laboratory setting was used in studying these relationships. 
Some of the problems that are investigated in this study, in 
terms of the relationships among these variables, include: 
(a) To what extent are there greater experimental effects on 
the dependent variables of self concept and liking for others in imbalanced 
than in balanced experimental conditions; to what extent do these experi-
mental effects manifest a tendency toward a balanced state, as discussed 
by Heider (1958)? 
(b) What are the processes by which tendencies toward a balanced 
state are effected (i.e., is balance a function of changes in self con-
cept or liking for others, or both)? 
An experimental design was utilized in investigating these prob-
lems. Succeeding chapters will explore the literature relevant to this 
study and the theoretical framework within which it is couched, the ex-
perimental design, specific hypotheses, and procedures used and, finally, 
the research results and their implications. 
CHAPI'ER I 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A. The Self Concept and Changes in Self 
This first section will compriae a review of the nature of the 
self concept as it has been previously studied, the descriptive levels 
of self concept which have been measured, studies of changes in or modi-
fication of self concept, and the effects on self concept of interaction 
with other individuals. 
The Nature of the Self Concept 
In a recent comprehensive review of self concept literature, 
Wylie summarizes the uses of the self concept in the following way: 
In psychological discussions the word "self" has been 
used in many different ways. Two chief meanings emerge, 
however: the self as subject or agent, and the self as the 
individual who is known to himself (English & English, 1958). 
The words "self concept" have come into common use to refer 
to the second meaning (Wylie, 1961, p. 1). 
There appears to be general consensus on this definition of the 
self concept among contemporary investigators. Thus, Murphy proposes 
this definition: "The self is the individual as known to the individual" 
(Murphy, 1947, p. 996); similarly, Newcomb expands upon this as follows: 
"Self" ••• refers to the individual as perceived by that 
individual in a socially determined frame of reference. A 
person's self represents his own side of his perceived re-
lationship to others (Newcomb, 1950, p. 328). 
In the present study the term "self concept" will refer to 
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certain measured aspects of the self. No assumption that the self con-
cept is a unitary dimension of personality is made; rather, it is quite 
possible that there are many "self concepts," only certain of which are 
investigated in this study. 
The phenomenological nature of ~ self. All of these defini-
tions of the self concept make a phenomenological assumption, i.e., they 
assume that the self is subject to conscious awareness on the part of the 
individual. Phenomenological theorists such as Rogers (195la) and Snygg 
and Combs (1949) make this orientation explicit in their definitions of 
self concept . Thus, Rogers says: 
The self-concept, or self-structure, may be thought of as an 
organized configuration of perceptions of the self which are 
admissable to awareness. It is composed of such elements as 
the perceptions of one's characteristics and abilities; the 
percepts and concepts of the self in relation to others and 
to the environment; the value qualities which are perceived 
as associated with experiences and objects; and goals and 
ideals which are perceived as having positive or negative 
valence (Rogers, 195la, pp. 136-137) . 
Wylie (1961) points out that, while a number of investigators 
have attempted to develop indirect measures of self concept (e.g., 
Grummon and John, 1954, using TAT protocols to assess self; Haimowitz 
and Haimowitz, 1952, using Rorschach scores), the great majority of self 
concept studies have utilized conscious self-awareness measures and 
phenomenological concepts about the self concept. 1 
Descriptive Content Measured in Self Concept Studies 
Wylie (1961) has emphasized the great number of descriptive 
content areas comprising measures of self concept in various investigations, 
1\'lylie (1961) points out, however, as does M. B. Smith (1950) the 
difficulty of maintaining a consistently phenomenological point of view. 
and has indicated the consequent difficulty in making generalizations 
about the nature of self concepts from these studies. Some selected 
content areas that are relevant to the present investigation are sum-
marized below; these studies of self concept employ measures which are 
illustrative of the range of previously studied aspects of self con-
cept. 
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In a series of studies relating self concept measures to psycho-
therapy outcomes, Rogers and his coworkers {Rogers and Dymond, 1954) 
utilized, as measures of self concept, the items developed by Butler 
and Haigh {1954). One hundred items were selected on an "accidental 
basis" from psychotherapy protocols, and were assumed by the authors to 
be a random sample of statements made by patients about themselves 
during therapy. These items were subsequently used to measure the 
self concepts of both therapy patients as well as individuals not in 
therapy. Students and non-students were included in both these samples. 
In contrast to this quasi-random approach to item selection, 
Smith (1958) selected items which seemed, in terms of face validity, 
to reflect Murray's schema of personality needs. Smith was studying the 
relation between self concept and independent measures of adjustment 
in various drug conditions. In this instrument, as with the Butler and 
Haigh items, no attempt was made to assess whether one underlying dimen-
sion, or a number of discrete dimensions, was being measured. 
Manis {1955) studied changes in self concept as a correlate of 
ratings of the individual by others, who were either liked or disliked 
by him. He developed a self concept instrument utilizing three items 
from each of the eight factors accounting for the largest amount of 
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variance in Cattell's factor analysis of Allport and Odbert's adjective 
trait list. Manis' test itself, however, was not factor analyzed. 
Manis studied a population of college students who were dormitory resi-
dents. 
Fiedler, Hutchins, and Dodge (1958), in studying the relation-
ships between interpersonal perception and levels of adjustment, utilized 
a modification of Manis' (1955) test. They studied small groups of 
college dormitory residents and military personnel. Bass and Fiedler 
(1959) have subsequently factor analyzed this data, finding a general 
evaluative factor, comprising items expressing feelings of goodness or 
badness of self, accounting for the major portion of total test 
variance. 
Kelman and Parloff (1957), studying changes in adjustment among 
members of psychotherapy groups, developed a self concept instrument of 
ten items on each of six drives underlying group behavior, adapted from 
Bion's group modalities; these drives included dimensions of pairing, 
counter-pairing, fight, flight, dependence, and counter-dependence. 
Burke and Bennis (1961), in assessing the relations between 
changes in self concept and perceptions of others among group members 
at a human relations training workshop, developed a self concept question-
naire designed to measure perceived group behavior of self and others. 
Items were adapted from three sources: Osgood's (Osgood, Suci, and 
Tannenbaum, 1957) individual factors of semantic meaning (evaluation, 
potency, and activity); Carter's (1954) factors of group behavior (in-
dividual prominence, group goal facilitation, and group sociability); 
Schutz's (1958) group dimensions (affection, control, and inclusion). 
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This self concept test was factor analyzed to three principal dimensions: 
friendliness-evaluation, dominance-potency, and participation-activity. 
In evaluating the descriptive content of self concept measured 
by the instruments in the examples given above, a number of points should 
be noted: 
(a) A major distinction between measures oriented toward indi-
vidual personality dimensions (Rogers and Dymond, 1954; Smith, 1958; 
Manis, 1955; Fiedler~~., 1958) and measures oriented more specifically 
toward interpersonal and group behavior (Kelman and Parloff, 1957); 
Burke and Bennis, 1961) seems possible. 
(b) Cronbach (1958; Gage and Cronbach, 1955) has stressed the 
importance of factor-analyzing global instruments to determine more 
adequately the particular content being measured, and to avoid treating 
together statistically discrete content areas. Although most of the 
self concept instruments referred to above were derived either from 
previously factor-analyzed tests or from conceptually distinct cate-
gories, a factor analysis of the self concept test itself was performed 
only in the follow-up study by Bass and Fiedler (1959), and in the study 
by Burke and Bennis (1961). 
(c) The rationale behind selection of particular items, in rela-
tion to the criterion variables being studied (e.g., group behavior) is 
seldom discussed and is often unclear, even in terms of face validity. 
Thus, while Kelman and Parloff (1957) and Burke and Bennis (1961), in 
studying self concept changes in a group setting, attempted to derive 
rating categories that were relevant to behavior in a group, Manis (1955) 
and Fiedler ~ al. (1958) , in similarly studying self concepts among 
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group members, relied on items derived from individual personality dimen-
sions that may have had little relevance to observable behavior. 
Cronbach and Meehl (1955) and Wylie (1961) have discussed the 
importance of achieving adequate construct validity. It would seem 
that the above requirements, of factor analysis and a face relationship 
of self concept items to the criterion being studied, would be minimal 
ones. 
Changes in Self Concept 
A considerable amount of attention, in theory and in research, 
has been paid to questions about the likelihood of changes in the adult 
self concepts, and the conditions under which such changes might occur. 
A number of investigators have stressed the stability of the 
self concept. Thus, Lecky (1945) made the need for achieving stability 
or consistency of the self the cornerstone of his theory of personality. 
He was aware, however, that under certain conditions of inconsistency 
between self perceptions and perceptions by others, the self concepts 
may change. He argued that: 
••• Any idea entering the system which is inconsistent with the 
individual's conception of himself cannot be assimilated but 
instead gives rise to an inconsistency which must be removed 
as promptly as possible •••• 
The conflict provoked by the inconsistency may lead to 
several different kinds of behavior. The usual method of 
handling the problem is to strike back and try to inflict an 
equal injury upon the person responsible •••• 
Still another method is to reinterpret the disturbing in-
cident in such a manner that it can be assimilated •••• 
Finally, it is sometimes necessary to alter the opinion 
one holds of himself (Lecky, 1945, pp. 150-151). 
Lecky offers no indication, however, about the conditions under which 
each of these alternatives is most likely to occur. 
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Heider (1958) and Deutsch and Solomon (1959) also argue that 
the adult self concept is likely to be more firmly anchored than per-
ceptions of other people and that, under conditions in which perceptions 
about self and perceptions about others are in conflict, the perceptions 
of the other people are more likely to change. 
Self concept and adjustment. While the results of different em-
pirical studies are not uniformly positive, a large number of investiga-
tions have demonstrated scores on self concept measures to be positively 
related to independent criteria of adjustment (e.g., Block and Thomas, 
1955; Brownfain, 1952; Chodorkoff, 1954; Hanlon, Hofstaetter, and O'Connor, 
1954; Smith, 1958). It is interesting to note that in all of these 
studies the independent criteria of adjustment have also been self-
report instruments; Wylie (1961) points out that the observed relation-
ship between self concept and behavioral indices of adjustment has been 
much more equivocal. In any case, a number of investigations attempting 
to assess self concept changes, in therapeutic and related settings, 
have been theoretically grounded in this apparent relationship between 
self concept and adjustment. 
Changes during therapy. Rogers and his coworkers (Rogers and 
Dymond, 1954) have investigated changes in self concept during non-
directive psychotherapy. In a population of student and non-student 
therapy patients, self concept (and other) measures were obtained prior 
to therapy, at various points during therapy, and at its termination. 
Similarly, a "control group" of normals, neither in nor expecting therapy, 
rated their self concepts at equivalent intervals. Therapist ratings 
of success of the therapy outcome were obtained for a number of patients. 
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A number of relevant results were obtained from this research program: 
(a) There were significant changes in self concept during the 
course of psychotherapy: actual self ratings and ideal self ratings 
became more similar to one another over time (this is generally inter-
preted as an increase in "self satisfaction"), and ratings of actual 
self changed significantly more than ratings of ideal self concept. 
(b) Psychotherapy patients exhibited significantly greater 
change in self concept than did normals. 
(c) Patients whose therapy was judged by their therapists to be 
"successful" were found to have, subsequent to therapy, more positive 
self concepts than did patients whose therapy was judged "unsuccessful." 
Generally similar results have been found in a number of other 
studies of therapy outcomes (e.g., Caplan, 1957; Mazurkiewicz, 1957; 
Nunnally, 1955). 
Changes in therapy groups. Starting from a similar theoretical 
conception, Kelman and Parloff (1957) obtained a number of self report 
measures from 15 patients in three psychotherapy groups, at the start 
of therapy and again after 20 weeks. Ratings by other patients and 
hospital staff were also obtained. One of Kelman and Parloff's pre-
dictions was that significant self concept changes would occur over 
time, in the direction of greater self satisfaction (i.e., increased 
congruity between actual and ideal self concept). The results of this 
study were generally negative: no consistent or significant changes in 
self concept or in sociometric ratings predicted by patients for them-
selves were found; the only significant change in self report was a 
decrease in reported symptoms, on a Symptom Disability Checklist. 
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Changes in human relations groups. More recently, Burke and 
Bennis (1961) studied changes in self concept and description by other 
group members, among 84 members of six human relations training groups 
at a summer workshop. Subjects came from a wide variety of hetero-
geneous backgrounds and occupations. Subjects rated their self concept 
and their impressions of each of the other members of their group 
several days after the start of the workshop, and again after three weeks 
of daily group meetings. A number of predictions were made, stemming 
from the assumptions that changes in self concept and perceptions by 
others were likely, in this kind of interpersonal milieu, and that self 
concept and perceptions by others would become more congruent. These 
predictions were generally supported; the relevant results are presented 
below: 
(a) significant increases in similarity between actual self con-
cept and ideal self concept were found, i.e., group members increased 
over time in "self satisfaction"; 
(b) actual self concept ratings changed significantly more than 
ratings of ideal self concept; 
(c) significant increases in similarity between actual self con-
cept and ratings of the individual by other group members were found. 
In evaluating this group of investigations of changes in self 
concept, three major points are to be made: 
(a) Cronbach (1955; 1958) has indicated the difficulty of inter-
preting "dyadic," or two-part scores, such as have been commonly used in 
measures of satisfaction with self (e.g., Rogers and Dymond, 1954; 
Kelman and Parloff, 1957; Smith, 1958), especially in the absence of 
information about the separate parameters entering into such scores. 
There is indication, however, in the studies of Rudikoff (1954) and 
Burke and Bennis (1961) that such changes are accounted for primarily 
by changes in the actual self concepts of subjects. 
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(b) In none of these studies were adequate control groups used 
in order to control certain critical psychological variables. (In 
therapy outcome studies, a critical control would be a population 
equivalent in need and desire for therapy who did not receive such 
help; in group studies, a critical control would be an equivalent popu-
lation that did not take part in the group experience; in both cases, 
a minimal requirement would be the matching of control and experimental 
subjects on initial level of self concept, which was not done in any 
of these studies.) It is true that an attempt at control was made in 
the studies by Rogers and his coworkers (Rogers and Dymond, 1954); it 
is pointed out, however, by both Eysenck (1961) and Wylie (1961), that 
these are not even minimally adequate in terms of the criteria speci-
fied above. 
(c) None of these studies operationally specified the inde-
pendent variables presumed to effect self concept change. At best, 
certain global dimensions, such as the process of therapy or the nature 
of the group experience, are implied. Similarly, none of these studies 
utilized an experimental design in which relevant independent variables 
could be manipulated or controlled. 
These authors sometimes imply, however, that self concept changes 
need to be understood in terms of the relationship between the indivi-
dual and others in his phenomenal field. Rogers indicates that: 
As a result of interaction with the environment, and parti-
cularly as a result of evaluational interaction with others, 
the structure of self is formed ••• social evaluations by 
others, become part of his (the individual's) phenomenal 
field ••• (Rogers, 195la, pp. 498~499). 
In the following section changes in self concepts, as a function of 
specific variables in the interaction between self and others, are 
examined. 
Interaction Between Self and others 
Two principal variables -- evaluative reactions from others, 
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and sentiments toward these others -- have been investigated, in assess-
ing the effect of interaction with other people on the self concept. 
Studies in each of these areas are summarized below. 
Evaluative reactions from others. A number of investigators 
have stressed the theory that individuals develop self concepts in con-
formity with views of them by other people and that, as a corollary, 
they will tend to change their self concepts when interacting with other 
people whose evaluation of them differs from the individual's view of 
himself (although self concept may be anchore4 relative to other per-
ceptions). This change, too, is expected to be in the direction of 
greater conformity to others. 
Cooley, for example, developed his conception of the " looking-
glass self" in the following way: 
••• In a very large and interesting class of cases the social 
reference takes the form of a somewhat definite imagination 
of how one's self -- that is any idea he appropriates --
appears in a particular mind, and the kind of feeling one has 
is determined by the attitude toward this attributed to that 
other mind. A social self of this sort might be called the 
reflected or looking-glass self ••• in imagination we perceive 
in another's mind some thought of our appearance, manners, 
aims, deeds, character, friends, and so on, and are variously 
affected by it. 
A self-idea of this sort seems to have three principal 
elements: the imagination of our appearance to the other 
person; the imagination of his judgement of that appearance; 
and some sort of self-feeling, such as pride or mortifica-
tion.... We always imagine, and in imagining share, the 
judgement of the other mind •••• 
The self that is most importunate is a reflection, 
largely, from the minds of others •••• It easily and willingly 
expands, in most of us, and is liable to sudden, irrational, 
and grievous collapses (Cooley, 1902, pp. 183-184). 
Thus, for Cooley, social influence was attributed largely to the 
evaluations of a more-or-less imagined other. Mead, on the other 
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hand, saw the locus of influence in the evaluations of the social group 
or "generalized other," as the following passages indicate: 
The organized community or social group which gives to 
the individual his unity of self may be called the "generalized 
other" •••• 
It is in the form of the generalized other that the 
social process influences the behavior of the individuals 
involved in it (Mead, 1934, pp. 156-157). 
And thus it is that social control, as operating in terms 
of self-criticism, exerts itself so intimately and extensively 
over individual behavior or conduct •••• (The individual can) 
take the attitudes of other individuals ••• toward himself, in terms 
of his integrated social relations to them and to the group as 
a whole •••• Thus he becomes not only self-conscious but also 
self-critical; and . thus, through self-criticism, social control 
over individual behavior or conduct operates by virtue of the 
social origin and basis of such criticism. That is to say, 
self-criticism is essentially social criticism, and behavior 
controlled by self-criticism is essentially behavior controlled 
socially (Mead, 1934, p. 255). 
In evaluating the contributions of these theorists, and others 
with a similar orientation,1 it is clear that they share a belief that 
1For example, Sullivan (1947), following from Mead (1934), 
discusses the role of the "significant other" in influencing the indi-
vidual's conception of self. One of Sullivan's principal concerns 
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the self concept can be affected by evaluations from other people. 
The nature of these "others" varies somewhat from author to author: 
to Cooley (1902), the important referant is an internalized, at least 
partially imagined, other; to Mead (1934), the individuals in the 
social groups within the individual's phenomenal field make up his 
"generalized other"; to Sullivan (1947), "significant others" may be 
found in the primary group as well as in later peer-group interaction. 
It seems reasonable, at this stage in theory-building within the 
field, to investigate the effects on the self concept of evaluation by 
many ty.pes of "other" individuals in order to gain comparative informa-
tion about consistencies as well as differences in the ability of 
individuals to influence one another. 
Finally, it is implied, in these theories of self, that changes 
in self concept in adulthood, while they may be resisted by defensive 
mechanisms, would be predicated upon interaction with others in much 
the same way as would be changes in self concept at earlier maturational 
levels. It seems possible that evaluative reactions from others might 
affect the adult self concept differently from similar social influences 
in childhood; nevertheless, a number of recent investigations have 
focussed upon the effects of social influences on the self concept, 
among adults, treating the self-re.garding attitudes in the same context 
as other attitudes held by the individual. Festinger (1954) has 
is with a mirroring effect, by which the individual first develops a 
self concept in accord with his perceptions of others, and then sees 
others in terms of his own self-image; this is not directly relevant 
to the problems of this study. 
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generalized the reciprocal effects of social influence, within a small 
group or interaction framework, in the following way: 
The existence of a discrepancy in a group with respect to 
opinions or abilities will lead to action on the part of mem-
bers of that group to reduce the discrepancy •••• the action 
to reduce the discrepancy is, in the case of opinions, a 
relatively uncomplicated pressure towards uniformity •••• 
there will be tendencies to change one's own position so as to 
move closer to others in the group •••• (and) there will be 
tendencies to change others in the group to bring them closer 
to oneself (Festinger, 1954, pp. 124-126). 
A number of investigators have proceeded, from the assumption 
that social influence will tend to produce conformity betweel self 
concept and opinions of the individual by others, to examine the rela-
tionship, at a given time, between self concept and ratings by others. 
The results of these studies have tended to be equivocal, with apparent-
ly contradictory findings. 
Thus, Brownfain (1952) found that fraternity members who were 
liked and seen as popular by other members had more stable self concepts 
than did members who were not liked. In this study, "stability" is 
operationally defined in terms of low discrepancy between ratings by 
the individual of his "most favorable realistic self concept" and his 
"most unfavorable realistic self concept." 
Kelman and Parloff (1957) also found no relationship between 
self satisfaction of patients in therapy groups and sociometric ratings 
of them by other members. 
In a more direct approach to the problem of change in self con-
cept, as a function of evaluative reactions by others, Fiedler and his 
coworkers (Fiedler et al., 1958) examined the relationship between self 
concept and measures of assumed similarity. Their results are essentially 
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summaries of four independent studies: two replications involving small 
groups of students living together in college dormitories, and two repli-
cations involving small work groups of military personnel. In three of 
these studies subjects had little prior acquaintance with one another; 
in one study subjects had already worked together for some time. Sub-
jects completed self concept ratings and ratings of the other members 
of their group shortly after the start of the study, and again following 
a six to eight-week interval. The relevant results are summarized be-
low: 
(a) Subjects with assumed similarity to their group (i.e., 
S's whose self concept rating was close to their ratings of other mem-
bers) did not change more, either in self esteem(actual self ratings) 
or self satisfaction (similarity between actual self and ideal self 
ratings), than subjects with low assumed similarity to their group. 
(b) Subjects who had high assumed similarity of the other mem-
bers toward themselves (i.e., S's who were rated by others in their 
group as similar to these others' ratings of themselves -- this is con-
sidered a measure of acceptance by the group) did not change more in 
self esteem than subjects with low assumed similarity of others toward 
themselves. 
(c) Subjects, however, who had high assumed similarity of other 
members toward themselves (i.e., who were accepted by others) became more 
self-satisfied, over time, than did subjects who had low assumed similarity 
of other members toward themselves (F = 3.14, p < .Ol). 
Fiedler discusses this final, positive, result in the following 
way: 
In essence, this finding is consistent with Festinger's 
theory of social comparison processes •••• Inasmuch as self-
regarding attitudes are opinions of oneself, the theory may 
be applied directly to our data. Given a situation in which 
the individual finds that every member of his group r e gards 
him in a favorable light, he will then tend to change his 
opinion to conform to that of the group. Asch has shown, in 
fact, that individuals will tend to conform to group opinion 
even when dealing with the evaluation of a physical stimulus, 
such as the length of a .line •••• When we deal with a highly 
ambiguous stimulus, such as a self-concept, group opinion is 
much more likely to affect the individual's judgments about 
himself •••• two or more persons' opinions should have more 
weight than the opinion of just one ••• (Fiedler et al., 1958, 
pp. 60-61). 
Burke and Bennis (1961), studying self concept changes during 
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a human relations training conference, found significant and predicted 
changes in ,the actual self concept of group members, in the direction 
of the perceptions about the individual by other group members; they 
also found that perceptions of the individual by others changed signi-
ficantly, in the direction of the individual's self concept. Although 
these changes occurred in a setting in which group members were en-
couraged and trained to react evaluatively toward one another, 
criticisms of omission of independent variables apply here as in the 
preceeding studies. 
A number of other essentially related studies have found similarly 
inconsistent results (e.g., Webb, 1952; Turner and Vanderlippe, 1958). 
It is extremely difficult to evaluate either the inconsistency or the 
relevance of these results, for the following reasons: 
(a} There was considerable variation among the self concept 
measures used in these studies; similarly, ratings of the individual by 
others vary both in the nature of the sociometric questions asked and 
the extent of their surface similarity to the self concept scales which 
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individuals completed about themselves. 
(b) None of these studies controlled either the amount of 
acquaintance between the individual and other group members, or the 
nature of the relationship between them. 
(c) Most critically, these studies have neither manipulated nor 
controlled independent variables affecting the perception by the indi-
vidual of others' reactions to him. Under these circumstances, it is 
impossible to assess the extent to which even the opportunity for 
1 
"social influence" was present. 
Deutsch and Solomon (1959), in an experimental study, obtained 
results which are relevant to the effect on self concept of evaluative 
reactions from others. The effect on self concept of two independent 
variables -- success or failure of individual performance, and positive 
or negative evaluations from other members of the experimental group 
was manipulated in a 2 x 2 factorial design. Subjects were female 
telephone operators (the study was replicated with a smaller male 
sample, with similar results). The results of this portion of their 
study showed significant effects on self concept of both the variable 
of individual performance, and the interaction between individual per-
formance and reaction from other group members. These results can be 
interpreted as follows: 
1Essentially correlational designs, of the R-R type, have been 
utilized in this group of studies; under these circumstances, inferences 
about causation are unwarranted. In experimental designs involving 
manipulation of independent variables (such as in the present study) 
causal inferences can be made, as in discussions of "experimental 
effects." Even here, of course, there can be no implication that effects 
can proceed in only one direction, or that other variables could not 
bring about similar results. 
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(a) subjects perceiving themselves as performing successfully 
subsequently have more positive self concepts than subjects who perceive 
themselves as performing unsuccessfully; 
(b) subjects' self concepts were more positive if reactions about 
themselves from others were consistent with their own prior evaluations; 
(c) subjects perceiving themselves as performing successfully 
had more positive self concepts if they received positive reactions from 
others, than if they received negative reactions from others; 
(d) but subjects perceiving themselves as performing unsuccess-
fully had more positive self concepts if they were reacted to negatively 
than if they were reacted to positively by others. 
Thus , it would appear from these results that social influence 
of evaluative reactions from others might not operate consistently as a 
simple conformity effect, but might rather interact in a more complex 
manner with other variables, such as initial self-evaluations . These 
possibilities will be evaluated in greater detail in a succeeding sec-
tion . 
Effect of sentiments toward others . Although a number of studies 
have explored the relationship between self concept and liking for 
others (e.g., Fiedler, Warrington, and Blaisdell, 1952; Lundy, 1956), 
and have reported a generally positive relationship between liking for 
self and liking for others, the relationships between sentiment toward 
others and evaluative reactions from others has remained tenuous. One 
reason for this may be the lack of application of experimental designs 
to self concept research (with a consequent difficulty of non-ambiguously 
exploring factorial problems involving more than one independent variable). 
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Heider (1958), in his theory of interpersonal relations, has 
assigned a central position to the concept of perceived sentiments 
toward others. He views sentiments (e.g., liking for others) as a con-
necting link between individuals in their relationships with one another, 
and as vital to an understanding of the subjective perceptions of these 
relationships, and changes in them, on the part of interacting indivi-
duals. In applying the concept of sentiments to the problem of the 
relation between self concept change and evaluations by others, liking 
for these others would mediate between the other variables. Thus, it 
is possible, within this framework, that the self concept of group mem-
bers should be more accessible to social influence when the individual 
likes other group members, than when he dislikes them. 
Manis (1955), who studied self concept change among students in 
college dormitory groups, approaches the problem in a similar theoretical 
context: 
••• the things an individual sees and believes about the 
external world are largely dependent upon the opinions of 
others. As an extension of this general principle, it is to 
be expected that the things which an individual sees and be-
lieves about himself are, to an extent, determined by what 
others believe about him •••• when an individual's self con-
cept is not confirmed by the views of his friends there should 
be an eventual increase in agreement •••• the content of an 
individual's self concept will be more influenced by his 
friends' views of him than by his nonfriends' views of him 
(Manis, 1955, pp. 362-363). 
Manis' subjects completed self concept ratings, ratings of other group 
members on the same dimensions, and sociometric choices of them, on 
each of two testing occasions, six weeks apart. He makes a series of 
predictions, four of which are of particular relevance to the current 
problem. They are presented below, together with a summary of Manis' 
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results: 
(a) There will be an increase in agreement, over time, between 
S's self concept and friends' perception of him. This prediction was 
generally and significantly confirmed. 
(b) This increase in agreement, between S's self concept and 
perceptions of him by others, will be greater among friends than among 
nonfriends. This prediction was significantly confirmed. 
(c) Changes in self concept, over time, will occur, and will 
tend to increase the agreement between S's and their friends. This pre-
diction was significantly confirmed. 
(d) These changes in self concept, in the direction of greater 
agreement between S and other members, will be greater among friends 
than among nonfriends. This prediction, too, received overall confirma-
tion at a significant level. There was, however, no difference between 
friends and nonfriends in "influencing" S positively, when S's self 
concept was initially less positive than others' evaluations of him. 
On the other hand, friends tended to be more successful than nonfriends 
in "influencing" S negatively, when S's self concept was initially more 
positive than others' evaluations of him. 
These findings by Manis suggest that effects on self concept 
may be a function of both liking for others and reactions from others, 
but they cannot be interpreted in any clear and unequivocal way, for 
several reasons: 
(a) Manis uses two-part and even four-part indices in assessing 
change, with no indication of the relative contribution of each of the 
separate measures entering into these indices. 
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(b) Since his study is correlational, no causal implications 
can be attributed to the relationship between liking and self concept 
change; similarly, we cannot be certain that other variables are not 
confounding the effects of liking or disliking others. 
(c) Finally, although Manis explains his results in terms of 
social influence, operating by means of evaluational interaction between 
the individual and other members, there is no operational specification, 
manipulation, or control of such interaction. 
In their study referred to previously, Deutsch and Solomon 
(1959) treated sentiments toward others as a dependent variable, examin-
ing the effects of two independent variables perceived success or 
failure of individual performance, and positive or negative evaluations 
by other group members -- on attitudes toward others and toward self. 
In a 2 x 2 factorial design, subjects were induced to believe that they 
had been either successful or unsuccessful in their performance on a 
group task, and then received, by note, either very positive or very 
negative evaluations from one other member of their group; following 
these inductions, subjects rated the note-writer on a number of dimen-
sions. Deutsch and Solomon were testing the following experimental 
hypothesis: 
••• if an individual evaluates some aspects of himself (as 
positive or negative) and another evaluates it similarly, 
the individual will tend to evaluate the other person favor-
ably; if their evaluations are dissimilar, the individual 
will tend to evaluate the other unfavorably (Deutsch and 
Solomon, 1959, p. 97). 
Thus, the authors predict an interaction between perceived success or 
failure on a task (the authors explicitly considered this as an experimental 
analog to initial level of self concept) and evaluative reactions by 
others. Their results are summarized below: 
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(a) On evaluative dimensions, there was a significant interaction 
effect, as predicted; 
(b) in addition, on the evaluative dimensions, there was a sig-
nificant main effect of the note received, so that there was a tendency 
for positive note-writers to be evaluated more positively than negative 
note-writers; 
(c) similar tendencies were evidence~in most cases significantly, 
in ratings of others on less purely evaluative dimensions (e.g., de-
sirability as a teammate, status, warmth, self-control). 
Deutsch and Solomon conclude that, in this experiment, liking 
for other group members is affected both by the amount of consistency 
between self-evaluations and evaluations by these others, and by a 
"positivity effect," such that individuals tend to like others who like 
them, and dislike others who dislike them. 
In summary, the following relationships between self concept 
and perceptions of and by others have been suggested by previous re-
search (in spite of the variation in aspects of self concept which have 
been measured): the self concept may be affected by evaluative re-
actions from others, in the direction of greater similarity; these 
evaluations by others may interact with the degree of liking of these 
others by the individual, in affecting self concept; finally, liking 
for others is itself affected by self concept and by evaluations of 
the individual by these others. 
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B. Heider's Theory of Balanced States 
These various relationships between self concept and other 
variables can be conceptualized clearly and consistently through appli-
cation of Heider's (1958) theory of balanced states. The nature of 
Heider's constructs, their relation to other conceptual models, and 
their application to these previously discussed variables, are sum-
marized in succeeding sections. 
The Theory of Balanced States 
Balance and tension-reduction. Essentially, balance theory 
falls within the general rubric of tension-reduction and equilibrium 
models. Heider (1958) postulates a tendency, among interacting indi-
viduals, to structure their cognitions of the various relations con-
necting one another so as to achieve a consistent or harmonious state 
among these relations. 1 Thus, if the various perceived relations among 
people are consistent with one another, or are balanced, tension in 
the system is minimal and little change will occur; on the other hand, 
a lack of internal consistency among interpersonal relations induces 
1This view of interpersonal relationships is analogous to many 
formulations, within personality theory, stressing tendencies toward 
consistency of the self or of personality generally. Heider's theory 
is distinguished by three major contributions: the application of 
this tension reduction-consistency model to problems of interpersonal 
perception; the stress on the importance of studying sentiments 
along with related attitudinal or unit-forming cognitions; the de-
velopment of a model with which sentiments and other, less affectual, 
cognitions could be studied in interaction with one another, using the 
same constructs. 
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a state of cognitive tension, and a consequent tendency toward balance 
will occur so as to reduce tension and restore a state of equilibrium. 
The following references from Heider emphasize this point: 
The concept of balanced state designates a situation in 
which the perceived units and the experienced sentiments 
co-exist without stress; there is thus no pressure toward 
change, either in the cognitive organization or in the 
sentiment •••• (Heider, 1958, p. 176). 
By a balanced state (or situation) is meant a harmonious 
state, one in which the entities comprising the situation 
and the feelings about them fit together without stress •••• 
(Given unbalanced situations) in some way we sense that the 
factors in the situation "do not add up"; they seem to pull 
in different directions. They leave us with a feeling of dis-
turbance that becomes relieved only when change within the 
situation takes place in such a way that a state of balance 
is achieved (Heider, 1958, p. 180) • 
••• where balance does not exist, the situation will tend to 
change in the direction of balance •••• (In an unbalanced 
state) tension will arise and forces will appear to annul 
the tension (Heider, 1958, p. 207). 
Operational specification of balance; definitions. The pre-
ceeding statements by Heider comprise a general definition of both a 
balanced state and the conditions relating to balance in which changes 
are likely to occur. In order to treat these terms with greater opera-
tiona! specificity, definitions of several terms used by Heider are 
necessary: 
(a) There is a relation between two entities (either persons 
or objects) when they are joined together in some manner having sign-
character, i.e., when they are related to one another in a specifiable 
fashion. 
(b) Relations can be characterized as having valence, i.e., em-
bodying sign and/or directionality. Thus, a relation between two en-
tities can be positive, neutral, or negative, or tend in these directions; 
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various points along this continuum may be distinguished . Relations 
can be compared with one another in terms of their respective valences. 
Heider (1958) distinguishes between two types of relations: sentiments 
and unit relations. 
(c) Sentiment relations pertain to some aspect of liking between 
two people or a person and an object (or to some other affective quality, 
such as love, or pleasure, or their opposites). This is an essentially 
evaluative dimension. 1 
(d) Similarly , unit relations refer to some aspect of belonging 
or proximity between two people or between a person and an object or 
idea (e.g., ownership, distance, as well as attitudes and opinions). 2 
Given these preliminary definitions, the conditions comprising 
balanced and imbalanced states can themselves be defined . Heider 
says: 
That sentiment, unit formation, and balanced state have 
something to do with each other can be stated as a general 
hypothesis, namely: the relationship between sentiments 
and unit formation tends toward a balanced state • • • (Heider, 
1958, p. 177). 
By a balanced state is meant a situation in which the 
relations among the entities fit together harmoniously; there 
is no stress towards change . A basic assumption is that senti-
ment relations and unit relations tend toward a balanced state . 
1sentiment or liking relations can be symbolized in the follow-
ing way: pLo indicates that p (the person) likes o (another individual 
or individuals; pDLo, similarly, indicates that p dislikes o. Con-
versely, oLp and oDLp refer to sentiments which others hold toward p. 
2unit relations are symbolized as follows: pUx indicates that 
p has an attitude x (or that xis the property of p, etc.); similarly, 
p-Ux indicates that the person and the attitude or object are not re-
lated to one another. \fuen attitudes include evaluations of self or 
others, sentiment relations and unit relations tend to merge. 
This means that • • • sentiments and unit relations are mutually 
interdependent . It also means that if a balanced state does 
not exist, then forces toward this state will arise. If a 
change is not possible, the state of imbalance will produce 
tension (Heider, 1958, p . 201) . 
Applying this framework to particular classes of interaction 
between relations, Heider defines the conditions, for both sentiments 
and unit relations, of balance and imbalance: 
A dyad is balanced if the relations between the two 
entities are all positive (L and U) or all negative (DL 
and notU) . Disharmony results when relations of different 
sign character exist •••• 
A triad is balanced when all three of the relations are 
positive or when two of the relations are negative and one 
is positive. Imbalance occurs when two of the relations 
are positive and one is negative . The case of three 
negative relations is somewhat ambiguous • •• (Heider, 1958, 
pp . 202-203) . 
Cartwright and Harary (1956) 1 have extended this operational 
definition of the conditions of balance and imbalance, developing 
mathematical criteria for evaluating the state of a system of n-
relations . According to these authors, a system of relations is 
balanced when there are an even number of negatively-signed valences; 
a system of relations is imbalanced when there are an Odd number of 
negatively-signed valences . 2 (Thus , to Cartwright and Harary the 
example of three negative relations, quoted above, is not ambiguous, 
but is clearly an imbalanced system. ) 
1These authors and others have often worked from earlier drafts 
of Heider's balance theory, prior to the publication of The Psychology 
of Interpersonal Relations in 1958 . 
2cartwright and Harary (1956) also distinguish the case of a 
system in "vacuous balance," where one or more of the relations are 
either neutral or unknown. 
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In operationally defining the conditions of balance, it is im-
portant to stress the phenomenological nature of the constructs in-
volved. Heider is much less concerned with the actual sentiments or 
attitudes of others with whom p interacts than with the representation 
of these constructs in the cognitive life-space of the individual per-
ceiver p. He says: 
It is to be understood that the units refer to p's experience 
of them rather than to the objective state of affairs, though 
often there is a substantial correlation between the two. 
For instance, p may see himself as quite similar to o, though 
this may or may not be the consensus of those around him •••• 
the unit-forming factors refer to p's experience of them 
rather than to the objective state of affairs (Heider, 1958, 
pp. 183-185). 
The balance hypothesis, it may be noted, ••• refers to 
representations within a person's life space and only in-
directly to the objective reality which affects the repre-
sentations (Heider, 1958, p. 213). 
There is, on the other hand, no indication that individuals necessarily 
recognize, on a phenomenal level, that they are in a balanced or un-
balanced state, or are tending toward a balanced state; this may be 
an inference by an outside observer. 
Example of tendencl toward balance: the Jordan study. Heider 
indicates that: 
An analysis of the phenomenal properties of balance and 
imbalance as well as the experimental evidence relating to 
them supports the generalization that states of balance tend 
to be preferred over disharmony (Heider, 1958, p. 204) . 
Jordan (1953) performed an experiment to test the assumption that 
balanced situations would be described as more pleasant (i.e., less 
tension-producing) than imbalanced situations. In a lattice design, 
each of 208 subjects rated eight out of 64 situations; each situation 
was rated 36 times. Each situation involved relations Qetween p (the 
individual) and o (others), and between each of them and some attitude 
or external object. Half of the situations were balanced and half im-
balanced. The following results were found: 
(a) balanced situations were described by subjects as significantly 
more pleasant than imbalanced situations; 
(b) positive relations were described as significantly more 
pleasant than negative relations; 
(c) subjects'preferences for balanced as compared to imbalanced 
situations seemed, to Jordan, to be related even more to their perception 
of "good and bad gestalts" than to a preference for pleasant as compared 
to unpleasant states. 1 
Balance Theory and Related Theories 
Heider's (1958) theory of balanced states is closely related 
to the theories of several other investigators, who have advanced analo-
gous conceptions about interpersonal relations. 2 
Newcomb (1953) developed a conception of communicative acts 
that is similar to, and derived from, balance theory. Newcomb indicates 
1
cartwright and Harary (1956) re-analyzed some of Jordan's 
(1953) results, viewing the situations containing a -u relation as 
"vacuously balanced," and found the tendency toward balance to be even 
more consistent with an explanation in terms of pleasantness-unpleasant-
ness than Jordan had recognized. 
2These various theories were not developed independently of one 
another. Heider's (1958) concepts were developed over a number of 
years, during which time a considerable amount of cross-fertilization 
of ideas took place. Most of the authors cited in this section aclmow-
ledge this interdependence of theory-systems. 
that: 
••• while at any given moment the system may be conceived of 
as being "at rest," it is characterized not by the absence 
but by the balance of forces •••• there are "strains" toward 
preferred states of equilibrium •••• communicative acts re-
sulting in increased symmetry are likely to be rewarded, and 
symmetry is likely to acquire secondary reward value. This 
is the basis of our assumption of a persistent "strain toward 
symmetry".... The stronger the forces toward A's co-orienta-
tion in respect to B and X, (a) the greater A's strain toward 
symmetry with B in regard to X; and (b) the greater the like-
lihood of increased symmetry as a consequence of one or more 
communicative acts . The latter part of the postulate assume 
the possibility of modified orientations toward X on the part 
of both A and B (Newcomb, 1953, p. 395).1 
The major difference between these two approaches appears to be that 
Newcomb lays greater stress on the analysis of a series of two-way 
influence attempts, while Heider emphasizes cognitive restructuring 
on the part of the perceiver. 
Another investigator whose work is quite analogous to that 
of Heider is Festinger (1957). He approaches the problem, in his 
Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, in the following way: 
It has frequently been implied, and sometimes even pointed 
out, that the individual strives toward consistency within 
himself •••• in the presence of an inconsistency there is 
psychological discomfort. 
The basic hypotheses ••• can now be stated. First, I 
will replace the word "inconsistenty" with a term which has 
less of a logical connotation, namely, dissonance. I will 
likewise replace the word "consistency" with a more neutral 
term, namely, consonance •••• 
The basic hypotheses I wish to state are as follows: 
1. The existence of dissonance, being psychologically un-
comfortable, will motivate the person to try to reduce the 
dissonance and achieve consonance. 
2 . When dissonance is present, in addition to trying to 
reduce it, the person will actively avoid situations and 
1 Newcomb's symbol A is equivalent to Heider's p, the person 
being studied; similarly, B is equivalent too, the other person . 
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information which would likely increase the dissonance 
(Festinger, 1957, pp. 1-3). 
In a discussion of social influence variables, Festinger indicates 
that: 
••• Processes of social communication and social influence are ••• 
inextricably interwoven with processes of creation and reduc-
tion of dissonance •••• 
The existence of disagreement among members of a group on 
some issue or some opinion, if perceived by the members, cer-
tainly produces cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957, pp. 177-
178). 
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He goes on to describe some of the ways in which this type of dissonance 
may be reduced: 
1. The dissonance may be reduced, or perhaps even 
eliminated completely, by changing one's own opinion so that 
it corresponds more closely with one's knowledge of what 
others believe •••• This is completely analogous to changing 
existing cognition in other contexts. 
2. Another way of reducing the dissonance would be to 
influence those persons who disagree to change their opinion 
so that it more closely corresponds to one's own •••• These 
first two methods, taken together, represent the usual sort 
of influence process which results in movement toward uni-
formity in groups in the presence of disagreement •••• 
3. Another way of reducing dissonance between one's own 
opinion and the knowledge that someone else holds a different 
opinion is to make the other person, in some manner, not 
comparable to oneself •••• One can attribute different character-
istics, experiences, or motives to the other person or one can 
even reject him and derogate him (Festinger, 1957, p. 182). 
The major differences between cognitive dissonance theory and 
balanced state theory are of emphasis rather than basic orientation. 
They can be summarized as follows: 
(a) Festinger is more concerned than Heider with the comparison 
between phenomenal perceptions and social reality. He says: 
••• the reality which impinges on a person will exert pres-
sures in the direction of bringing the appropriate cognitive 
elements into correspondence with that reality (Festinger, 
1957, p. 11). 
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(b) Cognitive dissonance has been applied more explicitly to 
problems of decisional conflict and attitude change in groups, than has 
balance theory. 
(c) Balance theory has more explicitly spelled out the conse-
quences of affective relations (i.e., sentiments) in social interaction, 
than has dissonance theory. 
Still other theorists who have described a theory similar to 
that of Heider's have been Osgood and Tannenbaum (1955). In discussing 
their theory of congruity they say: 
••• the principle of congruity in human thinking can be 
stated quite succinctly: changes in evaluation are always 
in the direction of increased congruity with the existing 
frame of reference •••• It is possible to have varying 
attitudes toward diverse concepts without any felt incon-
gruity or any pressure toward attitude change, as long as 
no association among these objects of judgment is made •••• 
The issue of congruity arises whenever a message is re-
ceived which relates two or more objects of judgment via 
an assertion •••• 
••• sources we like should always sponsor ideas we like 
and denounce ideas we are against, and vice versa (Osgood 
and Tannenbaum, 1955, pp. 43-44). 
Osgood ;1nd Tannenbaum apply their "principle of congruity" to classical 
problems in attitude and opinion change. 
Most recently, Secord and Backman (1961) have applied balance 
theory and related conceptions to the problem of studying self concept 
change in interpersonal situations. They conceptualize both stability 
and change of personality within an interpersonal context, and indicate 
that: 
The locus of behavioral stability and change lies in the 
interpersonal matrix, which has three components: an aspect 
of the self-concept of the subject (S), S's interpretation 
of those elements of his behavior related to that aspect, and 
S's perception of related aspects of the other person (O) 
with whom he is interacting • • • • 
S strives to achieve congruency among the components of 
the matrix. Congruency is a cognitive phenomenon: i.e., 
each component enters into a state of congruency only as 
a perceptual cognitive experience on the part of S (Secord 
and Backman, 1961, pp. 22-23). 
They go on to discuss the tendency to achieve and maintain congruity; 
some of their relevant statements follow: 
An S involved in a matrix which is not in a state of con-
gruency will tend to modify the matrix in the direction of 
greater congruity •• • • 
The engagement of S and 0 in congruent interaction 
develops mutual affect toward each other, which tends to 
perpetuate the interaction (Secord and Backman, 1961, p. 
24) . 
The following comprise the ways in which self-other congruity can be 
increased: 
1. Selective interaction~ Os • ••• 
2. Selective evaluation of Os. S tends to maximize 
congruity by altering the evaluation of selected Os in a 
positive or negative direction, depending on whether they 
are behaving congruently or incongruently with certain 
aspects of self • • •• Thus, S tends to increase his liking 
for Os who behave toward him in a congruent fashion, and 
to decrease his liking for those who behave in an incon-
gruent manner. 
3. Selective comparison with aspects of .2•••• 
4 . Evocation of congruent responses from .2•••• 
5. Misperception of o •••• 
6. Selective behaVior-matching. In interacting with a 
particular o, S tends to maximize congruency by selecting 
from his total behavioral repertory those behaviors which 
are most congruent with his perception of o •••• 
7. Misperception of~ behavior . S may misinterpret 
his behavior so as to achieve maximum congruency with an 
aspect of his self-concept and his perception of 0 (Secord 
and Backman, 1961, p. 25). 
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Thus, Secord and Backman have conceptualized some of the ways in which 
either changes in self concept or changes in perception of others may 
occur, to gain greater consistency or balance of the perceived 
interpersonal situation. Their postulates are in accord with those 
advanced by Heider (1958), which form the basis for the present 
study. 
Balance Theory and Changes in Self Concept and Liking for 
Others 
Heider discusses the relationship between the individual's 
self perception and his perception of others in the following way: 
Especially significant is the fact that p's awareness 
of o as a perceiving and evaluating organism leads him to 
become keenly aware of himself as a separate entity that 
is being evaluated. He becomes, in short, self-conscious •••• 
the effects of self-consciousness will be discussed not so 
much in terms of the common-sense beliefs about them, but 
as real consequences that may be described by a systematic 
observer. 
The experience of being scrutinized pulls p very strongly 
into the interpersonal process going on between p and o. 
Because o's judgment of him is often vital to p in a 
uniquely personal way, he seeks to inform himself of this 
evaluation. If he believes that o's reception is favorable, 
p's action may become strengthened and more organized; but 
if he is insecure about o's reaction, or believes it is 
negative, p's action may go on with a conflicting and inter-
fering content present in p's life space (Heider, 1958, pp. 
72-73). 
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The following propositions are among those developed by Heider in more 
systematically explicating this relationship between self and others. 
Effects~ similarity between self and others. Heider indicates, 
essentially, that liking for others will lead to similarity between 
self and others; conversely, disliking for others will lead to dis-
similarity between self and others. This similarity or dissimilarity 
may pertain to evaluations about the self, as well as to other attitudes 
or behavior. The following propositions explore these relationships: 
p likes o induces p similar to o. There is a tendency in 
p to-increase the similarity between a liked o and himself. 
The similarity can be increased by a change in p, or in o, 
or in both •••• 
Examples of the inverse case of balance, namely, p tends 
to think that the disliked o is different from himself, are 
also not hard to find within one's experience. Finally, im-
balance occurs when disliking and similarity are both present, 
with the result that there is tension and a tendency toward 
change in the relations (Heider, 1958, pp. 187-188). 
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Effects ~ liking for others. Heider also points out the con-
verse of these propositions: namely, that similarity between self and 
others will affect liking for these others. He says: 
E. similar .!£ _£ induces E likes _£, ~ E. tends .!£ like ~ 
similar .£• The relation between similarity and sentiments 
is observed in everyday life •••• similar people tend to 
associate and to like each other •••• 
2 dissimilar _!£ _£ induces £ dislikes _£; £ tends _!£ 
dislike a person different from himself (Heider, 1958, pp. 
184-186. 
In each of these propositions relating sentiments to similarity or 
dissimilarity between individuals, one aspect of such similarity would 
be shared beliefs about some x; this x can be the self concept of p, 
evaluated either positively or negatively. 1 Thus, Heider says: 
Just as a person and his deeds or possessions "belong" 
together, so do a person and his beliefs. With two persons, 
there are thus two unit relations involving x (p believes x, 
and o believes x and the question is how the third relation, 
the sentiment of p towards o, is articulated within the p-o-x 
1 For the purposes of the present treatment, a positively valent 
self concept can be symbolically represented either as pLp (p likes 
himself), or as pUx about p (p has a positive attitude toward himself). 
Conversely, negative self concept can be symbolized either as pDLp 
(p dislikes himself), or as p-Ux about p (p has a negative attitude 
toward himself). Similarly, positive and negative evaluations of p by 
others can be represented, respectively, either as oLp and oDLp, or 
as oUx about p and o-Ux about p. For purposes of simplicity and 
clarity, the shorter Land DL notation will be consistently used in 
this study. 
triad. We find again a mutual dependence between the senti-
ment and the unit relations: we tend to like people who have 
the same beliefs and attitudes we have, and when we like 
people, we want them to have the same attitudes we have •••• 
£ ~ ,E2 ~ ~ person ~ whom he has beliefs and 
attitudes in common (Heider, 1958, pp. 195-196). 
Initial level of self concept. Finally, both Heider (1958) 
and Deutsch and Solomon (1959) point out that these previous proposi-
tions are predicated on the assumption that the individual has a 
positive conception of himself. When self concept is negative, quite 
obverse relationships might prevail. Deutsch and Solomon put it 
this way: 
••• one of Heider's fundamental propositions is stated as 
follows: "a balanced state will exist if sentiment and 
belOnging~ess go together, that is, if p is united with the 
persons he likes and if he likes the persons he is united 
with." The hidden assumption in this proposition is that 
p likes himself (i.e., evaluates himself positively). If 
p dislikes himself (i.e., evaluates himself negatively), 
one would expect just the opposite: namely, that a balanced 
state would occur if he is united with the persons he dis-
likes and if he dislikes the persons he is united with. 
Similarly, from Heider's formulations one would expect a 
tendency in an individual (p) to like another (o) if p per-
ceives that both he and o like the same thing •••• Here again 
it is assumed that p likes himself. I f p dislikes himself, 
one would expect just the opposite: a tendency to dislike or to 
be contemptuous of o, if o likes what p likes (Deutsch and 
Solomon, 1959, pp. 95-96). 
Summary 
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Previous research has suggested that changes in self concept are 
effected by evaluations from others and attitudes toward these others. 
Several experimental hypotheses can be derived by applying Hdier's 
(1958) theory of balanced states to problems of the relationships among 
these variables. These hypotheses, and the design with which they were 
tested, are given operational specification in the next chapter. 
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c. Aspects of Self Concept in This Study 
Subjects in this study rated their perceptions of the ways in 
which they typically behaved or felt in a group. These perceptions of 
actual group behavior comprise the selected aspect of self concepts 
studied in this experiment; in the remainder of the study, this aspect 
of self will be operationally referred to as "self concept." Similari-
ties and differences between this aspect of self, and measures of self 
utilized in previous studies, are summarized below: 
(a) The self concept measures obtained from subjects in this 
experiment ar_e phenomenological; this phenomenological characteristic 
is shared by most definitions and measures of self concept. 
(b) The self concept measures are overt presentations by sub-
jects, colored by the possibility that subjects are editing their self 
concept, presenting only those aspects of self which they are willing 
to have made public, or which they feel are socially desirable. 
(c) In describing the aspect of self concept dealing with actual 
behavior in groups, subjects rated their self along two psychological 
dimensions -- friendliness-evaluation and dominance-potency. These 
were derived from a factorial study by Burke and Bennis (1961). It 
seemed relevant to measure aspects of self concept that had a group 
referent, since experimental subjects were told that they were to be 
observed and evaluated by other individuals in terms of their behavior 
in a group. 
These measured aspects of self concept, pertaining to ways in 
which the individual sees his behavior in a group, do not attempt to 
measure the inclusive and profound cultural self discussed by Cooley 
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(1902) and Mead (1934), or the personality-integrating self-system 
of Lecky (1945) or Rogers (195lb). On the other hand, an attempt was 
made to avoid a mere cataloguing of transitory behavior by instructing 
subjects to rate their average, relatively consistent behavior in the 
groups they have been in. It is these perceptions of one part of the 
self-system, dealing with behavior in a group, which comprise the 
aspects of self concept studied in this experiment. 
Self concept and change. A number of theorists have argued 
that the adult self concept acts as a relatively stable perceptual 
anchor, but have also indicated some of the conditions in which modi-
fication of self concept might occur (e.g., Lecky, 1945; Rogers, 195lb). 
A number of studies have found significant changes in self concept, in 
a variety of interpersonal settings (e.g., Rogers and Dymond, 1954; 
Fiedler et al., 1958; Burke and Bennis, 1961). 
One of the assumptions investigated in the present study is 
that the measured aspects of self concept are subject to experimental 
modification. At the same time, no assumptions are made about the ex-
tent of restructuring of these aspects of self, or about the permanence 
of any experimental effects. In this sense, it seems reasonable to 
refer to "experimental effects" on, rather than "changes in," self 
concept, since the latoer is a more inclusive term. The construct of 
"change ," where used, implies these experimental effects. 
Finally, it is quite possible that those aspects of self which 
are measured, along dimensions of friendliness and dominance in a group, 
are less firmly anchored and are consequently more labile than would 
be self concept ratings assessing more individual personality 
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characteristics. These latter aspects of self concept might be less 
relevant to social interaction and consequently less accessible to social 
influence. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND HYPOTHESES 
The present study experimentally manipulates expectations about 
other individuals, and evaluative reactions about self from these others, 
to investigate the effects of these two independent variables upon 
self concept and liking for others. The design is presumed to be analo-
gous to many real-life social influence situations. 1 
In brief, the procedure which was followed in this experiment 
included having subjects induced either to expect to like or to expect 
to dislike other individuals; subjects subsequently received either 
positive or negative reactions from these others. The effects of 
these variables on self concept, lik~ng for others, cognitive re-
structuring, and tendency toward a balanced state, were examined. 
Succeeding sections of this chapter explicate, in greater de-
tail, the experimental design, the nature of the independent and de-
pendent variables, and the experimental hypotheses. 
1 One type of relevant real-life situation is that represented 
by psychotherapy groups and human relations training groups, in which 
self concept changes have been predicted under conditions in which group 
members typically form strong sentiments toward one another, and are 
encouraged by trainers or therapists to verbally evaluate their own be-
havior and that of others. other real-life situations in which social 
influences on the self concept have been predicted and studied have in-
cluded friendship groups and dormitory residence groups, in both of which 
there is opportunity for sentiment-formation and evaluative reactions. 
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A. Experimental Design 
The research design adopted to test the effects of independent 
variables in this experiment was a 2 x 2 factorial utilizing randomized 
blocks, with complete independence between experimental conditions and 
with 12 replications . In other words: 
(a) each subject received one of two levels of each independent 
variable (i.e., either expectations of liking or of disliking other 
individuals, and either positive or negative reactions about self from 
these others); 
(b) subjects were matched in groups of four on initial level 
of self concept, as closely as possible by inspection; they were then 
randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions, from these 
groupings; 
(c) each subject was used in only one of the four experimental 
conditions; 
(d) there were 12 subjects in each experimental condition. 
This experimental design is summarized in Figure 1 on the 
following page . In this design, initial balance or imbalance is de-
rived from the number of negative valences in both independent variables . 
In this factorial design, effects of expectations of others and 
reactions from others are tested, in the analyses of variance, as main 
effects. Effects of balance or imbalance are tested as interactions . 
B. Independent Variables 
Two independent variables were manipulated in this experiment: 
(a) subjects' expectations of liking or disliking other individuals; 
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FIGURE 1 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN: FOUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONSa 
Reactions From Others 
others react positively 
to subject 
(oLp) 
Condition 1 
(pLotl, oLp) 
Initial Balance 
Condition 3 
(pDLotl, oLp) 
Initial Imbalance 
others react nega-
tively to subject 
(oDLp) 
Condition 2 
(pLotl, oDLp) 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 4 
(pDLo tl , oDLp) 
Initial Balance 
a p has positive self concept (pLp) in all conditions. 
(b)· positive or negative reactions about self which subjects 
received from these others. 
In addition, a construct variable of subjects' initial state of 
balance or imbalance was derived from the interaction of these independent 
variables. 
These variables are explicated below. After a short conceptual 
introduction, each variable is operationally defined. 
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Expectations of Liking ~ Disliking Others 
Heider (1958) has stressed the importance of specifying senti-
ments toward others in assessing balance or imbalance, and has indicated 
the possible effects of sentiments toward others on similaDity or dis-
similarity of attitudes held by the individual and these others. 
Similarly, Manis has argued that friends (i . e . , others liked by the 
individual) will influence the individual's self concept more than non-
friends. Consequently, it is important to specify, as an independent 
variable, the initial state of the subject's liking or disliking for 
other individuals with whom he is to interact. 
The difficulties of inducing a state of liking or disliking for 
other individuals, whom the experimental subject has not yet met, are 
obvious . It was possible, however, to induce expectations of liking or 
disliking other individuals; these expectations of liking or disliking 
others seemed a reasonable experimental analog of initial state of senti-
ments toward others. Thus, expectations of either liking or disliking 
others were induced in experimental subjects, as an approximation of 
1 initial level of liking for others . 
Expectations of others: operational definition. In an initial 
session, subjects were instructed that subsequent groups would be com-
prised of individuals who would either like or dislike one another, and 
that group members would be matched on the basis of ratings supplied by 
1This independent variable is conceptually related, for example, 
to liking or disliking for other members of a social group, following a 
period of acquaintance. 
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all subjects. Subjects then rated their own self concept, and the 
concepts "the kind of person I would like most in the group with me" 
and "the kind of person I would dislike most in the group with me." 
(For the complete test form used in rating self concept and Ideal 
Liked and Ideal Disliked others, see Appendix A.) 
In the sub¢equent experimental session, expectations of liking 
others were induced in half the subjects by informing them that they 
had been matched with other individuals whose self ratings were very 
close to subjects• ratings of Ideal Liked others; these subjects' 
ratings of Ideal Liked Others were used as an approximation of a base-
line measure of liking for others. Similarly, expectations of disliking 
others were induced in the remaining subjects by informing them that 
they had been matched with other individuals whose self ratings were 
very close to subjects' ratings of Ideal Disliked Others; these subjects' 
ratings of Ideal Disliked others were used as an approximation of a 
baseline measure of disliking for others. 
Reactions About Self from others 
This independent variable is an experimental induction of a 
social influence attempt by others, as discussed by theorists such as 
Mead (1934), and inferred in a number of non-experimental studies (e.g., 
Fiedler!! al., 1958; Burke and Bennis, 1961). Self concept theory 
has stressed the importance of evaluations from others in structuring 
and restructuring the self concept; thus, evaluative reactions from 
others becomes a critical variable in assessing experimental effects on 
self concepts. 
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To induce this variable, subjects received and read evaluations 
of themselves by other individuals. These reactions from others were 
either very positive or very negative. This procedure is similar to one 
employed by Deutsch and Solomon (1959). 
This experimental induction of evaluative reactions from others 
is presumed to be comparable to the social influence process in more 
natural interaction situations. 1 
Social influence studies have indicated that conformity effects 
increase as the number of reacting others increases, up to various 
limits (e.g., Asch, 1956). In this experiment subjects receive similar 
reactions from each of two other individuals, as an induction of this 
variable. 
Reactions ~others: operational definition. Following a 
period during which he was observed by two other individuals, the sub-
ject received written reactions about self from these others. These 
reactions included ratings of the subject's group behavior, on dimen-
sions of friendliness and dominance, as well as written descriptive 
evaluations of his group behavior. Half of the subjects received ex-
tremely favorable reactions from others; the remaining subjects received 
extremely unfavorable reactions. (For the complete forms used in in-
ducing these positive and negative reactions, see Appendix c.) 
1This independent variable is conceptually related, for example, 
to situations in which members of social groups inform one another, 
directly or by means of subtle cues, of their sentiments toward one an-
other, and of their evaluations of one another's performances. The re-
actions received by subjects in this study are both more encapsulated 
in time and more directly evaluative than is typically the case in 
real-life interactions. 
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Construct Variable: Initial Balance ~ Imbalance 
Heider (1958) and Cartwright and Harary (1956) have defined the 
conditions necessary for the presence of either a balanced or an im-
balanced state. A condition is balanced if there is an even number of 
negatively-valent relations comprising the system, and imbalanced if 
there is an odd number of negatively-valent relations. By applying 
this definition to the independent variables already discussed, a con-
struct variable of initial balance or imbalance was derived. 
Initial balance: operational definition. Cognitions of sub-
jects are initially balanced if both independent variables have the 
same valence (i.e., if expectations of others and reactions from others 
are both either positive or negative). Under these conditions there 
are an even number of negative relations. Similarly, cognitions of 
subjects are initially imbalanced if both independent variables are 
opposite in valence (i.e., if expectations of others are positive and 
reactions from others are negative, or vice versa). Under these con-
ditions there are an odd number of negative relations. 
Figure 2 on the following page summarizes these independent 
and construct variables, and their operational referents. 
c. Dependent Variables 
Two principal dependent variables are studied in this experiment: 
(a) self concept; and 
(b) liking for others. 
In addition, two other dependent measures were derived from these pre-
ceeding measures: 
(a) the amount of cognitive restructuring (i.e., changes in self 
FIGURE 2 
INDEPENDENT AND CONSTRUCT VARIABLES 
Conceptual Variable Operational Referent 
A. Independent Variables 
Expectations of liking or dis-
liking other individuals 
(pLotl) or (pDLotl) 
Positive or negative reactions 
about self from others 
(oLp) or (oDLp) 
S instructed he is "matched" 
with others he will like very 
much, or that he is "matched" 
with other he will dislike 
very much (experimental in-
duction) 
S receives and reads either 
very positive or very nega-
tive ratings and descrip-
tions of himself from two 
other individuals (experi-
mental induction) 
B. Derived Construct 
Initial Balance or Balance: expectations of 
Imbalance others and reactions from 
others are both either posi-
tive or negative. Imbalance: 
the two independent variables 
are opposite in valence. 
concept and liking for others, regardless of direction, combined); 
(b) presence or absence of a tendency toward a balanced state 
in all experimental conditions. These two derived measures are not 
ind~pendent of the first dependent variables; rather, processes of 
cognitive restructuring and tendency toward balance are explicated in 
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terms of effects on self concept and/or liking for others. 
Self Concept 
A number of investigators have argued that self concept will 
tend to conform to evaluations by others (e.g., Fiedler~ al., 1958; 
Burke and Bennis, 1961); Secord and Backman (1961) argue that self 
concept may be changed so as to achieve greater congruity or balance 
among cognitive elements. 
In order to evaluate the experimental effects on this variable, 
it was necessary to assess initial and final levels of self concept 
among experimental subjects. 
Self concept: operational definition. A self concept test de-
veloped by Burke and Bennis (1961) was used to measure aspects of self 
1 
concept in this study. In rating their self concept, subjects rated 
themselves on the concept "the way I actually am in a group." Subjects 
rated themselves on two psychological dimensions 
evaluation and dominance-potency. 2 
friendliness-
1This instrument was also used, in the present study, to obtain 
ratings of ideal liked and ideal disliked others, and final ratings of 
liking for others. The reactions from others which subjects received 
included ratings of them on these same items. 
2In the study by Burke and Bennis (1961), ratings of self con-
cept and ratings of other members were obtained from individuals in 
human relations training groups. These ratings were factor analyzed 
by a Hotelling principal components technique, followed by a series 
of blind graphical rotations. Three factors were obtained, accounting 
for 86% of total test variance. These three factors were labelled 
friendliness-evaluation (53% of test variance), dominance-potency 
{25% of test variance), and participation-activity (8% of test variance). 
In the present experiment, this test was adapted by selec~ing 
the nine highest-loaded items on friendliness-evaluation, and the 
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This self concept test is in the form of a semantic differential, 
as developed by Osgood (Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957) . Sixteen 
bipolar adjectives comprised the items on this instrument. 1 Subjects 
were instructed to judge their behavior in a group along this series of 
bipolar adjectives, rating themselves on a seven-point continuum, with 
the central scale point defined as expressing neutrality of feeling 
between the bipolar alternatives . 2 
seven highest-loaded items on dominance-potency, to comprise these two 
dimensions. Use of these dimensions seems justified, not only by the 
results of the earlier factor analysis, but by inspection of the items 
comprising each cluster and by their relevance to similar dimensions 
found by other investigators (e . g. , Osgood!! al., 1957; Carter, 1954; 
Schutz, 1958) . On the other hand , some caution ws warranted in apply-
ing dimensions found in an interactive training setting, using a quite 
different population (e.g., Burke and Bennis, 1961) to self concepts 
of subjects in laboratory groups . A parallel, independent factor 
analysis is being performed on the self concept ratings of the subjects 
in the present study. Preliminary results indicate that dimensions of 
friendliness-evaluation and dominance-potency emerge as factors in this 
new sample, as well , supporting the use of these two dimensions. 
1The nine adjective pairs comprising the friendliness-evaluation 
dimension were: (1) friendly-unfriendly; (2) accepted-rejected; (3) 
adaptable-rigid; (4) harmonious-discordant; (5) good-bad; (6) warm-cool; 
(7) sensitive- insensitive; (8) close-distant; (9) included-excluded. 
The seven adjective pairs comprising the dominance-potency dimension 
were : (1) strong-weak; (2) independent-depende nt; (3) leads-follows; 
(4) important-unimportant; (5) hard-soft; (6) central-peripheral; (7) 
successful-unsuccessful . All items have been listed with their positive 
pole, as defined in scoring procedures, first. During test administra-
tion the polarity of half the items was reversed. 
2The assumptions made in this test include: (a) that adjective 
pairs actually form a bipolar continuum; (b) that the center of the scale 
is a theoretical midpoint expressing equality of affect between alterna-
tives. Subjects were instructed to make a forced choice, using the cen-
tral point only if "both sides of the scale (are) equally associated with 
the way you are"; subjects were given no option to declare an item ir-
relevant. No subject expressed difficulty in making this kind of forced 
choice; a few subjects questioned the bipolarity of certain items in 
their judgments of ideal others, and were not included in the sample. 
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Following the induction of both independent variables, subjects 
rated their self concepts. Scores on this test administration, summated 
over the items on each dimension, comprise the final measure of self 
concept. (For the complete test form used, see Appendix A.) 
Liking for Others 
Heider (1958) has stressed the effects of interpersonal atti-
tudes on liking for others, arguing that consistency of attitude between 
individuals will lead to liking. This has been experimentally supported 
by Deutsch and Solomon (1959) . 
In order to evaluate the effects on this variable in the present 
study, it was necessary to obtain measures of liking for others. 
Liking for others: operational definition. Following the in-
duction of independent variables, subjects rated their attitudes toward 
the other individuals in their experimental group. These ratings com-
prise the dependent measure of final liking for others. 
In rating the others, subjects were instructed to judge these 
other two individuals jointly, by making one overall set of ratings. 
First, subjects were asked to rate their "impressions so far" of these 
others, using the same items as appeared on the self concept test. 
Second, subjects rated the other individuals on two quasi-sociometric 
items: (a) the amount they would "like to be in a group with ••• "; 
(b)J the amount of their "liking for •••• " (For the complete test form 
used, see Appendix A.) 
Cognitive Restructuring 
One critical question within balance theory (e.g., Heider, 1958) 
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concerns the differential effects of balanced and i mbalanced states on 
changes in component variables; one assumption of balance theory is 
that there will be greater tension and consequently greater cognitive 
reorganization in imbalanced, as compared with balanced, states. It 
is logically possible, outside the framework of balance theory, that these 
changes would not be in the direction of increasing balance.1 Thus, the 
amount of cognitive restructuring, regardless of direction, is a relevant 
dependent variable in the present study. Cognitive restructuring, in this 
study, is defined as the summated changes, regardless of direction, in 
self concept and liking for others. 
Cognitive restructuring: operational definition. The dependent 
measure of amount of cognitive restructuring was obtained by computing 
the differences between initial and final ratings of self concept, regard-
less of sign, and the difference between initial and final measures of 
liking for others,2 regardless of sign, and combining these two indices. 
1For example, Condition 2 was initially imbalanced, with p 
expecting to like o, and o reacting negatively top (+ -). It seems 
theoretically reasonable for one possible outcome to be p dislikes 
o, and p dislikes p. Given initially positive self concept, this 
situation would indicate considerable change in both dependent 
variables; at the same time, given negative reactions from others, 
the situation would remain imbalanced (- - -). 
2since there had been no previous interaction between the sub-
ject and others, on which an initial measure of liking for others could 
be based, it seemed unfeasible to measure initial liking directly. 
Instead, an approximation of the initial state of liking was used, in 
which ratings of ideal others were taken as a baseline measure of 
liking for others. Ratings of ideal liked others were used as this 
baseline for those subjects who were induced to expect to like others. 
Similarly, ratings of ideal disliked others were used as this base-
line for those subjects who were induced to expect to dislike others. 
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Final Balance or Imbalance 
Another critical question with balance theory (e. g., Heider, 
1958) concerns the extent to which cognitive restructuring processes 
move in the direction of a balanced state; a major assumption of balance 
theory is that there is a tendency toward a balanced state. Thus, the 
extent to which subjects manifest a tendency toward a balanced state 
is a major dependent variable of this study. 
Final balance ~ imbalance: operational definition. Final 
balance and imbalance, in this experiment, is defined in terms of the 
valences of three relations: reactions from others, final self concept, 
and final liking for others. By definition, cognitions of the indivi-
dual are balanced if there are an even number of negatively valent re-
lations; cognitions are imbalanced if there are an odd number of 
negatively valent relations. 
In this experiment, reactions from others are induced, and 
there is subsequently no opportunity for subjects to change others' 
evaluations of them. 1 Experimental modification of the dependent 
variables of self concept and liking for others are, on the other hand, 
potentially possible. In this sense, reactions from others become 
the anchoring point around which valences of self concept and liking 
for others may fluctuate; once the valence of the induction of reactions 
fr om others is specified, final balance or imbalance can be described 
in terms of the similarity or dissimilarity of the valences of the 
1Reactions from others were clearly positive or negative. It is 
possible, though unlikely, for gross misperceptions of these messages to 
have occurred in some subjects; there was no evidence of this occurring. 
1 dependent measures. 
Given positive reactions from others, there is a balanced 
state when self concept and liking for others are similar in valence; 
there is an imbalanced state when self concept and liking for others 
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are opposite in valence. On the other hand, given negative reactions 
from others, there is a balanced state when self concept and liking 
for others are opposite in valence; there is an imbalanced state when 
self concept and liking for others are similar in valence. 
Thus, a tendency toward balance is manifested when self con-
cept and liking for others are more similar in valence following 
positive, as compared to negative, reactions from others. 
Figure 3 summarizes these dependent variables, and their 
operational referents. 
1For example, if reactions from others are positive, and final 
self concept and liking for others are also both positive, the valences 
of these relations take the form + + +, and the cognitive system is 
balanced. Similarly, if reactions from others are positive, and self 
concept and liking for others are both negative (an unlikely possibili-
ty), the valences take the form+--, and the system is again balanced. 
If, on the other hand, reactions from others are positive, and 
the dependent variables are opposite in valence (pLp and pDLo, or pDLp 
and pLo), the valences take the form of either++- or+-+; in either 
case the cognitive system is imbalanced. 
Exactly the opposite situation prevails in those conditions in 
which reactions from others are negative. Here, if self concept and 
liking for others are similar in valence (either both positive or both 
negative), the three valences take the form of either-++ or---; 
in either case the cognitive system is imbalanced. 
If, on the other hand, reactions from others are negative, and 
the dependent variables are opposite in valence, the three valences take 
the form of either - + - or - - +; in either case the cognitive system 
is balanced. 
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FIGURE 3 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Conceptual Variable 
Self concept, post measure 
(amount of pLpt2) 
Liking for others, post measure 
(amount of pLot2> 
Amount of cognitive restructuring, 
regardless of direction 
(change in pLp and pLo) 
Final balance or imbalance 
Operational Referent 
S's ratings of self concept at 
end of experimental session, on 
two dimensions 
S's ratings of other individuals 
at end of experimental session 
Difference in S's ratings of 
self, over time, regardless of 
sign, combined with differences 
in ratings of others, over time, 
regardless of sign 
Balance: given positive re-
actions, similarity of valence 
of self concept and liking for 
others; given negative re-
actions, opposite valences be-
tween self concept and liking 
for others. Imbalance: given 
positive reactions, other va-
lences opposite one another; 
given negative reactions, 
similarity between other va-
lences 
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D. Experimental Hypotheses ~ Rationale 
Each hypothesis presented below is followed by a summary of 
the conceptual framework within which it is couched. Hypotheses dealing 
with the effects of initial balance or imbalance are presented first; 
hypotheses dealing with the effects of reactions fr om others are pre-
sented second. 
Effects of Balance and Imbalance 
Hypothesis !• There will be greater cognitive restructuring 
processes following imbalanced, as compared to balanced, 
states. 
One general assumption of balance theory is that in an im-
balanced, as compared to a balanced, system there will be greater cog-
nitive tension and, consequently, a tendency toward greater re-
structuring of component relations. Cognitive restructuring is defined, 
in this study, as modification of the two relevant cognitive elements 
which are free to vary (i.e., self concept and liking for others). 
Investigation of the processes by which cognitive restructuring 
takes place is useful. This includes examination of the extent to 
which such experimental modification is a function of changes in one 
or both of the dependent variables. Hypothesis I, consequently, can 
be subdivided in terms of component effects on self concept and on 
liking for others. 
Hypothesis Ia. There will be greater effects on ratings of 
self concept following imbalanced, as compared to balanced, 
states. 
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There has been some question (e.g., by Heider, 1958; Deutsch 
and Solomon, 1959) as to whether self concept is likely to change in 
imbalanced situations, or whether it is too deeply ahchored to exhibit 
experimental effects; Secord and Backman (1961) have argued that the 
self concept is more likely to change in imbalanced, as compared to 
balanced, states. Although this experiment is limited by virtue of 
the fact that all subjects have initially positive self concepts, to 
whatever extent self concept changes do occur, they should be greater 
in imbalanced than in balanced conditions, and should facilitate a 
tendency toward balance. 
Hypothesis lb. There will be greater effects on ratings of 
liking for others following imbalanced, as compared to 
balanced, states . 
Heider (1958) has stressed the effects of balance and imbalance 
upon sentiment relations. Balance theory indicates that changes in 
liking for others should be greater in imbalanced than in balanced con-
ditions, and should facilitate a tendency toward balance. 
Effects of Reactions from Others 
Hypothesis II. Effects on ratings of self concept and liking 
for others will occur in the direction of a balanced state. 
Heider (1958) argues that there should be a tendency toward a 
balanced state; this critical assumption of balance theory is the 
central hypothesis of the present study. It has been applied 
directly to the variables being studied. 1 
1For example, given positive reactions from others, balance is 
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Hypothesis II examines the interaction between effects on 
self concept and effects on liking for others. Understanding of this 
process can be facilitated by examination of the separate effects on 
each of these cognitive elements. In a three-relation system such 
as in this experiment, where only two cognitive elements are free to 
vary, an imbalanced system can become balanced only if effects occur, 
relatively speaking, on one of the cognitive elements. 1 On the other 
hand, there is considerable evidence, outside of the framework of 
balance theory, that both the individual's ratings of self and his 
ratings of others will tend to be similar to ratings of the individual 
by these others. It was important, consequently, to investigate two 
alternative possibilities: (a) If there was a tendency toward balance, 
in which of the cognitive elements (i.e., self concept or liking for 
others) were changes facilitating this process? (b) If there was no 
overall tendency toward balance, was this a function of a tendency 
toward similarity between ratings of self and reactions from others, as 
well as a tendency toward similarity between ratings of others and 
present when self concept and liking for others are similar in valence 
(either++ or - -). Similarly , given negative reactions from others, 
balance is present when self concept and liking for others are opposite 
in valence (either+- or-+). Thus, final balance and imbalance can 
be tested as an effect of reactions from others. 
1For example, the condition in which expectations of others 
are positive while reactions from others are negative comprises an im-
balanced state. If these negative reactions effected both negative 
self concept and disliking for others, to a relatively equal degree, 
the final state of the valences of these relations would be - - -. 
In other words, there would still be an imbalanced state. If, on the 
other hand, either self concept or liking for others (but not both) 
became negative, there would be a tendency toward balance. 
reactions from others? 
Reaction Hypothesis A. Self concept will be similar to 
reactions about self from others. 
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The rationale for this hypothesis is the argument, by social 
influence investigators, that the self concept will tend to conform to 
evaluations by others. In other words, more positive self concept 
should be effected by positive, as compared to negative, reactions from 
others. 
Reaction Hypothesis ~· Liking for others will be similar to 
reactions about self from others. 
Heider (1958) has argued that liking for others tends to reci-
procate reactions from others; sociometric studies have demonstrated 
a tendency toward mutuality or reciprocity of sentiments. It seems 
reasonable to predict that this relationship would similarly occur in 
the present study. 
These last two predictions are not central to this study, as 
they have not been derived from within the framework of balance theory. 
They do not share the conceptual status of the other hypotheses, and 
there would be little reason to base a new study upon them: they have 
been made many times before. There is considerable evidence that liking 
for others tends to reciprocate liking from others, and there is also 
evidence, of a correlational nature, that aspects of self concept 
(particularly as used here) tend to conform to reactions from others. 
It is, on the other hand, necessary to examine these relationships 
within the context of this study, in order to understand the processes 
affecting a tendency toward balance. In terms of the major goals of 
this research, cons~quently, these predictions will be considered in 
terms of explicating the conditions in which the major balance hypo-
theses operated, or as an alternative explanation in the absence of 
a tendency toward balance. 
Relationships Between H~potheses 
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Heider (1958) has argued that the relations affecting balance 
or imbalance form an interdependent system; this is reflected in the 
relationships among experimental hypotheses in the present study. 
As already indicated, Hypotheses Ia and Ib are not statistically 
independent of Hypothesis I; Reaction Hypotheses A and B are not 
statistically independent of Hypothesis II. Rather, the sub-hypotheses 
are intended to tease apart the specific components involved in cog-
nitive changes. 
Hypothesis I, predicting greater changes in dependent variables 
in imbalanced, as compared to balanced, conditions could be supported 
in the absence of support for Hypothesis II, which predicts a tendency 
toward balance. On the other hand, if Hypothesis II is supported , 
this also necessitates support for Hypothesis I. Consequently, these 
two hypotheses should not be regarded as independent of one another . 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Figure 3 summarizes the various experimental procedures used in 
this study. Succeeding sections will deal at greater length with each 
of these procedures. 
A. Experimental Procedure 
Pre-experimental Session 
Subjects were recruited for the experiment from undergraduate 
courses in liberal arts and business administration at Boston University. 
These included both psychology and non-psychology courses. Day and 
evening classes were used, during the summer sessions of 1961. The 
experimenter used one half hour of class time to explain the experiment 
and to collect initial measures. Students were urged to take part in 
the remainder of the experiment outside of class, and were asked to 
indicate a schedule of free hours. Approximately 10% of the original 
sample of 502 did not volunteer to take part in the remainder of the 
experiment; approximately 30% of the individuals meeting subsequent 
experimental criteria could not be scheduled. No bias was noticeable 
in these individuals. 
The ratio of male to female students in these classes was 
approximately 2:1. Questionnaires were completed by both sexes. 
After the experimenter stressed the importance of this type of 
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FIGURE 4 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Pre-Exptl. Time 
Session Gap Experimental Session 
Cond-
(All 0 ition Inductions Dependent Measures 
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research, he gave the following instructions: 
The problem with which we're mainly concerned is to 
investigate the conditions in which people are able to judge 
one another accurately, while they're together in groups. 
It has been found that when members of groups talk to 
one another, especially when they're talking about things 
that go on in groups, that the members are ~ able to 
evaluate the person that is speaking quite accurately! In 
other words, group members are often able to judge what kind 
of a person somebody else in a group is, by watching him and 
listening to him. 
What we want to see, in this experiment, is how the way 
in which group members either like or dislike each other 
affects how accurately they can judge one another, and also 
how well they work together. So what we're going to do is get 
together small groups of students from different classes. By 
getting information from you today, we're going to arrange it 
so that in some groups the members will start out by liking 
each other a lot. In other groups we'll arrange it so that 
the members will start out by disliking each other a lot. 
We 're going to do this by asking you today about the kind of 
people you would like and dislike in these groups with you, 
and selecting the groups accordingly. 
The members of the different groups are going to be work-
ing on problems of how people should act while they're in a 
group , by discussing case studies about what has happened in 
different kinds of groups. The members of our groups will also 
be seeing how accurately they can judge each other while they're 
together. 
In order to do these things, we need to know three things 
from each of you at this time: 
First, we need to know the times when each of you has free 
periods, so that we can schedule you in the groups. We won't 
need more than a maximum -- tops, tops -- of ~hour of your 
time for one group meeting, outside of class. 
Second, we need to know something about the kind of person 
you are in a group, so that we can match you well with the other 
group members . 
Third, we need to know about the kind of persons that you 
would really like and dislike to have in the group with you, 
so that we can compose groups of people who should either like 
or dislike one another . 
For these reasons, we want you to take a few minutes to fill 
out these questionnaires . This!!~~ test, in the usual 
sense. There are no right or wrong answers, and what you say 
will be kept completely confidential. We would, of course, like 
you to work by yourselves, answering the questions as accurately 
as possible, in terms of your own true feelings. 
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These instructions were read to subjects; subjects were 
generally attentive, and seemed quite involved at the prospect of 
being matched with other individuals on the basis of liking and dis-
liking. Subjects then completed three forms, in the following or-
der: (a) a schedule of free time and background questions about age, 
sex, and school class; (b) initial ratings of self concept; (c) 
ratings of ideal liked and ideal disliked others (see Appendix A for 
test forms). These forms took between 10 and 25 minutes for subjects 
to complete. 
Several salient points stand out in this procedure: 
(a) Volunteer subjects were used. 
(b) Subjects were given a rationale that the "purpose" of 
the experiment was to examine the accuracy of judgment of individuals, 
under conditions in which they would like or dislike one another. 
(c) Subjects were told that they would be matched with other 
group members on the basis of liking and disliking, and that their 
own ratings would be used in composing these groups. 
(d) Subjects rated their self concept and then rated the kinds 
of people they would ideally like and dislike with them in the experi-
mental groups. 
Preparation for Experimental Session 
Matching subjects in experimental conditions. Following this 
collection of data, initial self concept scores were computed for each 
subject. Scores were computed on each of two dimensions, by separately 
summating the raw scores on the friendliness-evaluation items and the 
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raw scores on the dominance-potency items. 
The design of the experiment called for 12 subjects in each 
of four experimental conditions, with a total experimental sample of 
48. These 48 subjects were selected from the initial pool of 502 
subjects, to meet the following criteria: 
(a) availability to take part in the experiment; 
(b) scoring above the median of the total sample on each of 
two dimensions (i.e., subjects who described themselves as both friendly 
and dominant were used); 
(c) not falling witiUn ~ 5% most extreme scores on each dimen-
sion (this represented an attempt to minimize ceiling effects and the 
frequency of ego-defensive subjects, and is consistent with procedures 
adopted by Rogers and Dymond (1954) and others); 
(d) maintaining an equal proportion of males to females in each 
condition (eight males and four females were assigned to each condi-
tion). 
Subjects were then matched in groups of four, on initial level 
of self concept, and then were randomly assigned to one of four experi-
mental conditions. 1 
Use of modified "double-blind" procedure. Subjects were 
assigned to experimental conditions, and experimental folders containing 
instructions and questionnaires were prepared, well in advance of each 
1There were no significant differences between four experimental 
and two control conditions, on any of the initial measures of self con-
cept and ideal liked and disliked others. It was concluded, therefore, 
that subjects had been successfully matched across conditions with re-
spect to these measures. (See Appendix D for this analysis.) 
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subject's experimental session. In this way, a double-blind procedure 
was standardized, in which neither subject, experimenter, nor con-
federates knew, in advance of the experimental session, to what condi-
tion particular subjects had been assigned.1 
Use of confederates . Two confederates were used as the "other 
group members" in this experiment . The same two confederates were used 
throughout the experiment; one was male and the other female, to insure 
that each subject would be with one same-sexed "other" and one opposite-
sexed "other . " The confederates were instructed to present as neutral 
a demeanor and appearance as possible to all subjects. They \rere 
approximately the same age as most subjects; one was an advanced 
psychology-major undergraduate, and the other was a recent liberal arts 
graduate. Three subjects were found to know one of the confederates, and 
were replaced by new subjects . None of the other subjects had any 
acquaintance with either confederate . 
The Experimental Session 
As subjects arrived, they were brought into an individual 
testing room. They were told that this was to keep uncontrolled contact 
between subjects from affecting the results. 
Experimental instructions; induction of liking; case study, The 
1Both subject and experimenter found out, near the start of the 
experimental session, to which liking condition subject had been 
assigned. The experimenter had no valid information about the nature of 
the subject ' s reactions from others until the subject had completed all 
dependent measures . Confederates had no opportunity to learn either 
the liking condition or the nature of pre-programmed reactions to which 
subjects had been assigned. 
following instructions were then read to the subject: 
As you recall, the purpose of this experiment is to examine 
some of the conditions under which people in groups can evaluate 
or judge one another accurately. What ~ want to see is just 
how much this accuracy with. which people can judge each other 
is affected by whether they like or dislike one another. 
So what we've done is to-u5e your ratings of the kind of 
person you are in a group and your ratings of the kind of people 
you would like or dislike ~have in this group with you, and 
we've combined them with the same kind of ratings by other 
people, in order to form matched groups. What we've come up 
with is a number of three-man groups in which the members 
should either like or dislike one another. 
[E then told S that this matching had been done by his 
assistant, and consulted a standard file card with the following 
message in block typing, showing the card to S and reading it 
aloud: SUBJECT# (S's code no.) IS IN A GROUP WITH PEOPLE \VHO 
HE SHOULD LIKE (or: DISLIKE) VERY MUCH AND WHO SHOULD LIKE (or 
DISLIKE) HIM VERY MUCH.] 
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What this means is that, on the rating scales which you all 
filled out, the way that you thought you were as a group member 
is very close to the kind of person the others thought they would 
like (or dislike) in the group with them, and the way that they 
thought they were as members is very close~ the kind of person 
you thought you would like (or dislike) in the group with you. 
so, on the basis of this I would say that, to the best of our 
ability, you were going to be in a group with people you should 
like (or dislike), and who'll like (or dislike) you. 
Now, what people are going to be doing in the group is talking 
about a case study that I'm having everybody read. The case 
concerns an interreligious club on a college campus. We're going 
to pick one of you at a time to discuss the case, while the other 
two of you act as observers, listening to the discusser's views 
of the group in the case, and seeing how he does in this group 
situation, and then we'll see how accurately the discussants are 
judged by the observers. Would you read this now, and as soon as 
everyone's read it, we'll get the group together. [E then gave 
S a copy of the case study to read; see Appendix B, the Inter-
religious Club.] As you read the case study, be thinking about 
what the important problems of this club were, and how you might 
help solve them if you were either a member of the group-Qr its 
leader. 
Most subjects took from five to ten minutes to read the case 
study. During this time, the experimenter left the room and returned 
twice, ostensibly checking on the progress of the other subjects. The 
subject was then given the following additional instructions: 
Now, since everyone is ready, we can all get together in the 
Group Meeting Room. We want everyone to remain just as anony-
mous as possible, so we're assigning each of you a code name 
for the rest of the experiment. We 're using colors -- BLUE, 
\VHITE , and RED ••• [E thought for a moment, then continued] 
Would you be WHITE? (All S's were uniformly assigned the code 
name WHITE.) 
Also, we want to keep the amount of talking controlled, so 
I'm asking everyone · not to talk to each other unless and until 
I ask you to . All right? 
To summarize this portion of the procedure, the following 
sequence of steps occurred: 
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(a) subject arrives, told that "others" were either present or 
coming; 
(b) "purposes" of experiment re-explained to S; 
(c) expectations of either mutual liking or mutual disliking 
between subject and other individuals were induced; 1 
(d) case study was presented to and read by subject; 
(e) subject assigned code name; instructed to do no uncontrolled 
talking. 
The interaction period . The subject was then brought into a 
meeting room, and seated at the table near a large name card on which 
his code name was printed. 
The experimenter then left to get the "other group members," 
returning with both confederates. As they entered the meeting room, 
1 
Mutuality of expectations of liking or disliking was induced 
in order to reduce ambiguity and minimize discrepancies in subjects' 
expectations. Heider (1958) has discussed a tendency to perceive 
mutuality in sentiment relations, even in the absence of such an in-
duction. 
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the confederates were being instructed by the experimenter to refrain 
from talking to one another. The subject was flanked at the table by 
both confederates, and was seated across the table from the experimenter . 
The three members were introduced to one another by code name. The 
following instructions were then given to the group : 
What we need now is one of you to start discussing the case 
study, while the other two of you act as observers, watching 
and listening to the member discussing the case, to see how 
accurately you're able to judge the kinp of group member he or 
she is. We want to choose one of you randomly to start ••• now 
let's see ••• would you, WHITE , be the person to start discussing 
the case? This means, then, that the two of you [E looks at 
confederates] will be the observers now. You'll be listening 
to \Y.HITE 's analysis of the group in the case, and seeing how he 
handles himself here, and then afterward we'll see how accurately 
you're able to judge \Y.HITE. 
In every case, the naive subject was chosen to discuss the case, while 
the confederates were chosen to be silent "observers." 
The experimenter then had the subject answer four standard 
questions about the case study; 1 the questions and answers took approxi-
mately ten minutes. After this interaction period, the experimenter 
said the following: 
Now that we've discussed the case study to this point, we 
want to give the two of you, BLUE and RED, an opportunity to 
see how accurately you're able to judge the kind of group 
member \Y.HITE is, on the basis of how he's acted and what he's 
1 These standard questions were: 
(a) What do you think were the main issues and problems facing 
this group in the case, the Interreligious Club? 
(b) How do you think the group should go about solving its 
problems -- what could be done in this situation to help matters? 
(c) How do you think members of the club, like John Forbes, 
could act in the future, to help things? 
(d) What do you think Larry McDonald, the president of the 
club, could do to improve the club? 
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said so far. We want to make sure that the two of you are 
rating WHITE completely independently, without influencing 
each other in any way , so I'm going to ask you to come back 
to your separate rooms with me, and then I'll give you each 
the rating forms we 're using. 
The experimenter then left the meeting room with the two con-
federates, asking the naive subject to wait in his own room until the 
"two other members finish their ratings of you."1 
Induction of reaction from others. After five or six minutes, 
the experimenter returned to the subject with two sets of completed 
evaluation forms, on which the "other members" had purportedly rated 
subject WHITE. In real ity , these reactions from others were pre-programmed 
in advance of the experimental session. 
These two sets of rating forms were on colored stock, correspond-
ing to the confederates' code name colors. Subjects were told: 
BLUE and RED have just finished rating you -- I haven't 
even looked at them yet -- and now we want to give you an 
opportunity to see the way in which the other members of 
your group reacted to you. 
Subjects were then given the blue rating form and were told "This is 
how BLUE the girl -- rated you." After subjects had finished 
reading the blue form they were given copies of pink rating sheets and 
were told "This is how RED -- the boy -- sees you." Subjects in all 
conditions appeared to read these reactions from others with great 
10ne salient point in this procedure can be emphasized at this 
point. Two confederates were used so that two separate sets of 
evaluations, completely reinforcing one another, would be received by 
the subject. This is why E stressed the desire for independence of 
judgment of the two "observers ." At the same time, a somewhat un-
wieldy procedure was avoided by using only two confederates (although 
a larger number might theoretically have-induced greater pressure 
toward conformity. 
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interest; many commented spontaneously and ingenuously about the nature 
of the reactions and the apparent similarity between the two sets of 
ratings. 
These reaction forms each contained three parts: 
(a) an instruction sheet for the "observer" instructing him to 
make his judgments of WHITE on the basis of "both the ways in which he 
discussed the case study in this group, and the ways he thought about the 
problems of the group in the case study"; 
(b) a rating sheet in which the "observer" rated WHITE's 
behavior in a group on the 16 items which appeared in the self concept 
test; 
(c) a sheet on which the "observer" had written "a one- or 
two-paragraph description of the' way you think WHITE is in a group." 
(All variations of these completed evaluation forms are included as 
Appendix C.) 
The two sets of evaluations received by each subject were de-
signed to completely reinforce one another. Half of the subjects in 
each liking condition received very positive evaluations from the "other 
group members" (i.e., they were described as friendly and dominant on 
the items comprising these two dimensions); the remaining subjects re-
ceived very negative evaluations (i.e., they were described as unfriendly 
and submissive). 1 
1The positive and negative rating scale forms by each of the 
"others" were mirror images of one another. They were designed to meet 
the following criteria: 
(a) The reactions received by each subject (summed over the 
items on each dimension) correspond either to the median score for all 
48 experimental subjects, on their initial ratings of self concept, or 
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The written descriptions were des igned to complement the rating 
scale information in all respects. Two examples follow; all of these 
descriptions are in Appendix c. 
Positive from Red 
I'm glad to say that I 
believe White will be an 
excellent leader and a very 
well liked person in groups. 
White is apparently adaptable 
and friendly, and I think he 
must be quite important 
in the groups he's in. He's 
a person that I'd judge to 
be close to other people 
and very central to the 
activities of the group. As 
I said, White is probably a 
fine leader -- he's an 
independent person who's 
included in things and is 
good for the group. I think 
these things will lead to a 
lot of success. I would give 
White a very high rating in 
most groups. 
Negative from Red 
I'm sorry to say that I 
believe White will be a poor 
leader and not a very well 
liked person in groups. 
White is apparently rigi d and 
unfriendly, and I think he 
must be quite unimportant 
in the groups that he's in. 
He's a person that I'd judge 
to be distant from other people 
and not at all central to the 
activities of the Group. As 
I said, White is probably a 
poor leader -- he's a 
dependent person who's 
left out of things, and is not 
much good for the group . I 
think these things will lead to 
very little success. I would 
give White a very low rating 
in most groups . 
Final measures of self concept and liking for others. As soon 
as each subject completed reading the reactions from others, he was given 
to the complementary negative point on the scale. Thus half of the 
subjects received ratings from others that were both positive and 
quite similar to their own initial self-evaluations; the remaining sub-
jects received ratings from others that were both negative and opposite 
to their own initial self-evaluation. 
(b) The two sets of ratings received by each subject had iden-
tical summated scores (summed over the items on each dimension), to 
insure comparability of ratings by "others ." At the same time, the 
two profiles were designed to look as though they were, while in close 
agreement, nevertheless made by different individuals . On a seven-
point scale, seven items received identical scores from both "others," 
eight items had a one-scale-point difference, and one item had a two-
scale-point difference. 
these instructions: 
Now that you have taken part in this group so far, and 
discussed the group in the case study, we would like you to 
rate yourself as to the kind of group member that you think 
you are. 
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Subjects then completed the final measure of self concept (see Appendix 
A for the form used). 
After finishing these self concept ratings, subjects were in-
structed: 
Now that you have been in this group so far with BLUE 
and RED, we would like you to rate the kind of people you 
think BLUE and RED are, and your feelings about them so 
far. We'd like you to make a joint rating of the two of 
them together, using all your impressions so far of them. 
Subjects then completed ratings of liking for others. 
These two sets of ratings comprise the dependent measures of 
this study. 
Post-experimental interview. Immediately following the pre-
ceeding measures, subjects were given a short unstructured interview. 
This interview had several purposes: 
(a) to find out whether any of the subjects had any prior 
acquaintance with the confederates (three subjects had, and were re-
placed); 
(b) to find out whether any subjects had recognized the experi-
mental manipulations (all subjects but one remained, apparently, quite 
naive at the end; that one was replaced); 
(c) to obtain anecdotal information about the reactions of 
subjects to the experiment and to the various inductions; 
(d) to reassure subjects who had received negative reactions 
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from others that this was probably a function of the experimental 
situation or the personal idiosyncrasies of the other individuals 
and that, indeed, the experimenter had evaluated the subject quite 
positively. 
B. Control Groups 
In addition, two independent control conditions were used to 
test the success of the induction of expectations of liking and dis-
liking other individuals . 
To accomplish this, control subjects were selected from the 
same initial pool of subjects from which the experimental sample was 
drawn. They were selected so as to meet the same criteria as subjects 
in the experimental conditions . From each pair of matched control 
subjects one individual was randomly assigned to each control condi-
tion . 
As each control subject came to the experimental session, he 
was given the same instructions received by experimental subjects, 
through the point at which expectations of liking or disliking others 
were induced. Subjects in one control condition received positive 
expectations of liking others; subjects in the other control condition 
received negative expectations of disliking others . At this point the 
control subjects were given the following instructions: 
Before we get the group together, we would like your 
impressions of the kind of people you expect the other 
members, who will have code names of BLUE and RED, to be. 
Subjects in control conditions then made a joint rating of "the kind of 
members I expect BLUE and RED to be" (see Appendix A for this rating 
form) . 
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Upon completion of these ratings, it was explained to these sub-
jects that they were in a control condition, and were not really to 
meet with a group. 
£• Test-Retest Reliability 
An independent study of the test-retest reliability of the 
measuring instruments was performed. 
Seventy undergraduate liberal arts students at Northeastern 
University, in two classes, were given instructions comparable to those 
received by experimental subjects in the pre-experimental session. 
They then completed ratings of self concept and ratings of ideal liked 
and ideal disliked others. (Since these subjects had to be informed 
that they were not to actually take part in groups, they were told to 
imagine that they were rating others with whom they would subsequently 
be matched.) Three weeks after this initial testing, the same 70 
subjects repeated these same measures; they had not been told that they 
were to be retested. This three-week interval corresponded to the 
longest time between testing sessions for experimental subjects. 
In this way, test-retest reliability coefficients were obtained 
for self concept ratings, ratings of ideal liked others, and ratings of 
ideal disliked others. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
A.- Summary of Methodological Data1 
This section deals with the reliability of measures, the rela-
tionship between evaluation and potency dimensions, the adequacy of 
the induction of liking expectations, the relations between ratings of 
expected others ~nd ideal others, and the differences between males 
and females. 
Reliability of ratings of self ~ ideal others. A sample of 
70 undergraduate students was used to investigate test-retest reliability. 
An independent sample was used, to avoid over-testing experimental sub-
jects. Subjects in this sample completed ratings of self concept and 
ideal liked and disliked others on each of two testing sessions, three 
weeks apart. On each of these three variables correlations were obtained 
for items summed over the friendliness-evaluation dimension and for 
items summed over the dominance-potency dimension. Thus, six test-
retest coefficients were obtained; they ranged from +.51 to +.82. The 
reliability coefficients on measures of self concept, specifically, 
were +.63 for friendliness-evaluation, and +.82 for dominance-potency. 
Relationships between friendliness-evaluation and dominance-
1These methodological results are reported fully in Appendix D. 
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potency. A correlation of +.41 was obtained between self-ratings on the 
friendliness-evaluation dimension and self-ratings on the dominance-
potency dimension, for the 502 subjects completing initial ratings of 
self concept. These two dimensions, consequently, are not independent of 
one another. On the other hand, since the distinction between friendli-
ness and dominance seems conceptually reasonable, and since similar 
dimensions have been found in a number of previous investigations, each 
experimental hypothesis was separately tested on each of these two dimen-
. 1 
s1ons. 
Test of the adequacy of the induction of liking expectations. 
Two control groups were used. Subjects in one condition received in-
ductions of expectations of liking other individuals, while subjects in 
the other condition received inductions of expectations of disliking 
other individuals. Subjects in each control condition then rated their 
expectations of these others, prior to ever meeting them. A test of 
the differences in expectations between subjects in these two control 
conditions was performed. The subjects who received the positive in-
duction expected to like the others significantly more than did the 
control subjects who received the negative induction (t = 7.77 on 
friendliness, and t = 3.61 on dominance; both of these were significant 
1The relationship betwee~ these two dimensions of self ratings 
was also tested for subjects in the experimental sample (n = 48). For 
these subjects, r = -.01, indicating :no relationship between the two di-
mensions. This correlation may be partially spurious, since experimental 
subjects were pre-selected to be high on each dimension of self concept, 
thus restricting the range over which the correlation was taken. This 
lack of apparent correlation between dimensions for the experimental 
sample, however, reinforced the decision to treat experimental data 
separately for each dimension. 
with p <.ol, one-tailed). Thus, this independent variable was 
successfully induced. 
Relations between expectations and ratings of ideal others. 
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The correlation between ratings of actual expectations of others and 
earlier ratings of ideal others was computed, for the control group 
sample {n = 23). These correlations were +.77 for friendliness-
evaluation and +.66 for dominance-potency. (Subjects who received a 
positive induction had their prior ratings of ideal liked others used 
in this correlation; subjects who received a negative induction had 
their prior ratings of ideal disliked others used in this correlation. 
In addition, there were no ~ differences between ratings of expecta-
tions and ratings of ideal liked others, for those subjects whore-
ceived a positive liking induction . There were, however, significant 
mean differences between ratings of expectations and ratings of ideal 
disliked others, for those subjects who received a negative liking 
induction (t = 3.26, p < .01 on friendliness; t = 2.66, p < .05 on 
dominance). In other words, these control subjects did not expect 
the anticipated others to be actually as bad as were their ratings of 
ideal disliked others. 
Differences between males and females. There were no signi-
ficant diff erences between males and females among the 48 experimental 
subjects, either on initial self concept measures or on any of the de-
pendent measures used in testing experimental hypotheses. Males and 
females were, consequently, combined in all tests of hypotheses. 
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~· Experimental Effects of Balance and Imbalance 
Prediction I. Subjects will exhibit greater changes in self concept 
and liking for others, combined, following an imbalanced, as compared 
to a balanced, state. (Conditions 2 and 3 > Conditions 1 and 4.) 
This prediction is an operational statement of Hypothesis I, 
predicting greater cognitive restructuring processes in imbalanced than 
in balanced states. The hypothesis was supported. 
Statistical procedure. Both Osgood and Suci (1952) and Cronbach 
and Gleser (1953) have introduced the D-score, or distance measures, as 
a preferred method of assessing similarity between two profiles of 
scores (e.g., changes in a measure from one occasion to another). 
Cronbach (1955; 1958) has subsequently discussed the difficulties in the 
use of D-scores (or any combined index such as mean discrepancies 
or correlations) in the absence of measures of the separate parameters 
entering into such scores. In the present experiment, in which the 
test used has been previously factor analyzed (Burke and Bennis, 1961) 
and in which the parameters entering into D-scores are being separately 
analyzed, these difficulties are obviated. D-scores are, consequently, 
used as measures of profile similarity (e.g., changes in dependent 
measures) in this study. 1 
1D is computed as the square root of the summated squared item 
discrepancies of two profiles of items (D =~ d 2). D-scores for 
x-y 
self concept changes were computed by using the discrepancies between 
item ratings of initial and final self concept. D-scores for changes 
in liking were similarly computed, by using the discrepancies between 
item ratings of either ideal liked or ideal disliked others (depending 
on the induction of liking used, as previously discussed) and item 
ratings of final liking for others. 
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In this analysis, as in tests of all predictions, operations 
were separately performed for the items comprising the friendliness-
evaluation dimension and for the items comprising the dominance-potency 
dimension. 
D-scores indexing self concept change and D-scores indexing 
change in liking for others were combined, so as to derive an overall 
index of change for each subject. 
In testing the prediction, a 2 x 2 analysis of variance was 
performed, using these D-score change indices as scores. The relevant 
variance component for testing the prediction was the interaction 
1 
effect. 
Results. The means and standard deviations of these D-score 
change indices, for each experimental condition, are summarized in Table 1. 
1 In performing the analyses of variance used in testing each 
experimental prediction, Bartlett's test of homogeneity of variance 
between conditions was routinely performed. Results of these tests 
are summarized in Appendix E, Table 14. None of these Bartlett's 
tests were significant. Consequently, the assumption of homogeneity 
of variance was accepted, in tests of each of the experimental pre-
dictions. 
Since two levels of expectations of liking others were induced 
in experimental subjects, experimental conditions are assumed to differ 
in initial level of liking for others. In testing predictions involving 
this dependent measure (Predictions I, Ib, and II) it was necessary, 
consequently, to control possible regression effects. 
This was accomplished by separately testing, in each of these 
predictions, the differences between pairs of experimental conditions 
that were matched on initial level of liking for others (Condition 1 vs. 
2, and Condition 3 vs. 4). This was accomplished by means of t-tests; 
these various t-tests are summarized in Appendix G, Tables 19-21. Ten 
out of twelve of these separate t-tests were significant in the pre-
dicted direction, supporting the overall prediction; in the remaining 
two tests p was < .10, in the predicted direction. Thus, it seems 
reasonable to conclude that regression was not affecting the experimental 
results. 
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TABLE 1 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF COMBINED D-SCORE CHANGE INDICES,a 
USING RATINGS OF SELF CONCEPT AND RATINGS OF OTHERS, 
IN FOUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Friendliness-Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
Stand. Stand. 
Dev. Dev. 
Condition 1 
pLotl; oLp 7.53 1. 66 7.16 3.41 
Initial Balance 
Condition 2 
pLotl; oDLp 13.65 4. 82 9.56 3.91 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 3 
pDLotl; oLp 16.35 2. 28 11.33 2.90 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 4 
pDLotl; oDLp 11.99 4. 21 9.85 1.80 
Initial Balance 
' 
alow score = small amount of cha nge 
btheoretical range = 0 - 36 
ctheoretical range = 0 - 32 
The test of interaction effects on the analysis of variance was 
significant, for each dimension. On friendliness-evaluation, F = 26.93, 
with p <.~05, one-tail; on dominance-potency, F = 5.01, with p ~.025, 
one-tail. Thus, scores on dependent measures changed more in imbalanced 
than in balanced conditions; cognitive restructuring was affected more 
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in imbalanced than in balanced states. (For the summarized analysis of 
variance results, see Appendix F, Table 15.) 
Prediction Ia. Subjects will exhibit more positive self concept following 
a balanced, as compared to an imbalanced, state. (Conditions 1 and 4 ~ 
Conditions 2 and 3). 
This prediction is an operational statement of Hypothesis Ia, 
that there will be greater changes in self concept in imbalanced than in 
balanced states (given initially positive self concept in all conditions). 
It was not supported in this study. 
Statistical procedure. Data relevant to this prediction con-
sisted of final self concept ratings obtained from each subject. 
Measures of final self concept were summated item scores of the items 
within the friendliness dimension, and the items within the dominance 
dimension. 
In order to test the prediction, a 2 x 2 analysis of variance 
was performed, separately for the friendliness-evaluation and dominance-
potency dimensions. The relevant variance component for testing the 
prediction was the interaction effect. 
Results . The means and standard deviations of these final self 
concept ratings, for each experimental condition, are summarized in 
Table 2 . 
The test of interaction effects, in the analysis of variance, 
was not significant, on either dimension. On friendliness-evaluation, 
F = 0.53; on dominance potency, F = 2.38. Thus, self concepts were not 
more positive following balanced, as compared with imbalanced, states; 
TABLE 2 
~mANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FINAL SELF CONCEPT RATINGS , a 
IN FOUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Friendliness-Evaluation 
Meanb Stand. 
Dev. 
Condition 1 
pLotl; oLp 19 . 58 4 . 12 
Initial Balance 
Condition 2 
pLotl; oDLp 30 . 59 12 . 04 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 3 
pDLotl; oLp 18.58 3 . 42 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 4 
pDLotl; oDLp 26 . 00 10 . 71 
Initial Balance 
alow score = positive self concept 
btheoretical range = 9 - 63 
ctheoretical range = 7 - 49 
Dominance-Potency 
Meanc Stand. 
Dev . 
17.50 2. 54 
24 . 75 6.78 
17 . 75 3. 82 
20 . 58 5. 68 
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greater changes in self concept were not e f fected by imbalanced states . 
(For the summarized analysis of variance results, see Appendix F, Table 
16.) 
Prediction lb. Subjects will exhibit greater liking for others following 
positive, as compared to negative, reactions from others . (Conditions 
1 and 3 > Conditions 2 and 4 . ) 
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This prediction is an operational statement both of Hypothesis 
Ib, that there will be greater changes in liking for others in imbalanced 
than in balanced conditions,1 and of Reaction Hypothesis B, that liking 
2 for others will reciprocate reactions from others. The prediction was 
supported, in this experiment. 
Statistical procedure. Data relevant to this prediction consisted 
of final ratings of others obtained from each subject. Measures of final 
liking for others were summated item scores of the items in the friendli-
ness dimension, and of the items in the dominance dimension. 3 
In order to test the prediction, a 2 x 2 analysis of variance 
was performed, separately for each of these dimensions of liking for 
1The prediction for this hypothesis is derived from the follow-
ing rationale: subjects in Conditions 1 and 2 expect to like others, 
while subjects in Conditions 3 and 4 expect to dislike others. Now, 
Conditions 1 and 4 are initially balanced, and no changes in liking for 
others would be expected. Consequently, it would be predicted that sub-
jects in Condition 1 would continue to like others, while subjects in 
Condition 4 would continue to dislike others. Similarly, Conditions 
2 and 3 are initially imbalanced, and changes in liking for others 
are predicted. Consequently, subjects in Condition 2 should come to 
dislike others, while subjects in Condition 3 should come to like 
others. Thus, these effects of balance and imbalance should result in 
greater liking for others among subjects in Conditions 1 and 3 (in 
which reactions from others are positive) than in Conditions 2 and 4 
(in which reactions from others are negative). 
2A separate operational prediction need not be made for Re-
action Hypothesis B, since the test of this hypothesis is identical with 
the test of Hypothesis Ib, both predicting that liking for others will 
be greater following positive, as compared to negative, reactions from 
others. 
3These semantic differential-type ratings of others were 
positively correlated with quasi-sociometric ratings of others made at 
the same time (r = +.89 on friendliness, and +.47 on dominance). Given 
these high correlations among experimental subjects, it was f elt that 
these sets of ratings were not independent of one another, and only the 
ratings of others on friendliness and dominance were subsequently used 
as indices of "liking . " 
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others . The relevant variance component for testing the prediction was 
the main effect of reactions from others . 
Results . The means and standard deviations of these final 
ratings of others, for each experimental condition , are summarized i n 
Table 3. Mean r atings of expectations of others by subjects in two 
TABLE 3 
MEANS AND ' STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FINAL RATINGS OF OTHERS,a 
IN SIX EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Friendliness-Evaluation 
Meanb Stand . Dev. 
Condition 1 
pLOtli oLp 19.25 
I nitial Balance 
Condition 2 
pLotl; oDLp 38. 58 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 3 
pDLou; oLp 23 . 08 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 4 
pDLou; oDLp 40 . 83 
Initial Balance 
Control Group 1 
pLo 17 . 33 
induced 
Control Group 2 
pDLo 46 . 09 
induced 
alow score = liking for others 
btheoretical range = 9 - 63 
ctheoretical range = 7 - 49 
5 . 38 
9. 26 
4 . 60 
8 . 82 
5 . 50 
11 . 08 
Dominance-Potency 
Meanc Stand. Dev . 
21 . 08 4.62 
27.00 7.92 
24 . 50 4 .. 96 
28.58 6.20 
18.67 4 . 19 
29 . 91 9.51 
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control conditions have been added to this table, to provide baseline 
information about ratings of others in the absence of both interaction 
with these others and reactions from them. 
The test of main effects of reactions from others, on the 
analysis of variance, was significant for each dimension. On friend-
liness-evaluation, F = 77.26, with p ~.oos, one-tail; on dominance-
potency, F = i-.91, with P< .oos, one-tail. Thus, likihg for others was 
greater following positive, as compared with negative, reactions from 
others; greater changes in liking for others were effected in imbalanced 
than in balanced states, in the direction of reciprocity of sentiments. 
(For the summarized analysis of variance results, see Appendix F, Table 
17.) 
It is interesting to note, in Table 3, that rating of others 
was most positive in Control Group._l, in which subjects had neither met 
nor received reactions from others, but were induced to expect to like 
them. Similarly, ratings of others were most negative in Control Group 
2, in which subjects had neither met nor received reactions from others, 
but were induced to expect to dislike them. Th~,liking for others, 
in the absence of other sources of information, seems to be a function 
of initial expectations about them. 
2• Experimental Effects of Reactions From Others 
Prediction II. Subjects will exhibit greater similarity between self 
concept and liking for others following positive, as compared to 
negative, reactions from others. (Conditions 1 and 3) Conditions 2 
and 4.) 
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This prediction is an operational statement of the hypothesis 
1 
that there will be a tendency toward a balanced state. It was supported, 
in this experiment. 
Statistical procedure. To examine this data, D-scores were com-
puted on the discrepancies between final ratings of self concept and 
final ratings of others, for each subject. These operations were 
separately performed for items comprising the friendliness dimension 
and for items comprising the dominance dimension. 
In testing the prediction, a 2 x 2 analysis of variance was 
performed, using these D-scores as indices of similarity. The relevant 
variance component for testing the prediction was the main effect of 
reactions from others. 
Results. The means and standard deviations of these D-score 
indices of similarity, for each experimental condition, are summarized 
in Table 4 on the following page . 
The test of main effects of reactions from others, on the 
analysis of variance, was significant for each dimension. 2 On 
1 A tendency toward balance is demonstrated if self concept and 
liking for others are more similar in valence following positive re-
actions from others than following negative reactions, for the following 
reasons: Given positive reactions from others, and similarity of valence 
of self concept and liking for others, the total cognitive state of the 
subject is either + + + or + ~ ~; both of these alternatives are defined 
as a balanced state (i.e., a positive algebraic product of the valences). 
Similarly, given negative reactions from others, and dissimilarity of 
valence of self concept and liking for others, the total cognitive state 
of the subject is either - + - or - - +; both of these alternatives are 
defined as a balanced state. This process has been specified more com-
pletely in Chapter II, in the discussion of measures of final balance 
and imbalance. 
2Another significant effect, on the dominance-potency dimension, 
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TABLE 4 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF D-SCORE INDICES OF SIMILARITYa 
BETWEEN FINAL RATINGS OF SELF CONCEPT AND OTHERS, IN 
FOUR EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 
Friendliness-Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
Meanb Stand. Meanc Stand. 
Dev. Dev. 
Condition 1 
pLotl; oLp 3.12 1.45 2.47 1.70 
Initial Balance 
Condition 2 
pLou; oDLp 6.38 2 .29 4 .54 1.81 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 3 
pDLotl; oLp 3.64 1.28 4 . 32 1.74 
Initial Imbalance 
Condition 4 
pDLou; oDLp 7.47 2. 23 6.08 2.38 
Initial Balance 
alow score =similarity between ratings of self and others 
btheoretical range= 0 - 18 
ctheoretical range = 0 - 16 
friendliness-evaluation, F = 43 . 29 , with p < . 005, one-tail; on dominance-
potency, F = 11.89, with p < .005, one-tail. Thus, similarity between 
was that subjects who expected to like, as compared with subjects who 
expected to dislike, others subsequently had greater similarity between 
self ratings and ratings of others (F = 9.33, p < . 01, two-tail). 
This result seems reasonable, but not central to this study; since 
it occurred on only one dimension, it is difficult to interpret. 
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self concept and liking for others was greater following positive, 
as compared with negative, reactions from others; there was a general 
tendency toward a balanced state. (For the summarized analysis of 
variance results, see Appendix F, Table 18.) 
Reaction Prediction ~· Subjects will exhibit more positive self con-
cept following positive, as compared to negative, reactions from others. 
(Conditions 1 and 3 ~ Conditions 2 and 4.) 
This prediction is an operational statement of the hypothesis 
that self concept will tend to be similar to reactions from others. It 
was significantly supported. 
Statistical procedure. Data relevant to this prediction con-
sisted of final self concept ratings obtained from each subject; this 
was the same data as was used in testing Prediction Ia. 
The relevant variance component for testing this prediction, in 
the analysis of variance, was the main effect of reactions from others. 
Results. The means and standard deviations of these final self 
concept ratings, for each experimental condition, have been previously 
summarized in Table 2 of this chapter. 
The test of main effects of reactions from others, on the analysis 
of variance, was significant for each dimension. On friendliness-
evaluation, F = 14.11, with p < .005, one-tail; on dominance-potency, 
F = 12.42, with p < .005, one-tail. Thus, self concept was more positive 
following positive, as compared to negative, reactions from others; self 
concept tended to conform to reactions from others. (For the summarized 
analysis of variance results, see Appendix F, Table 16.) 
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
The findings, summarized in Chapter IV, that an imbalanced, 
as compared to a balanced, state effects greater cognitive restructuring 
processes, in the direction of a balanced state, are central to this 
study. These balance effects, however, are not independent of their 
component measures -- effects on self concept and liking for others. 
In discussing these balance effects, it is useful to specify the pro-
cesses by which they occur, i.e., by means of effects on self concept 
or on liking for others, or on both of these dependent variables. 
In the following discussion, therefore, effects on self con-
cept and on liking for others are examined first; effects on cognitive 
balance are subsequently examined from within this context. 
A. Effects ~ Self Concept 
Effects of Balance or Imbalance 
There was no support to Prediction Ia, that self concept would 
be more positive following initial balance, as compared to imbalance; 
consequently, Hypothesis Ia, that greater changes in valence of self 
concept would occur in imbalanced than in balanced states, was not 
supported (given initially positive self concept in all conditions). 
The following theoretical implications follow from this 
finding: 
9~ 
(a) Heider (1958) has indicated that there will be greater 
tension in imbalanced than in balanced situations and that, conse-
quently, greater changes can be anticipated among the variables com-
prising imbalanced, as compared to balanced, states. It is clear, 
however, that such changes are not being reflected in the positive self 
concepts of subjects in these experimental conditions. Thus, the ex-
tent to which effects on self concept contributed to cognitive restructuring 
processes in imbalanced, as compared to balanced, conditions was minimal, 
for subjects with initially positive self concepts. ~vo factors may have 
contributed to this finding: (1) Both Heider (1958) and Deutsch and 
Solomon (1959) have argued that self concepts are likely to be more firmly 
anchored than other social perceptions, and will not exhibit substantial 
experimental modification. The extent of this anchoring, and its 
generality, are discussed in subsequent sections. (2) It is possible 
that positive self concepts tend to be more stable than negative self 
concepts. In this study only subjects with initially positive self 
concepts were used; consequently, it is possible that these results would 
occur only among individuals with ·positive self concepts. This is one 
of the limitations of the present study; subsequent research will be 
necessary to investigate whether the same relationships hold for subjects 
with initially negative self concepts. 
(b) Similarly, no tendency toward balance was effected by changes 
in self concepts. This can be illustrated in the following way: Given 
initially positive self concepts in all conditions, a tendency toward 
balance could have been manifested (other things being equal) by self 
concept becoming more negative in initially imbalanced conditions (i.e., 
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Condition 2 and Condition 3) . This did not occur. 
Effects of Reactions from Others 
Reaction Hypothesis A, on the other hand, was supported . Sub-
jects who received positive, as compared to negative, reactions from 
others, had more positive self concepts. In other words, self-
evaluations tended to be similar to evaluations by others. The theo-
retical relevance of this finding is discussed below: 
(a) These results indicate that certain aspects of the self 
concept ~ subject to experimental modification, not as a function of 
imbalance but as a function of evaluations. In other words, the self 
concepts of experimental subjects were not so firmly anchored that 
effects on self concept could not occur; when self concepts do change it 
is likely to be as a function of reactions from others (this is so for 
initially positive self concepts, in any case) . At least two factors 
may have accounted for this, in the present study: (1) the independent 
variable of reactions from others may have been particularly potent, in 
the procedure utilized; (~) those aspects of self which were measured 
(i.e., friendliness and dominance in a group) may be particularly 
labile constructs. 
(b) A number of theoretical formulations have indicated that 
changes in one's own position, as a function of the expressed position 
of others, and in the direction of these expressed positions, is a part 
of what has been considered a conformity process or conformity effect. 
Theorists such as Festinger (1954) and Fiedler ~ al. (1958) have argued 
that attitudes held by the individual will tend to conform to attitudes 
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held by others in the situation. To the extent that self concept ratings 
are an example of attitudes held by the individual about himself, these 
results support earlier assumptions and findings about social influence. 
(c) There is also a parallel between this result and the data 
of Deutsch and Solomon (1959). They found that subjects who believed 
that they had performed successfully on a prior task had more positive 
self concepts after receiving positive, as compared to negative, evalua-
tions from others. (These investigators suggest that evaluation of self 
on a prior task is analogous to initial self concept with respect to 
the relevant task.) Deutsch and Solomon also found, however, that when 
subjects perceived their prior task performance as negative, they had 
more positive self concepts after receiving negative, as compared to 
positive, evaluations from others . These authors conclude that positive 
self concept is a function of congruence between initial self-evaluations 
and evaluations by others. The data of the present study, limited in 
terms of studying only subjects with initially positive self concepts, 
cannot distinguish between these alternative explanations (i.e., that 
self concept will conform to reactions from others, or that self concept 
will be positive following similarity, as compared to dissimilarity, 
between initial self-evaluation and reactions from others). In order to 
make this discrimination, subjects with initially negative self concepts 
would have to be studied. 
(d) It is not surprising that this secondary effect was found, 
in the light of theoretical arguments and earlier results along similar 
lines. It is unlikely that similarity between self concept and evaluative 
reactions would have been explicitly predicted, had it not been for the 
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possible insight to be gained by applying these results to the examination 
of processes by which a tendency toward balance was effected. In this 
context, balance theory indicates that in those conditions in which there 
were positive reactions from others (i.e., Conditions 1 and 3), if final 
liking for others reciprocates reactions from others, then a tendency for 
self concept to remain positive would lead to a balanced state, with all 
three valences positive. This is what actually occurred. On the other 
hand, in those conditions in which there were negative reactions from 
others (i.e., Conditions 2 and 4), if final liking for others reciprocated 
these reactions (which tended to occur), an equivalent tendency for self 
concept to become negative would lead to imbalance, with all three valences 
negative. Thus, this examination indicates that an overall balance 
effect would not have occurred had self concept become strongly negative 
following negative reactions from others. Conversely, the presence of 
an overall balance effect, in this study, indicates that while self 
concept conformed significantly to reactions from others, as expected, 
these effects on self were slight relative to effects on liking for 
others. 
Effects of Expectations ~ Liking 
Manis (1955) predicted that an interaction between l iking for 
others and reactions from others would affect the self concept. Speci-
fically, he predicted that social influence would be greater among 
friends than among non-friends. His data significantly supported this 
proposition. It can be assumed that expectations of liking or disliking 
others, in the present study, are reasonable analogs to Manis' use of 
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"friends" and "non-friends." In this case, Hypothesis Ia, predicting an 
interaction between liking for others and reactions from them, as affect-
ing self concept in the present study, parallels Manis' prediction. 
As has been previously discussed, no support for this assumption has been 
found, in this study. 
Two possible reasons for this discrepancy between Manis' results 
and those of the present investigation are suggested below: 
(a) Wylie (1961) has pointed out the difficulty of interpreting 
A~nis' results, because of his use of two-part and four-part indices. 
She argues that, given these circumstances, it is quite possible that 
Manis' results are spurious, because of the possibility of uncontrolled 
regression effects, and the inability to specify which of several para-
meters enteri ng into the se scores were actually affected. 
(b) Although Manis' criteria for selecting friends and non-
friends are inadequately specified and controlled, it is nevertheless 
possible that these choices of actual friends, among dormitory residents 
living together over a long period, operated in a more potent f ashion 
than did the experimental induction of expectations of liking or dis-
liking. 
B. Effects on Liking for Others 
Effects of Reactions from Others 
Prediction Ib was supported: experimental subjects exhibited 
a tendency to evaluate other group members more positively after re-
ceiving positive, as compared to negative, reactions from them. This 
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tendency for subjects to like others who like them, and to dislike 
others who dislike them, can be called a "reciprocity effect. " The 
implications of this result are discussed in the following sections: 
(a) Changes in liking for others, in the direction of recipro-
city, were grea t er in imbalanced, as compared to balanced, conditions. 
This result supports Hypothesis Ib, testing Heider's (1958) assumption 
that changes in sentiment relations will be greater in imbalanced than 
in balanced states. 1 In this experiment self concept was not affected 
by imbalance, as compared to balance, while liking for others was; this 
lends further support to Heider's emphasis on the importance of studying 
sentiment relations. 
(b) It is these effects on liking for others, under the condi-
tions of this experiment, which facilitate a tendency toward a balanced 
state. In other words, other things being relatively equal, changes 
in direction of liking for others, in initially imbalanced conditions, 
tended to balance these conditions. 2 
lFor example, in Condition 1, which was initially balanced (i.e., 
subjects had positive expectations of others and received positive re-
actions), subjects liked the others at the end of the experiment, indi-
cating little change in this variable. Similarly, Condition 4 was also 
initially balanced (i.e., subjects had negative expectations of others 
and received negative reactions); here, subjects disliked the others at 
the end, again indicating little change. On the other hand, subjects 
in Conditions 2 and 3, which were initially imbalanced, tended tore-
verse the direction of the valences of liking for others, indicating 
considerable experimental effects on liking for others. 
2For example, in Condition 2, which was initially imbalanced, 
subjects received negative reactions. The resultant decrease in liking 
for others tended to balance the situation (- -). Similarly, Condition 
3 was initially imbalanced; subjects received positive reactions from 
others. The resultant increase in liking for others tended to balance 
the situation (+ +). This assumes that self concept tended to remain 
more or less positive in both conditions. 
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This tendency toward increased balance through changes in 
liking for others is closely related to a finding by Deutsch and Solo-
mon (1959). These authors found that liking for others was affected by 
the interaction between evaluations by others and the subject's own 
appraisal of his task performance. Liking for others was greater, in 
Deutsch and Solomon's study, when reactions from others were similar, 
as compared to dissimilar, to subjects' initial self-evaluations. 
(This balance effect occurred in addition to a tendency to rate positive 
note-writers more favorably.) Since initially positive self concept, 
in the present study, is conceptually similar to Deutsch and Solomon's 
condition of positive evaluation of own performance, the present reci-
1 procity effect is consistent with these earlier findings. 
(c) Finally, it is not surprising that this secondary pre-
diction was supported: it is consistent with a large body of sociometric 
theory and data (e.g., Tagiuri, Bruner, and Blake, 1958). The signi-
ficance of this prediction lies in its application to understanding the 
processes by which tendencies toward balance occur. Given the possibility 
for either changes in self concept or changes in liking for others 
accounting for an overall tendency towa r d balance, these results indicate 
that observed balance effects are primarily, and consistently, a function 
of changes in liking. 
10n the other hand, balance theory predicts that, given initially 
negative self concept, liking for others will change in inverse relation 
to reactions (e.g., the individual will dislike those who like him). 
The present results do not bear on this, since no subjects had initially 
negative self concept. 
c. Effects ~ Cognitive Restructuring 
and Tendency Toward Balance 
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In this section the tests of hypotheses predicting greater over-
all change in imbalanced than in balanced conditions, in the direction 
of balance, are discussed. These results are not independent of the 
effects on dependent variables already discussed. 
Prediction I has been supported: subjects tended to change more, 
in self concept and in liking for other members, combined, in initially 
imbalanced, as compared to balanced, conditions. Thus, Heider's (1958) 
assumption that there will be greater change in imbalanced t han in 
balanced states has been supported. 
Similarly, Prediction II has received support: there was a 
tendency for subjects to show greater similarity of valence between 
ratings of self and ratings of others after receiving positive, as com-
pared to negative, reactions from others. These results can be inter-
preted as a tendency toward balance, supporting Hypothesis II. Thus, 
these results are consistent with Heider's (1958) basic assumption of a 
tendency toward a balanced state. 
Methodological and theoretical implications of these findings 
are discussed below: 
(a) As has been previously indicated, Prediction I is concerned 
with overall change, or cognitive restructuring process, in the absence 
of d i rection; Prediction II specifies the direction in whi ch changes 
should occur, according to balance theory. Given positive results in 
testing Prediction II, it was statistically determined that Prediction I 
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must be confirmed. Consequently, these two predictions are not inde-
pendent of one another, and will be discussed together . 
(b) Although significant effects on both self concept (Predic-
tion IIa) and liking for others (Prediction Ib) have occurred, the experi-
mental effects on liking were greater than those on self concept. Changes 
in liking for others are carrying a greater portion of the "load."1 
This finding supports the argument of Deutsch and Solomon (1959), 
that the self concept will be anchored, relative~ sentiments toward 
2 
others. 
(c) It is impossible, given the design of .this experiment, to 
distinguish reciprocity of sentiments from the overall tendency toward 
balance; these two variables are confounded with one another. 3 Never-
theless, the present results are consistent with the assumptions of 
balance theory. 
1For example, if the effects on similarity of the dependent 
measures (prediction II) were explain-able as a function of changes in 
self concept alone, a significant interaction between expectations of 
liking and reactions from others would have occurred; if changes in self 
concept and changes in liking were affecting the amount of similarity, 
there would have been no significant effects in this analysis. Neither 
of these effects occurred, indicating that changes in self concept 
played no significant role in affecting tendency toward balance. 
2 One qualification to this statement may be made. The senti-
ment relations examined in this study were relatively artificial and 
ephemeral (i.e., liking for others the Shad just met, and who never 
even actually spoke to him). Under these conditions of liking, it can 
be anticipated that this variable would be relatively accessible to change . 
3
neutsch and Solomon (1959) have found both reciprocity of sen-
timents, and a tendency toward balance, operating separately from one 
another, under conditions of negative evaluations of own performance. 
For these two effects t o have been separable, in the present study, con-
ditions involving initially negative self concept would have had to be 
designed. 
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Final Patterns of Relations: 
What Happened and to Whom 
The problem of assessing a tendency toward final balance can be 
approached in a somewhat different way. Preceeding analyses have indi-
cated a general tendency toward balance, comparing experimental conditions 
relative to one another. It is conceptually useful to ascertain, addi-
tionally, the number of individuals who are balanced and imbalanced in 
each condition, and the patterns of relations demonstrated by them. In 
this manner the processes involved in a tendency toward balance may be 
explicated. 
One major difficulty presented itself in attempting this type 
of analysis. In order to assess the valence of a subject's rating of 
self or others, it was necessary to know the phenomenal meaning which 
a particular rating had for him (i.e., did he perceive it as positive, 
negative, or neutral?). Such direct information is lacking. Use of 
the average or median ratings of the entire sample as a cutoff point 
can provide objective criteria about the relation of the individual to 
other subjects, but would be useless in assessing the evaluation by the 
subject of the valence of his own ratings, especially when knowledge of 
the frames of reference used by others has not been shared with the 
subject. 
In this experiment, the closest link between the subject's 
phenomenal rating behavior and "reality" was the experimental instructions 
on how to use the rating scales, read by all subjects. These instructions 
defined the central point of each scale as "neutrality." It seemed most 
reasonable, therefore, to use the midpoint of the rating scale as the 
dividing line between npositive" and "negative" ratings of self and 
others, in this analysis of the individual perceiver . 
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In this way, each subject was assigned a positive or a negative 
valence for his final ratings of self concept and for his final ratings 
of liking for others, depending on which side of this theoretical mid-
point his ratings, summated over the items in each dimension, fell . The 
valence of the reactions from others was determined by the experimental 
design: subjects receiving positive reactions received a positive valence 
for this relation; subjects receiving negative reactions received a 
negative valence . Table 5 indicates the number of subjects falling 
within each of the possible patterns of final relations, in each experi-
mental condition . 
Sign tests were performed on this data, to assess the number of 
individuals who changed from an initially imbalanced state to a balanced 
state, as compared to the number of individuals changing from an initially 
balanced state to an imbalanced state , on each dimension. On the 
friendliness-evaluation dimension, 16 initially imbalanced subjects 
became balanced, and only two initially balanced subjects became im-
balanced; this was significant with p (. 001, one-tail . On the dominance-
potency dimension, 14 subjects in initially imbalanced conditions changed 
to a balanced state, and five subjects in initially balanced conditions 
changed to an imbalanced state; this was significant with p (. 05, one-
tail . 
Thus, this new way of looking at the data supports the results 
of Hypothesis II, in indicating a tendency toward a balanced state . At 
the end of the experiment, 40 out of 48 subjects were cognitively balanced, 
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TABLE 5 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS FITTING EACH FINAL PATTERN OF RELATIONS, 
IN EACH EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION 
Condition 1: (pLp, pLo, oLp)tl 
Final Pattern 
of Relations 
pLp, pLo, oLp 
+ + + 
pLp, pDLo, oLp 
+ - + 
pDLp, pLo, oLp 
- + + 
pDLp, pDLo, oLp 
- - + 
Friend- Domi-
liness nance 
n n 
12 11 
1 
--------------------------~L-------
Condition 3: (pLp, pDLo, oLp)tl 
Final Pattern 
of Relations 
pLp, pLo, oLp 
+ + + 
pLp, pDLo, oLp 
+ - + 
pDLp, pLo, oLp 
- + + 
pDLp, pDLo, 6Lp 
- - + 
Friend- Domi-
liness nance 
n n 
12 10 
2 
Condition 2: (pLp, pLo, oDLp)tl 
Final Pattern 
of Relations 
pLp, pLo, oDLp 
+ + -
pLp, pDLo, oDLp 
+ - -
pDLp, pLo, oDLp 
- + -
pDLp, pDLo, oDLp 
Friend- Domi-
liness nance 
n n 
5 6 
5 3 
1 1 
1 2 
Condition 4: (pLp, pDLo, oDLp)tl 
Final Pattern 
of Relations 
pLp, pLo, oDLp 
+ + -
pLp, pDLo, oDLp 
+ - -
pDLp, pLo, oDLp 
- + -
pDLp, pDLo, oDLp 
Friend- Domi-
liness nance 
n n 
1 4 
9 7 
1 1 
1 
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on the friendliness-evaluation dimension, using these criteria; 33 
out of 48 subjects were cognitively balanced on the dominance-potency 
dimension . 
Additional insights were obtained by examining the variation 
in patterns~~ and across experimental conditions. In all four cells, 
for example, patterns of relations in which the self concept became 
negative were extremely scarce (four out of 48 subjects, on friendli-
ness) . This is a good indication , within this experiment context, of 
the anchoring of self concept which occurred . 
Conditions 1 and 3, in which subjects received positive re-
actions about themselves from others, have extremely low inter-subject 
variability in final patterns of relations. Both of these conditions 
tend toward a (+ + +) pattern; Condition 1 maintains this configuration 
of valences from beginning to end, while subjectsin Condition 3, starting 
in an initially imbalanced state, move toward the patterns. This ten-
dency is sufficiently striking as to suggest the possibility that, in 
triadic relations , three positive relations comprise a compelling solu-
tion for individuals (compared to the possibility of achieving a 
balanced state of the - - + type) . In other words, there seems to be a 
tendency, where possible, to prefer positive relations in addition to 
cognitive balance . This tendency supports Jordan's (1953) finding that 
s ubjects view positive relations as more pleasant than negative rela-
tions. 
This preference for positive relations may be a reason why 
subjects' liking for others was affected more than their self concepts . 
In Condition 3 self concept was initially positive, while liking for 
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others was initially negative . By changing in liking for others, subjects 
not only achieved a balanced state , but maintained and extended the number 
of positive relations . 
In Conditions 2 and 4, in which subjects received negative re-
actions from others (with a consequent impossibility of achieving a 
+ + + pattern), much greater inter-subject variability was evidenced . 
There was some tendency, in Condition 4 , for subjects in an initially 
balanced (+ - -) pattern t o maintain that system of relations . 
One alternative explanation for these results can be discussed 
at this time . Subjects not only were induced to expect to either like 
or dislike others, but were instructed that these others would feel 
similarly to them. In the two imbalanced conditions (2 and 3) these 
possible expectations of how others would feel were not reinforced by 
the reactions received from these others, and might have produced a 
shock to expectations . That this possible shock to expectations cannot 
adequately explain a tendency t oward balance can be seen in Table 5 . 
The results in Conditions 1 and 3 are almost identical, although this 
possibility o f shock to expectations was present in Condition 3 and 
not in Condition 1. A similar conclusion is reached in comparing Con-
dition 2 with Condition 4 . Thus, the tendency toward balance seems to 
be a function of reactions from others, regardless of any prior expecta-
tions about how others feel toward the subject. 
The various processes indicated by this pattern analysis are 
summarized below: 
(a) There was a general tendency toward balance . Subjects in 
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initially balanced conditions tend to maintain this balanced state; 
subjects in initially imbalanced conditions tend to move to a balanced 
state . 
(b) Fewer changes occur in self concept than in liking for 
others . Subjects with initially positive self concepts tend to maintain 
their self within the positive range (although, within that range, signi-
ficant modification occurs). 
(c) There is a tendency to prefer positive relations, where this 
possibility is accessible . 
Balance Hypotheses in Relation t o Separate Parameters 
Cronbach (1955; 1958) has pointed out the difficulties in un-
ambiguously interpreting two- part scores, such as distance measures, in 
the absence of information about their separate parameters (e.g., means 
and variances of each variable, and interactions between variables, on 
factored dimensions) . In the case of the two-part D-score meas ures 
utilized in Predictions I and II, such information is available . 
Dimensions studied. Data was separately - analyzed on items com-
prising each of two dimensions -- friendliness-evaluation and dominance-
potency -- derived from an earlier factor analysis by Burke and Bennis 
(1961) . Experimental results are consistent across these two dimensions . 
Means and variances of each dependent variable . The initial 
measures used as baseline information for change indices were controlled 
and matched, and could not have affected the results . Examination of 
matched conditions indicated that results could not be explained in terms 
of regression effects . Thus, experimental results are a function of f inal 
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levels of the dependent measures . 
The contribution of self concept and liking for others to these 
distance measures has been previously discussed. These balance effects 
are a function of changes in liking for others . In addition, there 
were no significant differences in variance between conditions, on 
any of the dependent measures . All of the significant experimental 
effects are due to differences in mean level . 
Item examination . Finally, an examination of changes in indi-
vidual items was made, to ascertain whether changes on each item were 
consistent with changes over items , or whether experimental effects 
were due to a strong "pull" from one or a few of the items on a test . 
In general, inspection indicated that changes on various items were 
fairly consistent with one another, and that experimental effects could 
not be accounted for by changes in one or two items . 1 Shifts in scale 
position of items were generally so small that analysis of item changes 
f or each subject was not feasible . It is not surprising that item 
changes were consistent with one another, since these items were drawn 
1 For example , changes over time in self concept were examined . 
In Condition 1, in which no overall self concept changes had been found, 
mean changes (over subjects) on nine of the 16 items in the total test 
were positive , and mean changes on five items were in a negative direc-
tion. All of these changes were small , ranging from a mean change 
in scale position of +1 . 08 to - 0 . 75 (on a seven-point scale); only one 
item had a mean shift of more than one scale point . In Condition 2 , 
however, in which an overall decrease in positivity of self concept 
was found , mean changes in 15 out of 16 of the items were in a negative 
direction. The range of mean scale shifts was + . 50 to - 1 . 67; 11 items 
shifted one or more scale units . Thus , in conditions evidencing overall 
change in a particular direction , items consistently changed in that 
direction , and changes on particular items were somewhat greater than 
in conditions not evidencing overall changes . 
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from a previously factor-analyzed test (Burke and Bennis, 1961). 1 
Conclusion: The Nature of the 
Cognitive Reorganization 
The nature and extent of the experimental effects occurring 
during the course of this experiment indicate a considerable amount of 
cognitive restructuring on the part of subjects in interpersonal 
situations involving balance and imbalance. \Vhile no conclusions about 
the stability or depth of this restructuring can be assayed, the 
occurrence of these changes, within the context of a relatively arti-
ficial laboratory situation, have several theoretical implications. 
(a) First, and most importantly, a significant tendency toward 
greater cognitive restructuring in balanced, as compared to imbalanced, 
conditions was found. These changes were in the direction of a balanced 
state. Thus, Heider's (1958) assumptions of a tendency toward balance 
has been supported in this study, examining the relationship between 
self concept, liking for others, and reactions from others. 
(b) These tendencies toward balance are a function of changes 
in valence of liking for others. \Vhile significant changes occurred 
in self concept, these changes did not facilitate a tendency toward 
balance. Thus, Heider's (195 8) stress on the importance of sentiment 
relations has been underscored by these results. 
1Guilford points out that: "Where there is doubt concerning 
the psychological homogeneity of the items ••• steps should be taken 
to divide the test into subtests •••• This assumes that scores with 
high internal consistency are desired. The best approach ••• is 
factor analysis of the items" (Guilford, 1954, p. 433) . 
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(c) An analysis of the patterns of final relations indicates 
that subjects prefer positive relations in addition to a balanced state, 
where this is a possible outcome. This finding supports Jordan's (1953) 
finding that positive relations are more pleasant to subjects than are 
negative relations. 
(d) Finally , effects on self concept and on liking for others 
were found, as a function of reactions from others. Attitudes toward 
the self and attitudes toward others tended to be similar to expressed 
evaluations of the subject from others. These findings support, re-
spectively, self concept theories that stress changes in self as a 
function of evaluative reactions from others, and sociometric findings 
that liking for others tends to reciprocate liking from others (i.e., 
these relations tend toward mutuality) . 
E. Experimental Limitations and Extensions 
Experimental Limitations 
Several limitations to the generality of these results have 
been imposed by the design of this experiment. These warrant additional 
cautionary stress at this point. 
Nature of the self concept measured . Particular aspects of 
self concept, dealing with perceived behavior in a group, were measured. 
It would be unwarranted, at this stage in knowledge of the self, to 
assume that effects observed in these aspects of self concept would also 
take place if other aspects about the self were being measured . 
Additionally , all subjects were selected so as to have initially 
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positive ratings of self concept . The results might have been quite 
different had subjects' self concepts been initially negative (e . g . , 
effects on self concept might have been greater) . \Vhat is more, given 
initially positive self concepts , balance effects were confounded with 
reciprocity of liking effects . This would not have occurred if 
initially negative self concepts had been measured . 
Nature of reactions from others . Reactions about the subject 
from other individuals differed, in a number of respects, from more 
natural processes of social influence . For example, these reactions 
were encapsulated within a relatively short span of time, and they were 
more forceful and less subtle than might naturally occur . Several 
additional differences between the experimental situation and natural 
social situations can be discussed at this time: 
(a) The evaluations from others were not on a specific task, 
but on inferred or extrapolated group behavior . They were, however, 
relevant to the other relations of perceived self concept in a group 
and lil~ing for others; Heider (1958) indicates that as long as there 
is some connectedness between relations , the assumptions of balance 
theory should hold . 
(b) Evaluations from others were by note and rating scale, 
rather than in face-to-face interaction. In this way, the possibility 
that subjects could subsequently influence others to change their 
evaluations was deliberately eliminated. If other individuals were 
accessible to counter-influence attempts, as is normally the case, an 
entirely new range of possibilities of change in relations is opened up . 
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(c) The two confederates from whom reactions were received 
were presented as peers of the subject. Variations in status could 
be expected to affect the amount and direction of social influence. 
(d) Two confederates were used in this study. Varying the 
number of reacting others could affect the amount of social influence. 
(e) Reactions from both confederates were always in complete 
agreement. Differing the amounts of agreement or disagreement could 
affect the amount of social influence. 
Nature of the sentiment relations. Although expectations of 
liking or disliking others were successfully induced (as indicated by 
control group data), these expectations seemed a weak variable, in 
comparison with sentiment relations in natural peer groups meeting 
over time. It is possible that subsequent work could develop more 
powerful inductions of initial liking for others. 
Implications for Future Research 
The preceeding discussion suggests a number of extensions of 
this study. The mast immediately relevant of these are summarized 
below. 
(a) This experiment could be replicated, with the addition of 
four conditions specifying initially negative self concept. In this 
eight-cell design the effects of balance could be examined independently 
of the effects of reciprocity, and it would be possible to ascertain 
effects on self concept under conditions of initially negative valence. 
(b) To facilitate the investigation of self concept changes 
among group members, considerably more effort could be spent in developing 
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instruments to adequately sample the universe of self concept aspects 
relevant to group functioning . Such test development should build on 
previous theory as well as on previous factorial investigations, and 
should attempt to satisfy criteria of construct validity, as discussed 
by Cronbach and Meehl (1955) and Wylie (1961) . 
(c) A follow-up procedure could be built into the design, in 
which the stability of changes in dependent measures could be assessed . 
(d) Some of the non-phenomenal correlates of induced effects 
could be systematically examined . First, physiological measures of 
tension, such as the galvanic skin response, could be obtained from 
subjects, to examine whether or not cognitive tension is correlated 
with physiological tension, given Heider's (1958) implicit assumption 
that tension is greater in imbalanced than in balanced states, and that 
a tendency toward balance is a tension-reducing mechanism. Second, 
a second period of group interaction , following the experimental in-
ductions, would allow investigation of such behavioral effects as 
aggressive responses and counter-influence attempts . 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of 
two variables -- expectations of liking or disliking other individuals, 
and evaluative reactions about self from these others -- on ratings of 
self concept and liking for others . 
There is a considerable body of theory and research on the 
situational and interpersonal influences affecting the self concept . 
These studies suggest certain interrelated propositions about the 
relationships among the variables studied in this experiment: 
(a) Evaluative reactions from other individuals act as social 
influences upon the self concept . The individual modifies his self 
concept in the direction of agreement with these evaluations by 
others . Social influence may be maximized when the individual likes 
the others who are evaluating him; social influence may be minimized 
when the individual dislikes the others who are evaluating him. 
(b) Liking for others is itself affected by reactions from 
these others, i . e ., the individual reciprocates these sentiments, 
liking others who like him and disliking others who dislilte him. 
The theoretical model used in this study for organizing these 
constructs is the theory of balanced states developed by Heider (1958) . 
Heider has postulated a tendency for individuals to reach a state in 
which their interpersonal cognitions are balanced, or consistent, with 
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one another . A state of balance is defined to be present in a cogni-
tive system when there are an even number of negatively-signed 
valences (e . g.,+++ or+--) in the relations, or sub-systems, 
having relevance for one another in an interpersonal situation . 
Conversely, a state of imbalance is defined to be present when there 
are an odd number of negatively-signed valences (e . g . ,++- or---) . 
The term "relation , " as used by Heider , refers to two people, or a 
person and an attitude, that are joined t ogether in a way that has 
phenomenological sign-character (e . g . , one person thinks he likes 
another; a person has a positive attitude) . Which relations in a system 
are positive and which are negative is not relevant to balance theory 
per ~· An example of a balanced state involving three relations 
would be a situation in which an individual has a positive self concept, 
perceives others as disliking him , and dislikes these others . 
Some of these variables have been previously studied, within 
a balance theory framework, by Deutsch and Solomon (1959) . 
Hypotheses 
A number of hypotheses were generated from the application of 
balance theory to problems of the relationship between self concept, 
likang for others, and reactions from others . Balance and imbalance 
were studied only in terms of these specified variables; within this 
limitation , only certain selected conditions of initial balance and im-
balance have been studied (i . e . , subjects in all conditions had 
initially positive self concepts) . This further limits the generality 
of the following hypotheses . 
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Effects of Balance and Imbalance 
Hypothesis !• There will be greater cognitive restructuring 
processes following imbalanced, as compared to balanced, states. 
This prediction examines the effects on ratings of self con-
cept and liking for others combined, regardless of directionality of 
these outcomes. The following predictions examine the effects of 
balance or imbalance separately for each dependent variable. 
Hypothesis Ia. There will be greater effects on ratings of 
self concept following imbalanced, as compared to balanced, states. 
Hypothesis lb. There will be greater effects on ratings of 
liking for others following i mbalanced, as compared to balanced, 
states. 
Effects of Reactions from Others 
Hypothesis !!• Effects on ratings of self concept and liking 
for others will occur in the direction of a balanced state. 
This prediction was tested by examining the similarity of 
ratings of self concept and liking for others following positive, 
as compared to negative, reactions from others. A tendency toward balance 
was manifest if there was greater similarity of ratings on these de-
pendent measures following positive, as compared to negative, reactions. 
The following secondary predictions examine the effects of re-
actions from others separately for each dependent measure, departing 
from the framework of balance theory. These predictions were not 
central to the study, apart from their explanatory value in explicating 
the processes involved in a tendency toward balance (or the lack of such 
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a tendency). 
Reaction Hypothesis ~· Self concept will be similar to re-
actions about self from others. 
Reaction Hypothesis ~· Liking for others will be similar to 
reactions about self from others. 
Subjects ~ Design 
Forty-eight male and female undergraduate students comprised 
the experimental sample. The ratio of males to females was the same 
in each experimental condition, and experimental effects did not 
differ for males and females. Each subject received either positive 
or negative pre-programmed inductions of each independent variable 
(i.e., expectations about others, and reactions from others). Subjects 
were selected from a large pool tested with a self concept rating 
instrument of 16 items, measuring dimensions of friendliness and domi-
nance in a group. The basis of subject selection was positive self 
concept on each of these two dimensions . Subjects were matched with 
one another in groups of four, on the basis of these ratings, and 
were then randomly assigned to one of four experimental conditions . 
The study employed a 2 x 2 factorial design, utilizing randomized 
blocks, with independence between conditions and with 12 replications . 
Two conditions were initially balanced, and two were initially im-
balanced. Since only subjects with initially positive self concepts 
were used, only four out of eight possible conditions involving balance 
and imbalance (as determined by initial valences of self concept, ex-
pectations of others, and evaluations) have been studied. (Thus, 
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Condition 1 was balanced, with subjects expecting to like others 
and receiving positive reactions from them; Condition 2 was imbalanced, 
with subjects expecting to like others but receiving negative re-
actions; Condition 3 was imbalanced, with subjects expecting to dislike 
others but receiving positive reactions; Condition 4 was balanced, with 
subjects expecting to dislike others and receiving negative reactions.) 
Procedure 
Initial ratings of self concept, and ratings of ideal liked 
and ideal disliked others,were obtained during class sessions. Subjects 
were told that they would be matched in groups on the basis of these 
ratings, either with other individuals that they would like or with 
other individuals that they would dislike. In reality, the same two 
confederates were used as "other group members" throughout the experi-
ment. 
During the experimental session, S was told either that he had 
been matched with others whom he would like, or that he had been 
matched with others whom he would dislike . (Control group data indi~ 
cated that these instructions had been successfully induced.) S then 
read a human relations case, after which he and the experimenter joined 
the two confederates in a meeting room. S was always chosen by E to 
discuss the case study; the confederates were always asked to act as 
silent observers, watching S's group behavior and listening to his 
analysis of the group in the case study, to see how "accurately they could 
judge him as a group member ." S answered four standard questions about 
the case; the confederates were then told to return to their separate 
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rooms, so as to judge S's group behavior independently of one another . 
After five minutes, pre-programmed evaluations of S's behavior, pur-
portedly written by the others, were brought to S and read by him. 
Half of the S's received very positive reactions from each of the 
others; half of the S's received very negative reactions. Following 
this induction, S rated his own self concept, and then rated his im-
pressions of and sentiments toward the others, in a joint rating. 
Results 
Each of the hypotheses was significantly supported, with the 
exception of Hypothesis Ia. In other words, there were greater effects 
on self concept and liking for others, combined, in imbalanced than in 
balanced conditions; these effects were in the direction of a balanced 
state. Effects on_liking for others were greater in imbalanced than 
in balanced conditions. This did not occur with self concept, indicating 
that the tendency toward balance was primarily a function of effects on 
liking for others. Ratings of both self concept and liking for others 
became more similar to reactions from others. 
In addition, an analysis to examine the final patterns of 
valences of self concept, liking for others, and reactions from others 
was performed, to further study the processes by which a tendency toward 
balance occurred. The following tendencies appeared: 
(a) There was a general tendency toward balance among the sub-
jects in the various experimental conditions. 
(b) Fewer effects occurred on self concept than on liking for 
others; tendencies toward balance were primarily a function of effects 
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on liking for others• 
(c) Where a possibility existed of attaining balance by having 
all three valences positive (i.e., where reactions from others were 
positive), subjects accepted this alternative. A tendency to prefer 
positive relations seemed evidenced, in addition to the tendency to 
achieve a balanced state. 
Discussion and Implications 
These results support several theoretical assumptions about 
cognitive reorganization: 
(a) Heider's (1958) theory of balanced states indicates that 
sentiments and/or attitudes will be subjected to greater experimental 
modification in imbalanced, as compared to balanced, conditions, 
and that these effects will be in the direction of a balanced state. 
Both of these assumptions are supported by the results of the present 
study. The generality of this support is limited both by the selected 
aspects of self concept that have been measured, and by the absence of 
conditions including subjects with initially negative self concepts. 
(b) These results indicate some of the processes by which a 
tendency toward balance can occur. In this study, a tendency toward 
balance was a ' function of effects on liking for others. Heider (1958) 
has stressed the importance of studying sentiment relations along with 
attitudes; this result supports the argument, made by Heider (1958) and 
by Deutsch and Solomon (1959), that sentiments are more likely to be 
modified than self concepts, since the attitudes toward the self are 
anchored relatively firmly. 
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(c) Jordan (1953) has argued that subjects perceive positive 
relations as more pleasant than negative relations. The finding that 
subjects tend to move toward balanced states comprised of positive 
relations, where this alternative is available, supports this assump-
tion by Jordan. This support is limited, however, by the fact that all 
subjects had initially positive self concepts; it is unclear whether 
this effect would have occurred in conditions of initially negative 
attitudes toward the self. 
(d) Finally, the secondary finding of increased similarity be-
tween reactions from others and both self concept and liking for others 
is consistent with social influence theories and previous findings . 
APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX A 
TEST FORMS 
Initial Ratings of Self and Ideal Others, Background Information Sheet 
Final Ratings of Self 
Final Ratings of Others 
Ratings of Expectations of Others 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION SHEET 
Your N~e : 
Summer Phone No. (where you can be reached f or scheduling): 
Address (if no phone number) : 
Sex (please check) : Mal e Female 
College ££ School: Class or Year : 
Schedule of Free Hours during SU1lll1ler Sessiom (pl ease check all free hours) 
8 9 10 11. 12 1 2 3 4 5 Evening 
Monday 
Tuesday 
I 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
. 
I 
Friday 
, 
PLEASE READ THESE 1NSTRUCTICNS CAREFULLY 123 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to measure some of the ways in which people 
see themselves, as members of groups. In order to do this, we would like you to 
judge your own behavior in groups against a series of descriptive scales. ln 
answering t~questionnaire, please make your judgements on the basis of what 
these things mean to you, as a member of groupso 
Here is how you are to use these scales : 
If you feel that t he way you are in a group is ~ closely related to one 
end or the other of the scale, you should circle either the 1 or the 7, 
whichever is appropriate. For instance, if you thought you were very 
active in groups, you would circle the 1, as follows: 
active 2 3 I 4 
9 
5 6 7 passive 
I I 
If you feel that your behavior in a group is quite definitely related to one 
end or the other of the scale (but not extremely) , you should circle either 
the 2 or the 6, as follows: 
calm 1 
calm 1 2 
J 
3 
4 
or 
4 
5 
5 
6 
Q 
7 
7 
excitable 
excitable 
If your group behavior seems to you only slightly related to one side as 
opposed to the other (but not really neutral) , you should circle either the 
3 ~the 5, as follows: 
n 
fair 1 2 4 I 5 6 7 unfair 
i0 
. "'-
or 
4 6 7 1 2 3 unfair fair 
The direction in which you circle, of course, depends upon which of the two 
ends of the scale is most characteristic of your behavior in groups. 
If you consider your group behavior to be really neutral on the scale, with 
both sides of the scale equally associated with the way you are as a member, 
then you should circle the 4, in the middle space, as follows: 
quiet 1 2 3 i fh'i 5 6 7 outgoing 
n \:;1'1 
Work at a fairly high speed throughout this questionnaire . Do not puzzle over 
individual. items, and make each item a separate and independent judgement. This is 
not ·a test -- there are no right or wrong answers . Rather, it is your first 
impressions, your immediate "feelingsu about the way you are in a group, that we 
want. On the other hand, please do not be careless, because we want your 
true impressions. 
-------------------~--~--~--------~~~---------~~------~-~-----~~--------------------~ Before you continue, please make sure you have filled in your name on the line below. 
AU. information will be completely confidential, and your name will be translated 
into a code number by the experimenter, to assure anonymity. 
Your Name: Code No.: 
(please leave blank ) 
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THE WAY I ACTUALLY AM lN !), GRaJP 
1. warm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 cool 
2. important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
3. close 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 distant 
4. weak 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 strong 
5. central 1 2 3· 4 5 6 7 peripheral 
6. unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 friendly 
7. rejected 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 accepted 
8. adaptable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 rigid 
9. dependent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 independent 
10. harmonious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 discordant 
11. insensitive 1 2 3 5 6 7 sensitive 
12. bad 1 2 3 5 6 7 good 
13. follows 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 leads 
14. hard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 soft 
15. excluded 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 included 
16. successful 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 unsuccessful 
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PLEASE READ THESE JNSTRUCTICNS CAREFULLY 
Next, we want your judgements about the kind of person you would most like to 
have in the group wit h you~_ in this experiment. -- ---
We are going to use these ratings in composing groups for the experiment. We 
are going to systematically vary the composition of the groups, in terms of 
who~likes~whom, so that some groups will have people -who like on~ another, 
some groups will -have peopl e who dislike one another, and some groups -will be 
in~between. So it is important for us to find out about the kind of person 
you will really expect to like in the group. 
As we said, the main :tasks of these groups will be to analyze case studies and 
to give the .members an opportunity to s ee how accurately t hey can judge one 
anot her . 
Again, circle the number on each of t he scales which most closely approximates 
your feeling about the person you would most l i ke in the group with you. 
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THE KIND OF PERSON I WOULD LIKE MOOT JN THE GROUP WITH ME 
1. warm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 cool 
2. important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
3. close 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 distant 
4o weak 1 2 3 4 '5 6 7 strong 
5o central 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 peripheral 
6., unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 friendly 
7o rejected 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 accepted 
8. adaptable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 rigid 
9o dependent 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 independent 
lOo harmonious 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 discordant 
11. insensitive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sensitive 
12o bad 1 2 3 4 0 5 6 7 good 0 0 
13o follows 1 2 3 4 ~ ' 5. 6 1 leads 8 
14o hard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 soft 
15o excluded 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 included 
16 .. successful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unsuccessful 
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PLEASE READ THESE lNSTRUCTICNS CAREFULLY 
Final.l.y9 we want-yo~ judgements about the kind of person you would l east like to 
have in the group with you. 
In order to form the groups for the experiment.9 it is important for us to find out 
about the kind of person you would re~ dislike in the groupo 
Circle the number on each of the scales which most closely approximates your feeling 
about the person you would dislike ~ in the group with you. 
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THE KlliD OF PERSON I WOULD DISLIKE MOST lli THE GROUP WITH ME 
1. warm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 cool 
2. important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
3. close 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 distant 
4. weak 1 2 3 4 5 ·.6 7 strong 
5. central 1 2 3 4 5 6 '' 7 peripheral 
6. unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 friendly 
7. rejected 1 2 3 4 ' 5 6 7 accepted 
8. adaptable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 rigid 
9. dependent 1 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 independent 
10. harmonious 1 2 3 5 6 7 discordant 
11. insensitive 1 2 3 5 6 7 sensitive 
12. bad 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 good 
13. follows 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 leads 
14. hard 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 soft 
15. excluded 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 included 
16. successful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Unsuccessful 
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PLEASE READ THESE lll'STRUCTICNS CAREFUU..Y 
Now that you have taken part in this study as a member of a group, we would like 
you to judge your own behavior in _~ group. 
You will be making your judgements about yourself on the _same sort of rating 
scales with which you are already familiar. This time, circle the number on 
each of the scales which most closely approximates your feeling about the way 
you ~ in !! group. 
The direction in which you circle will depend upon which of the two ends of the 
scale is more characteristic of your behavior in a group. 
Remember, we want to know your immediate ttfeelingn about the way you are in a 
group. 
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THE WAY I ACTUALLY AM m 1£ GRaJP 
1. warm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 cool 
2. important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
3. close 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 distant 
4. weak 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 strong 
5. central 1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 peripheral 
6. unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 friendly 
7. rejected 1 2 3 5 6 7 accepted 
8. adaptable 1 2 3 5 6 7 rigid 
9. dependent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 independent 
10. harmonious 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 discordant 
11. insensitive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sensitive 
12. bad 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 good 
13. follows 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 leads 
14. hard 1 2 3 5 6 7 soft 
15. excluded 1 2 3 5 6 7 included 
16. successful 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 unsuccessful 
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PLEASE READ THESE JNSTRUCTICNS CAREFULLY 
Now, we would like you to judge . the kind of people you think __ B_L_UE___ and 
RED are. 
In making your ratings, please use all of the impressions you have gotten of them 
during your time here. (In ca.3e you have somewhat different opinions of each of 
them, use an average rating of the two of them.) 
Circle the number on each of the scales which most closely approximates ~ 
feeling about the way BLUE and RED are. 
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THE WAY I THINK BLUE AND RED ARE 
1. warm 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 cool 
2. important 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
3. close 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 distant 
4. weak 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 str'ong 
5. central 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 peripheral 
6. unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 friendly 
7. rejected 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 accepted 
B. adaptable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 rigid 
9. dependent 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 independent 
10. harmonious 1 2 3 4 
I 5 ' 6 l ' 7 discordant 
ll. insensitive 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sensitive 
12. bad 1 2 3 ' 4 5 6 7 good 
13. follows 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 leads 
14. hard 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 soft 
15. excluded 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 in,cluded 
16. successful 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 unsuccessful 
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Finally, judge your feeling about BLUE and RED , by rating them 
on the following two scales. ------ ------
1. I would like to be in _!! ..,group with __ B_L_UE __ _ and RED 
very much 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 very little 
2. My liking for __ B_L_uE_- ---r- and 
------
RED is as follows: 
like them very much 1 2 3 I I 1 4 . ; 5 6 7 I dis+ike them very much 
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PLEASE READ THESE lNSTRUCTIWS CAREFULLY 
we would like your impression of the ~ .£!: people ~ expect _ B_L_UE ____ _ 
RED to be. 
will be rating your expectations about them on the same sort of rating scaJ.es 
1 which you are already familiar. This time, circle the number on each of the 
es which most closely approximates your feeling about the way you expect 
BLUE md RED will be • 
direction in which you circle will depend upon which of the two ends of the 
e you expect will be more characteristic of their behavior. 
•ircle the number on each of the following scales which most closely approximates 
• expectation about the~ of members BLUE and RED probably'~· 
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THE K:niD OF MEMBERS .I EXPECT BLUE AND · RED TO BE 
warm l 2 3 4 5 6 7 cool 
I ~ortant l. 2 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
close l 2 3 5 6 7 distant 
5 6 7 strong I weak l 2 3 i j 
ceatraJ. l 2 3 J 4 5 6 ·7 peripheral i 
2 3 
a ~ 5 6 unfriad:cy- l 8 7 friend:cy-I 
I 
'4 5 6 rejected 1 2 3 I 7 accepted J i 
I 4 5 6 adaptable l 2 3 0 7 rigid 
dependent 1 :2 3 4 , 5 6 7 i.ndepandsn\ 
ha.rmonioUB l. 2 3 4 I 5 I 6 7 discordant 
4 
.I 
5 6 iJlsensitive l 2 3 I 7 sensitive 
bad· l 2 J 4 5 6 7 good 
follows l 2 3 4 
. I 
5 I · 6 7 leads 
baret · l . 2 3 I 4 I 5 6 7 soft l 
excluded 1 2 3 f 4 I 5 6 7 included 
I I ·euocuetul l ~ 3 4 I 5 6 7 unsuocessiUl 
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APPENDIX B 
CASE STUDY 
CASE STUDY: 
THE INTER-RELIGIOUS CLUB, WALDON COLLEGE 
Characters: 
Larry McDonald, President, Inter-Religious Club 
Prof. H. s. Smith, Department of Religion, Eastern University 
(invited speaker) 
John Forbes, member, Inter-Religious Club 
This case study is about an event which took place in the 
Inter-Religious Club, a campus group at Waldon College. The case 
includes data about the club president, another member of the 
group, and an invited speaker, and about what each of them felt 
and thought as well as how they acted. 
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Professor Harold Smith 
Department of Religion 
Eastern University 
Dear Prof. Smith: 
THE CLUB PRESIDENT 
Here's What He Did 
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112 High Street 
Waldon, Mass. 
October 16, 1960 
The program committee of the Inter-Religious Club of Waldon 
College would like very much to have you as our speaker on November 
14, at 8:00 P.M. We would like an address on "The Place of Religion 
in College Life." We cannot pay you a fee but we wish we could. 
Can you be with us? I will be happy to meet you should you 
come by train. Maybe we could have dinner together if you can make 
it. 
Sincerely, ~ 
t...~ ) J1c. Y 6VLCLfL4 
Larry McDonald 
President 
Inter-Religious Club 
How He Felt About It 
These meetings really have to be better than last years. We 'll 
need good spealters for the group. Refreshments, too -- the program 
committee -- it's no help -- leaves everything up to me. Wonder what 
the members really do want? Maybe I can try to find out. Have to see 
later. Anyway I won't have to worry about Professor Smith -- he's really 
good! At least the Chaplain says so. Informal, good stories -- all the 
clubs want him. Sure hope I get him. 
Name speakers are about the only way to safely get members out --
anyway I'd be scared, if I tried to w9rk up a program that was too dif-
ferent from the usual sort -- letting everyone participate as much as they 
wanted, and that kind of stuff. If it worked at all it would get out of 
control -- the last time we got hot and bothered by a local issue at a meet-
ing, it was a madhouse! I don't see how you can tell a good speaker what 
to do, anyway -- he'd be offended. We invite him ~use he knows what he's 
talking about, and our meetings are usually good if the speaker is good. 
THE INVITED SPEAKER 
Here's What He Did 
My Dear Mr. McDonald: 
Eastern University 
October 25, 1960 
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I do happen to have free the evening of November 14 and I shall 
plan to come to Waldon to speak on "The Importance of Religion in 
Modern Life." I don't know just when I'll be able to leave the univer-
sity that afternoon, however, so I believe I had better drop off some-
where enroute -- I'm driving -- for a quick supper. I'll meet you at 
the meeting place -- please tell me where -- about 7 :45. I do appre-
ciate your suggestion that you and I eat together but we may be able 
to do that another time. 
Sincerely, 
--~ .1:, :~~ 
H. s. Smith 
Professor of Religion 
HSS/bl 
How He Felt About It 
Ought to be able to drive it in an hour and a half. Nice 
letter -- better than most. I'm free that night -- nothing much 
else to do. I don't really like to speak for nothing but I won't 
have to get anything ready. Well ••• I could give them the one on 
"The Student Who Found Himself" -- that always goes over pretty 
well. Can't expect too much from these meetings anyway. Give the 
kids a couple of laughs, something to think about. 
Trying to do more than give them the best speech you can isn't 
worth the effort. These student groups seem to want the answers, 
an~vay. They don't want to raise real questions. And my talks a good 
one -- if only they'd do something about it. I know they hardly ever 
do, but that's not really~ responsibility. It isn't up to me to 
change their religious life on campus. And actually, I suppose these 
student gatherings are nine-tenths social and one-tenth learning 
they like to get together and my speech is an excuse to do so. 
ONE MEMBER OF THE GROUP 
Here's What He Did 
NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD I.R.C. 'ERS 
TO CQ.m TO THE AID OF THEIR CLUB 
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Your program committee has a fine meeting set up for November 14. Don't 
miss . The small number at the last meeting was embarrassing to everyone. 
Time: 8:00 P.M. Speaker: Prof. Harry s. Smith 
Northeastern University 
Place: Room 12, Loftus Hall Topic: "The Importance of Religion 
in Modern Life" 
Refreshments: at 9:00 
Please fill this form out and send it back by interdepartmental mail , 
or drop it at the office. .~- 'a-'v . ...e: ~ 
- ~ .Q.. ... ~-
will be there. 
' ~ (' .c. .... --• ... :t-
2 . I will bring 1 2 3 friends with me (circle one). 
How He Felt About It 
Never get much out of those meetings -- they're all alike . Why 
can't they talk about something important like boy-girl relationships or 
discrimination here on the campus. Everyone in the dorm would want to 
go to a meeting like that. But I guess they're afraid of anything in-
teresting like that! I've heard plenty of talks on "'lbe Importance of 
Religion." So what! Another professor too-- as if I didn't have too 
many professors in my life already. These officers walk around with their 
heads so high in the clouds they can't keep their feet on the ground . 
\Yhat can I do? The program committee runs everything -- the 
same little clique and their friends ! A year ago I suggested we have 
smaller meetings with more discussion, and what happened? Nothing! 
A lot of others feel the same way I feel -- they stay away in droves! 
There ought to be a meeting of everyone who stays away from group meet-
ings -- that might be a good crowd. Wish I could get some help some-
where on these things that are really bothering me . The only reason I'm 
going to the meeting is because my folks expect me to be active in extra-
curricular things. You won't catch me asking my friends to go and be 
bored, though. 
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APPENDIX C 
REACTIONS FROM OTHERS 
Positive Reaction From Blue 
Positive Reaction From Red 
Negative Reaction From Blue 
Negative Reaction From Red 
l 
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
Now, we would like you to judge the way you think WHITE 
of a group. 
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is., as a member 
In making your judgements, take acconnt of both the ways in which he discussed 
the case study iri . this group, and the ways he thought about the problems of the 
group in the ~ 'StUdy-.-- -
You will be making your judgements on the same sort of rating scales with which 
you are already familiar. This time, circle the number on each of the scales 
which most closely approximates your feeling about the way WHITE is 
i n a group. 
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THE WAY I THINK WHITE IS IN A GROUP 
I 
Q I I L. warm 2 3 I 4 I 5 6 7 cool l ! 
(f) I ) important 1 3 4 I 5 6 7 unimportant 
-· 
I 
I 
l .. close 1 2 (j) 4 5 6 7 distant 
~. weak 1 2 3 4 5 (§) 7 strong 
J 
central 1 @ 3 4 5 6 7 peripheral ) . 
i 
' • unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 @ 7 friendly 
I 
4 5 w '· rejecte~ 1 2 3 i 7 accepted l 
~. adaptable 1 2 (i)l ! 4 5 6 7 rigid 
I. dependent 1 2 3_ !(JJ 5 6 7 independent 
). harmonious 1 2 d) ! 4 5 6 7 discordant 
i 4 d) 6 
-· 
insensitive 1 2 3 I 7 sensitive ! 
i 4 5 (§) ) bad 1 ' 2 3 I 7 good 
·• I 
I 4 5 6 {j) ~. follows 1 2 3 I leads I 
p 
~. hard 1 2 3 !(9 5 6 7 soft 
J 
excluded 1 2 3 4 5 GJ 7 included ) . 
'· 
successful 1 2 6) ! 4 5, 6 7 unsuccessful 
-
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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
)n this page, write a one- or two-paragraph description of the way you think 
WHITE is in a group. 
I think that \VHITE is a very warm, friendly person. He 
is the kind of group member who would probably be right in the 
middle of things in a group - - he would be easily accepted by the 
other people and would be included in most of the activities 
going on . 
Vhite is probably a very good leader. He seems to be a 
strong person and at the same time s ensitive to other people. I 
think that he handled the situation in the case study very well. 
Generally, I think that White will be very successful in a group. 
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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
Now, we would like you to judge the way you think _,_VH_I_TE ____ is, as a member 
of a group. 
In making your judgements, take account of both the ways in which he discussed 
the case study iri ' this group, and the ways he thought about the problems of the 
group in the~ 8't'Udy-.-- --
You will be making your judgements on the same sort of rating scales with which 
you are already familiar. This time, circle the number on each of the scales 
which most closely approximates your feeling about the way \VHI TE is 
in a group. 
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THE WAY I THINK WHITE IS lli A GROUP 
1. warm 1 (f) 3 4 5 6 7 cool 
2. important 1 (V 3 4 5 6 7 unimportant 
3. close 1 (!) 3 4 5 6 7 distant 
4. weak 1 2 3 4 0 6 7 strong 
5. central 1 2 (i) 4 5 6 7 peripheral 
6. unfriendly 1 2 3 4 5 6 (j) friendly 
7. rejecte~ 1 2 3 4 5 (j) 7 accepted 
8. adaptable 
. ,, 
1 2 (}) 4 5 6 7 rigid 
9. dependent 1 2 3 4 G) 6 7 independent 
LO. harmonious 1 2 (j) 4 5 6 7 discordant 
Ll. insensitive 1 2 3 (J;J 5 6 7 sensitive 
L2. bad 1 . 2 3 4 5 Q 7 good 
13. follows 1 2 3 4 5 CP 7 leads 
L4. hard 1 2 3 (!]) 5 6 7 soft 
15. excluded 1 2 3 4 5 (j) 7 included 
16. successful @ 2 3 4 5, 6 7 unsuccessful 
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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
)n this page, write a one- or two-paragraph description of the way you think 
WHITE is in a group. 
I'm glad to say that I believe \Vhite will be an excellent 
leader and a very well liked person in groups. White is apparently 
adaptable and friendly, and I think he must be quite important in 
the groups that he's in. He's a person that I'd judge to be close 
to other people and very central to the activities of the group. 
As I said, White is probably a fine leader -- he's an independent 
person who's included in things and is good for the group. I 
think these things will lead to a lot of success. I would give 
\Vhite a very high rating in most groups. 
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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTICNS CAREFULLY 
Now, we would like you to judge the way you think WHITE ..!:!' as a member 
of a group. ------
In making your judgements, take account of both the ways in which he discussed 
the case study iri ' this group, and the ways he thought about the problems of the 
group in the~ study. -
You will be making your judgements on the same sort of rating scales with which 
you are already familiar. This time, circle the number on each of the scales 
which most closely approximates your feeling about the way WHITE is 
in a group. --
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THE WAY I THINK WHITE IS IN A GROUP 
I I (j) 1. warm 1 2 3 a 4 I 5 6 cool ! l 
I (£) 2. important 1 2 3 4 I 5 7 unimportant I 
I {j) 3. close 1 2 3 4 I 6 7 distant i i 
~. weak 1 ® 3 4 5 6 7 strong I 
5. central 1 2 3 4 5 (£) 7 peripheral 
~ 
unfriendly 1 @ 3 4 5 6 7 friendly ::J. 
i 
?. rejecte~ 1 CD 3 4 5 6 7 accepted 
B. adaptable . -, 1 2 3 I 4 (1) i 6 7 rigid 
1. dependent 1 2 3 l (D 6 i 5 6 7 independent 
I 4 (J) 6 o. harmonious 1 2 3 I 7 discordant 0 i 
l. insensitive 1 2 Q) 4 5 6 7 sensitive 
2. bad 1 ' (j) 3 4 5 6 7 good 
3. follows (i) 2 3 4 5 6 7 leads 
i 
~. hard 1 2 3 ([;) 5 6 7 soft 
5. excluded 1 @ 3 4 5 6 7 included 
5. successful 1 2 3 4 (j) 6 7 unsuccessful 
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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
!! thie ~, ~i te a one-:- or two-paragraph description of the way you think 
:YHITE is in a group. 
I think that White is a very cool, unfriendly person. 
He is the kind of group member who would probably be an outsider, 
on the edges of a group -- he would have trouble in being accepted 
by the other people and might be left out of many activities. 
White is probably very much of a follower in groups. He 
seems to be a weak person and at the same time not too sensitive 
to other people. I think that he handled the situation in the 
case study very poorly. Generally, I think that White will be 
very unsuccessful in a group. 
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
Now, we would like you to judge the way you think WHITE 
of a group. 
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is, as a member 
In making your judgements, take account of both the ways in which he discussed 
the case study iri ' this group, and the ways he thought about the problems of the 
group in the ~ study. 
You will be making your judgements on the same sort of rating scales with which 
you are already familiar. This time, circle the number on each of the scales 
which most closely approximates your feeling about the way VHITE is 
in a group. 
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THE WAY I THINK WHITE IS IN A GROUP 
L. warm 1 2 3 4 7 cool 
~. important 1 2 3 7 unimportant 
~. close 1 2 3 7 distant 
~- weak 1 2 d) 6 7 strong 
J 
central 1 2 ) . 3 4 6 7 peripheral 
' · 
unfriendly CY 2 3 4 5 6 7 friendly 
• rejecte~ 1 (9 3 4 5 6 7 accepted 
3. adaptable . '• 1 2 3 4 ([) 6 7 rigid 
~. dependent 1 2 6) 4 5 6 7 independent 
). harmonious 1 2 3 4 CD 6 7 discordant 
L. insensitive 1 2 3 Q 5 6 7 sensitive 
2. bad 1 ' @ 3 5 6 7 good 
3. follows 1 G) 3 5 6 7 leads 
.~.. hard 1 2 3 5 6 7 soft 
J 
excluded 1 {f) 3 4 5 6 7 included ,. 
' successful 1 2 3 4 5, 6 unsuccessful ). 
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PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY 
On thi~ page, ~rite a one- or two-paragraph description of the way you think 
WHITE is in a group. 
I'm sorry to say that I believe ~ite will be a poor 
leader and not a very well liked person in groups. White is 
apparently rigid and unfriendly, and I think he must be quite 
unimportant in the groups that he's in. He's a person that I'd 
judge to be distant from other people and not at all central to 
the activities of the group. As I said, White is probably a 
poor leader --he's a dependent person who's left out of things, 
and is not much good for the group. I think these things will 
lead to very little success. I would give White a very low 
rating in most groups. 
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APPENDIX D 
METHODOLOGICAL DATA, EXPANDED SECTION 
~. Test-Retest Reliability 
Seventy undergraduate students completed ratings of self concept 
and ratings of ideal liked and ideal disliked others on each of two 
testing occasions, spaced three weeks apart. In this way, six test-
retest reliability coefficients were computed, from each of two dimen-
sions of these three variables. 
These reliability coefficients are reported in Table 6. 
Friendliness-
Evaluation 
Dominance-
Potency 
TABLE 6 
TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY OF SELF CONCEPT 
AND RATINGS OF IDEAL OTHERS 
(Pearson's Product-Moment Correlations)a 
N = 70 
Self Concept Ideal Liked 
Others 
.63 .62 
. 82 .75 
a p < .01 for each of these coefficients 
Ideal Disliked 
Others 
.51 
.76 
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These reliabilities are not remarkably high; on the other hand, 
they are all significant correlations. 1 
B. Population Parameters 
An initial sample of 502 students in undergraduate classes com-
prised a pool from which experimental subjects were drawn. In this 
group there were 326 males and 176 females, a ratio of slightly less 
than 2:1 . 
The age range was 17 to 43 years; the age distribution was highly 
skewed, with the median age at 20 years and the mode at 19. 
This total sample was drawn from summer session classes. 313 
subjects were students at Boston University; 152 subjects came from 
schools in other parts of the country; 37 subjects were unclassifiable 
as to college or school. 
Initial Self Concept Measures 
Self concept scores on each of two dimensions were obtained for 
these subjects, by summating the raw item scores of the items comprising 
each dimension, for each subject. Table 7 summarizes the parameters of 
these intitial self concept scores. 
The distributions of scores on each dimension approximated a 
normal function, although the presence of several extreme scores on 
1Gullford has pointed out that: " ••• for research purposes, one 
can tolerate much lower reliabilities than one can for practical pur-
poses of diagnosis and prediction. We are frequently faced with the 
choice of making the best of what reliability we can get, even though 
it may be of the order of only .so, or of going without the use of 
the test at all" (Guilford, 1954, pp. 388-389). 
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TABLE 7 
PARAMETERS OF INITIAL. SELF CONCEPT RATINGSa 
N = 502 
Median Meanb Stand. Dev. Actual Range 
Friendliness-
Evaluation 23 .5 24.52 6.90 
Dominance-
Potency 23 .0 23 . 02 6.12 
ascores summed over items on each dimension 
blow score = positive self concept 
Ctheoretical range = 9 - 63 
dtheoretical range = 7 - 49 
10 - 52c 
8 - 48d 
the negative self concept tail of the distribution caused a somewhat 
skewed appearance. 
f• Differences Between Males and Females 
Differences between male and female subjects were investigated. 
Since subjects were to be matched across experimental conditions on 
initial ratings of self concept, the differences between sexes on this 
measure were examined first, on the total study sample of N = 502. 
Means and variances on each self concept dimension, for each sex, are 
summarized in Table s, together with t's on these sex differences. 
Significant differences between males and females were found, 
on the total sample, as follows: 
(a) females, as compared with males, describe their group 
TABLE 8 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALES AND FEMALES 
ON INITIAL SELF CONCEPT RATINGS,a 
TOTAL POPULATION 
N = 502 
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Friendliness-Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
Males 
n = 326 
Females 
n = 176 
Meanb t Variance F 
25 .30 50.86 
3.6le 1 . 32d 
23.06 38.57 
alow score = positive self concept 
btheoretical range = 9 - 63 
Ctheoretical range = 7 - 49 
dp < .o5, two-tail 
ep ~ .01, two-tail 
behavior as more friendly; 
Meanc t Variance 
22.10 37.42 
4.6le 
24.73 33.34 
F 
1.12 
(b) males, as compared with females, describe their group behavior 
as more dominant; 
(c) males vary more than females on friendliness. These findings 
on sex differences are consistent with those reported by Deutsch and 
Solomon (1959) • 
Given these findings, a constant proportion of males to females 
was selected for each experimental condition. This more restricted 
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sample was also examined to see whether, among experimental subjects, 
any of the previously found differences between males and females were 
present . These results are summarized in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALES AND FEMALES 
. ON INITIAL SELF CONCEPT RATINGS,a 
EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLE 
N = 48 
Friendliness- Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
Males 
n = 32 
Females 
n = 16 
Meanb t Variance F 
20.63 4.24 
0 . 93 1 . 60 
20 . 00 6 . 80 
alow score - positive self concept 
btheoretical range = 9 - 63 
Ctheoretical range = 7 - 49 
Meanc t Variance 
18.44 6.25 
1 . 16 
19.25 3 . 67 
F 
1 . 70 
None of these tests of sex differences were significant. It was 
concluded that in this experimental sample, selected from the total study 
sample, there were no significant differences between males and females 
on initial level of self concept. 
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Male ~· Female Differences on Dependent Measures 
Although there were no sex differences on initial self concept 
in the experimental sample, it was still possible that males and females 
would differ in effects of the independent variables. Tests were made, 
therefore, of the differences between males and females on each of the 
dependent measures of this study. These results are summarized in Table 
10. 
TABLE 10 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALES AND FEMALES ON 
FOUR DEPENDENT MEASURES, 
EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLE 
N = 48 
Friendliness-Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
Mean J t !variance I F Mean I t !variance I F 
A. Final Self Concept Scoresa 
Males 24 .16 90.33 19.53 27.93 
0.49 1.11 1.09 1.40 
Females 22 .75 100.07 21 . 38 39.18 
B. Final Ratings of Othersb 
Males 29.47 156.39 25 . 34 34.56 
0.49 1.04 0.08 1.80 
Females 31 .31 163.30 25 .19 62.16 
C D-Scores Change in Self Plus Change in Othersc 
• 
Males 12.27 17.88 9.37 11.39 
0 . 23 1.75 0.31 1.18 
Females 12.60 31 . 33 9.68 9.67 
D D-Scores Similarity Between Ratings of Self and Othersd • 
Males 
Females 
5.00 6 .87 
0.59 1.06 
5.46 6.47 
alow score = positive self concept 
blow score = liking for others 
4 .55 5.02 
0 . 83 1.14 
3.98 5.71 
Clow score = little change 
dlow score = high similarity 
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There were no significant differences, either in means or in 
variances, in any of these comparisons. Thus, it was concluded that 
there were no differences between males and females, in experimental 
effects. 
On the basis of these findings, male and female responses were 
combined in testing experimental predictions • 
. ~· Correlation Between Dimensions of Initial Self Concept 
Raw scores of the items comprising each of two dimensions were 
summated, for subjects completing initial ratings of self concept (N = 
502). Scores on these two dimensions were then correlated with one 
another, across subjects. A Pearson's product moment correlation of 
+.41 was obtained (p ( .01). In the present experiment, therefore, 
1 
these two factors are not independent of one another. 
This correlation between dimensions may be attributable to 
several elements: 
(a) In the earlier study by Burke and Bennis (1961), from which 
these dimensions were derived, it proved impossible to completely 
1The relationship between these two dimensions of self ratings 
was also tested for the experimental sample (N = 48). For these sub-
jects, r = -.01, indicating no relationship between these two dimen-
sions. This correlation may be, to some extent, spuriously low, since 
experimental subjects were preselected to be high on each dimension, 
relative to the total sample (positive self concept). On the one hand, 
this could have decreased the correlation, since the range of scores 
over which the correlation was taken was restricted. On the other 
hand, selecting subjects to be high on each dimension might have 
tended to raise the correlation. In any case, this lack of apparent 
correlation between these dimensions, for the experimental sample, 
reinforced the decision to treat the experimental data separately for 
each dimension. 
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achieve simple structure with an orthogonal factor solution. Thus , 
in this earlier study, four items on the dominance dimension had sub-
stantial loadings on friendliness (successful-unsuccessful, hard-soft, 
important-unimportant, and central-peripheral); one item included in 
the friendliness dimension had substantial loading on dominance 
(included-excluded) . 
(b) It seemed unwarranted , in the present study, to weight raw 
item scores by the loadings found in the earlier factorial study. 
Ignoring factor loadings could increase the correlation between dimen-
sions . 
(c) The populations of the two studies are not comparable (i . e . , 
subjects in the present study were undergraduate students; subjects in 
the earlier study included many businessmen, ministers, teachers, and 
other professionals) . 
(d) Similarly, the situations of the two studies are not com-
parable in many respects (i . e . , groups in this experiment are arti-
ficial, very short-term units; subjects in the earlier study were ex-
posed to intensive training in interpersonal relations, for several 
weeks prior to collection of data for the factor analysis). 
E. Matching Across Experimental and Control Conditions 
Subjects were matched by inspection of their initial self concept 
scores, and then randomly assigned into one of four experimental con-
ditions or into one of two control conditions. Tests were made of the 
success of this matching on initial self concept , and also of whether 
subjects were matched across conditions on ratings of ideal liked and 
ideal disliked others . 
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This was accomplished by testing the differences between these 
six experimental conditions through simple analysis of variance. These 
analyses were performed on ratings of self concept, ideal liked others, 
and ideal disliked others, for each of two dimensions. 1 Table 11 sum-
marizes the means of all conditions, and the associated Fused to test 
differences between conditions, for each of these six analyses. 
There were no significant differences between conditions in 
these analyses. Thus, it has been assumed that the various experimental 
and control conditions have been matched with one another, on ratings of 
initial self concept and ideal liked and disliked others. 
F. Measurement of Induction of Expectations 
of Liking Others, in Control Groups 
In each control condition, after expectations of either liking 
or disliking others had been induced, each subject rated his expecta-
tion of how the others would be. These ratings, summed over the items 
comprising each dimension, are a measure of the success of this in-
duction of liking or disliking others. 
Differences between the mean ratings from each control group 
were calculated, on each dimension, to test the success of these two 
inductions of liking or disliking others. These results are summarized 
in Table 12. 
The results indicate that the two control conditions are 
1In each of these analyses Bartlett's test were not significant , 
indicating homogeneity of variance between conditions. 
F tests were performed by using within groups variance as the 
appropriate error term, in testing the success of matching. 
TABLE 11 
COMPARISON OF SIX EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL CONDITIONS ON 
INITIAL RATINGS OF SELF CONCEPT AND IDEAL OTHERSa 
(Analyses of Variance) 
N = 71 
Means of Means of Con-
Experimenta l Conditions trol Groups 
#l #2 #3 #4 #1 #2 
n=l2 n=l2 n=l2 n=l2 n=l2 n=ll 
Initial Self Concegt 
Friendliness-Eva!. 20 .58 20.42 20 .67 20.00 20.08 19.45 
Initial Self Concept 
Dominance-Potencyc 18.33 19.17 18.83 18.50 18.58 18.00 
Ideal Liked Others 
Friendliness-Eval.b 20 .17 19.17 20.75 16.33 22 .17 19.18 
Ideal Liked Others 
Dominance-PotencyC 18.00 18.58 18.83 18.17 17.25 18.82 
Ideal Disliked Others 
Friendliness-Eval.b 54.92 55.42 54.67 59.08 56 . 25 56.55 
Ideal Disliked Others 
Dominance-Potencyc 37.67 38.50 39 . 42 37 . 83 39. 08 35.73 
alow scores = positive self concept or ratings of others 
btheoretical range = 9 - 63 
ctheoretical range = 7 - 49 
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F 
Among/ 
Within 
0.40 
0 . 30 
1.49 
0 . 19 
0 .61 
0 . 36 
.v 
' 
TABLE 12 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO CONTROL GROUP, 
ON EXPECTATIONS OF LIKING FOR OTHERSa 
N = 23 
Friendliness-Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
Meanb t !Variance F Mean° t !Variance 
Control Group 1 
Liking Others 17 . 33 30 . 24 18 . 67 17 . 52 
n = 12 
7 . 77e 4 . o6d 3 . 6le 
Control Group 2 
Disliking others 46 . 09 122 . 69 29 . 91 90 . 49 
n = 11 
alow score = positive rating of expectations of others 
btheoretical range = 9 - 63 
ctheoretical range = 7 - 49 
dp ( . 05, two-tail 
ep < . 01, two-tail 
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F 
5 . 16e 
significantly different from one another. Subjects in Control Group 1, 
who were told that they would be in a group with others they would like, 
expected these others to be more friendly and dominant than did subjects 
in Control Group 2, who were told that they would be in a group with 
others they would dislike. Thus, the independent variable was success-
fully induced . 1 
1 In addition, there was significantly greater variance among 
members of Control Group 2 than among members of Control Group 1. This 
G. Relations Between Ratings of Ideal Others and Expecta-
tions of Liking others, in Control Groups 
Control group subjects completed ratings of ideal liked and 
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ideal disliked others (during the pre-experimental session) and also 
completed ratings of expectations of others that were to be in their 
group (in the experimental session) . It was thus possible to obtain , 
for these subjects, the correlation between ratings of ideal liked and 
disliked others and ratings of expectations about others . 
To do this, ratings of expectations were correlated with ratings 
of ideal others (either positive or negative) that corresponded in sign 
to the sign of the induction of this independent variable . 1 
On the friendliness-evaluation dimension , this correlation 
was +. 77; on the dominance-potency dimension, this correlation was +. 66 . 
Both of these correlations are significant, with N = 23 (p < . 01) . 
Although these two variables were significantly correlated , 
it was possible that their elevations differed significantly. To 
test this possibility, mean ideal ratings and mean ratings of expecta-
tions were compared, for each control group on each dimension . These 
results are presented in Table 13 . 
may indicate either difficulty in accepting, or difficulty in express-
ing, hostile attitudes toward other individuals, Who have not yet even 
been met, among some individials in Control Group 2, which received a 
negative induction . 
1subjects who were induced to like others had their ratings of 
ideal liked others correlated with their ratings of expectations about 
others; subjects who were induced to dislike others had their ratings 
of ideal disliked others correlated with their ratings of expectations 
about others . 
TABLE 13 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RATINGS OF IDEAL OTHERS 
AND EXPECTATIONS OF LIKING FOR OTHERS ,a 
IN ~VO CONTROL GROUP CONDITIONS 
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Friendliness-Evaluation 
eanb l t !variance ! F 
Dominance-Potency 
Meanc J t Jvariance j F 
A Control Group 1· Liking Induction (n = 12) 
• . 
Ideal Liked 
Others 22 . 17 78 . 70 17 . 25 
1 . 73 2 . 60 
Expectations 
of Others 17 . 33 30 . 24 18 . 67 
B 
• 
C t 1 G on ro r oup 2 : Di l"k" S l.. J..ng- I d t· n UC J.. On ( h = 11) 
Ideal Disliked 
Others 56 . 55 52 . 07 
3 . 26e 2 . 36 
Expectations 
of Others 46 . 09 122 . 69 
alow score = positive rating of others 
btheoretical range = 9 - 63 
ctheoretical range = 7 - 49 
dp <. • 05, two-tail 
ep < . 01, one- tail 
35. 73 
29 . 91 
10 . 39 
1 . 28 1 . 69 
17 . 52 
81.62 
2 . 66d 1.11 
90 . 49 
There were no significant differences between ratings of ideal 
liked others and ratings of expectations about others, among subjects 
induced to like other individuals . There were, however, significant 
differences, on each dimension, between ratings of ideal disliked others 
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and ratings of expectations about others, among subjects induced to 
dislike other individuals. These subjects were more extreme in rating 
their negative ideal others than they were in rating expectations of 
actual others whom they anticipated meeting shortly. 
Given these results, it will be necessary to ascertain that 
experimental results are not due to any inflation of "change in liking 
for others" scores (which use ratings of ideal others as a baseline 
measure) , among subjects induced to dislike others. This will be 
accomplished by controlling for regression effects in this analysis. 
H. Correlations Between Final Measures 
of Liking for Others 
Two types of measures of liking for others were obtained from 
experimental subjects, at the close of the experimental session: 
(a) two quasi-sociometric questions, on which subjects rated 
the extent to which they liked the others in their group, directly, 
and the extent to which they wanted to be with the others; 
(b) ratings of the kind of people they thought these others 
were, on items comprising the friendliness-evaluation and dominance-
potency dimensions. 
The two quasi-sociometric ratings were first correlated, over 
all experimental subjects (n = 48) . A correlation of +.81 was obtained, 
with p ( .Ol, indicating a substantial positive relationship between 
these two items. On the basis of this, a sociometric index was computed 
by summating the raw scores of these two items, for each subject. 
Next, this sociometric index was correlated with ratings of 
others, on each of two dimensions. The results were: 
(a) the sociometric index and ratings on the friendliness-
evaluation dimension were correlated +.89, with p< .01; 
(b) the sociometric index and ratings on the dominance-
potency dimension were correlated +.47, with p< .01. 
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\Vhile both of these correlations are significant, the socio-
metric index seems to be intimately related to ratings of others on 
the friendliness-evaluation dimension. This may be an indication of 
the validity of semantic differential-type ratings of others. 
On the basis of these positive correlations, it was decided 
to use only the 16 semantic differential-type items as ratings of liking 
for others, as they are directly comparable to self concept measures 
collected. 
APPENDIX E 
SUMMARY OF BARTLETT'S TESTS IN ANALYSES OF 
VARIANCE USED IN TESTING PREDICTIONS 
TABLE 14 
SUMMARY OF BARTLETT'S TESTS IN ANALYSES OF 
VARIANCE USED IN TESTING PREDICTIONSa 
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Friendliness-Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
F F 
Effects on D-Score 
Indices of Changes in 4.63 1.98 
Self Concept and Changes 
in Liking Others, Com-
bined 
Effects on D-Score 
Indices of Similarity 
Between Final Self 1.78 0 . 56 
Concept and Final 
Liking for Others 
Effects on Final 
Ratings of Self 7.48 3 . 46 
Concept 
Effects on Final 
Ratings of Liking 2.51 1.27 
for Others 
aNone of these F-ratios are significant (p. 05 = 8 .53) . 
APPENDIX F 
TABLES OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
USED IN TESTING PREDICTIONS 
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TABLE 15 
EFFECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS ON 
COMBINED D- SCORE INDICES OF CHANGE 
(Analysis of Variance) 
N = 48 
Source Sum of Squar es J Degrees Freedom Variance 
A Friendliness-Evaluation 
• 
Liking 
Expectation 154.09 1 154.09 
Reactions 
From Others 9.28 1 9. 28 
Interaction 
Effect 329.38 1 329. 38 
Subject 
Error 538.00 44 12 . 23 
B. Dominance-Potency 
Liking 
Expectation 59 . 97 1 59 . 97 
Reactions 
From Others 2. 54 1 2. 54 
Interaction 
Effect 45 . 28 1 45 . 28 
Subject 
Error 397 . 70 44 9.04 
a p < . 025, one-tail 
b p ~ .005, one-tail 
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F 
0 .47 
0.03 
26 . 93b 
1 . 32 
0 . 06 
5.0la 
Source 
TABLE 16 
EFFECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS ON 
FINAL RATINGS OF SELF CONCEPT 
(Analysis of Variance) 
N = 48 
Sum of Squares Degrees Freedom 
A. Friendliness-Evaluation 
Liking 
Expectation 93.52 1 
Reactions 
Variance 
93.52 
From others 1017.52 1 1017.52 
Interaction 
Effect 38.52 1 38.52 
Subject 
Error 3172.75 44 72.11 
B. Dominance-Po t ency 
Liking 
Expectation .. 46.02 1 46 . 02 
Reactions 
From others 305.02 1 305.02 
Interaction 
Effect 58.52 1 58.52 
Subject 
Error 1080.42 44 24 .56 
a P< .005, one-tail 
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F 
1.30 
14.11 a 
0.53 
1.87 
12.42a 
2.38 
TABLE 17 
EFFECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS ON 
FINAL RATINGS OF OTHERS 
(Analysis of Variance) 
N = 48 
Source Sum of Squares Degrees Freedom Variance 
A. Friendliness-Evaluation 
Liking 
Expectation 111.02 1 111.02 
Reactions 
From others 4125.52 1 4125.52 
Interaction 
Effect 7.52 1 7.52 
Subject 
Error 2349.75 44 53.40 
--
B. Dominance-Potency 
Liking 
Expectation 75.00 1 75.00 
Reactions 
From others 300.00 1 300 .00 
Interaction 
Effect 10.09 1 10.09 
Subject 
Error 1668.83 44 37.93 
a p < .005, one-tail 
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F 
2.08 
77.26a 
0.14 
1.98 
7.91a 
0.27 
TABLE 18 
EFFECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS ON D-SCORE INDICES 
OF SIMILARITY BETWEEN FINAL RATINGS 
OF SELF CONCEPT AND OTHERS 
(Analysis of Variance) 
N = 48 
Source Sum of Squares Degrees Freedom Variance 
A. Friendliness- Evaluation 
Liking 
Expectation 7.73 1 7.73 
Reactions 
From Others 150. 66 1 150 . 66 
Interaction 
Effect 0 . 98 1 0 . 98 
Subject 
Error 153 . 05 44 3 . 48 
B. Dominance-Potency 
Liking 
Expectation 34. 63 1 34. 63 
Reactions 
From others 44 . 10 1 44 . 10 
Interaction 
Effect 0.28 1 0 . 28 
Subject 
Error 163 . 14 44 3 . 71 
a p < .005 , one-tail 
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F 
2 . 22 
43 . 29a 
0.28 
9. 33a 
11 . 89a 
0 . 08 
APPENDIX G 
TABLES OF SEPARATE T-TESTS TO CONTROL 
REGRESSION IN TESTING PREDICTIONS 
TABLE 19 
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MATCHED PAIRS OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONSa 
ON COMBINED D-SCORE INDICES OF CHANGE 
IN SELF CONCEPT AND LIKING FOR <Yl'HERS 
(t-tests) 
N = 24 
Friendliness-Evaluation Dominance-Potency 
t 
Condition 1 
vs. 4.16c 
Condition 2 
Condition 3 
vs. 3.16C 
Condition 4 
amatched on initial level of liking for others 
bp > .05, < .10, one-tail 
cp <. • 005 , one-tail 
t 
l.Gsb 
1.5lb 
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TABLE 20 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MATCHED PAIRS OF EXPERI!lliNTAL CONDITIONSa 
ON FINAL RATINGS OF OTHERS 
(t- tests) 
N = 24 
Friendliness- Evaluation 
t 
Condition 1 
vs . 6 . 26d 
Condition 2 
Condition 3 
vs. 6. 18d 
Condition 4 
amatched on initial liking f or others 
b p < • 05 , one-tail 
TABLE 21 
Dominance-Potency 
t 
2. 23c 
1 . 78b 
cp < . 025, one-tail 
dP< . 005, one-tail 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MATCHED PAIRS OF EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONSa 
ON D- SCORE INDICES OF SIMILARITY BETWEEN 
FINAL RATINGS OF SELF CONCEPT AND OTHERS 
(t-tests) 
N = 24 
Friendliness-Evaluation 
t 
Condition 1 
vs . 4. 18c 
Condition 2 -
Condition 3 
vs . 5 . 47c 
Condition 4 
amatched on initial liking for others 
bp < . 025, one-tail 
Dominance-Potency 
t 
2. ssc 
2. o1b 
cp < . 005 , one-tail 
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ABSTRACT 
Effects of two independent variables -- expectations of liking 
or disliking other individuals, and evaluative reactions about self 
from these others on self concept and liking for others, were experi-
mentally studied, as an application of Heider's theory of balanced 
states. 
Heider has postulated a tendency for individuals to reach a 
state in which interpersonal cognitions are balanced, or consistent, 
with one another. Several hypotheses~re generated by applying balance 
theory to the relationships among these variables. 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis I. There will be greater cognitive restructuring 
processes following imbalanced, as compared to balanced, states. 
Hypothesis Ia. There will be greater effects on ratings of 
self concept following an imbalanced, as compared to a balanced, state. 
Hypothesis lb. There will be greater effects on ratings of 
liking for others following an imbalanced, as compared to a balanced, 
state. 
Hypothesis II. Effects on ratings of self concept and liking 
for others will occur in the direction of a balanced state. 
Reaction Hypothesis A. Self concept will be similar to reactions 
about self from others. 
Reaction Hypothesis B. Liking for others will be similar to 
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reactions about self from others. 
Subjects ~ Design 
Forty-eight male and female undergraduate students comprised 
the experimental sample. Each subject received inductions of one level 
of each of two independent variables. All subjects were selected to 
have initially positive self concepts; subjects were matched on self 
concept and then randomly assigned to conditions. The design employed 
was a 2 x 2 factorial, utilizing randomized blocks, with complete 
independence between conditions and with 12 replications. Two con-
ditions were initially balanced, and two were initially imbalanced. 
Procedure 
Initial ra,tings of self concept, ideal liked others, and ideal 
disliked others, were obtained during class sessions. Subjects were 
told they would be matched with others in groups, in terms of either 
liking or disliking, on the basis of these ratings. In reality, two 
confederates were used as "others" throughout the experiment. 
Experimental session. S was told either that he was matched with 
others he would like, or that he was matched with others he would dislike. 
Independent data indicated that this induction was successful. After S 
read a case study, he and the confederates were brought together; S 
was always "chosen" to discuss the case, and confederates were always 
"chosen" to silently observe S's behavior and analysis of the group in 
the case, to see how "accurately" they could judge the kind of group 
member he was. After S answered standard questions about the case, 
S and confederates returned to individual rooms. S was brought 
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pre-programmed evaluations of his group behavior, purportedly by the 
others. Half of the S's received two very positive evaluations; half 
received two very negative evaluations. S then rated his own self 
concept, and his joint impressions of and feelings about the others. 
Results 
Each of the hypotheses, with the exception of Hypothesis Ia, 
was significantly supported. 
Subjects changed more in imbalanced than in balanced groups, 
in the direction of a balanced state. Given initially positive self 
concepts, this tendency toward balance was largely a function of effects 
on liking for others. Thus, Heider's assumption of a tendency toward 
balance was supported. 
Subjects tended to prefer positive relations to negative rela-
tions in achieving balance, where this alternative was possible. 
Sentiment relatiOns tended to change more than self concept, 
indicating relatively greater "anchoring" in the latter variable. 
Finally~ both self concept and liking for others tended toward 
similarity with reactions from others, supporting theoretical assumptions 
and earlier findings on the effects of social influence. 
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